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INTRODUCTION 
����   ���� 

  
The Christian Life Community is an international association of Christians: men and women, 
adults and young people, of all social conditions, who want to follow Jesus Christ more closely 
and work with Him for the building of the Kingdom. Members make up small groups, which are 
part of larger communities organized regionally and nationally, all forming ONE World 
Community. The CLC is present in all five continents, in almost sixty countries. ¢�£¥¤w¦¨§ª©�«¬�®{¯±°³²µ´¶²¸·º¹¼»W½¾¢�£/¤w¦�¿¾À(Á±Â�ÃÅÄÇÆ�ÈwÉ�ÊË¢�£¥¤w¦wÌ¾Í�Î�ÏÐ�Ñ(Ò(ÓÕÔwÒ�Ö »W½×¢�£¥¤w¦(Ø ÙwÚ Ò(Ó ¿ Û Ò ¹ÕÜ�ÝßÞ¨àâá ÐäãÅå æ ¹×ç{è
é�êwëwì íïî�ð�ñÕòôó{õwö §÷¢�£¥¤w¦¨§ ë Ì ø¥ù{¯ í Á�ú�àwÛ ë�ûÕê{ü Ô ¢�ý ë Ïþ�ÿ Ò Ä����(Ê���� ê ¢�ý û��
	�� Ê Î(Â ��ì á��� À(Á����÷¬�®�¯ Ì���� ì�� Ê
������� �"!$#�% ¿ í'& Á�ú�(*) ²µ´¶²¥¹,+.-0/ å,13254 Ì�687 Ö�9 Î å � «�® Ò Éæ Á�ú
 
We are convinced that CLC has much to offer the Church and the society in which we live. The 
role played by the SODALITIES OF OUR LADY in the formation of the laity, for the service of 
the Kingdom during more than 400 years of history, is a precious heritage for CLC. Christian 
Life Community, however, was not just a new name, given to the Sodalities of Our Lady in 1967. 
In the words of Father Paulussen, CLC represented the rebirth of the movement, almost a new 
beginning. : £¥¹ ²µ´¶²�Â,;(à�Ø : £�Â=<�>�Â�É æ ¹ í Þ¨à å,? ¬�@�A/Ï�B íC��D É æ'E Ï
FHG3I Á�úKJ G ¦�L ü Ì þ�ÿ åßæ ðH� Ê ÿ �(à °NMPORQ0SUTWVYX[Z]\]^_\NQY`�TYacb�dfe�´gXhVhiËÊ 	kj�l
m
��� Î{Â ¿ ?$n(Ò É�¹,o p öHqwì=r X[es\NXut(²KT8tYvWewQfvxX[^_\yT8t{z É=|Å£H}w·,Â �0~,� 7R7��
í p{Ì Ó�� ®��ß¢�£/¤w¦ôÍ�Î å�� Þ Ò(ÓßÔ0� ½
� Ò�Ö Ü 	 @ û ²µ´¶² å Ä ê�� I
� � í Á�ú Ò ��� Ê��h�R6Y�'� å Þ3� Ò(Ó��0� I ¢�£¥¤w¦¨§ ©�«ß¬�®�¯�z ¹��*� û MPORQ
SUTWVYX[Z]\]^_\NQY`�TYaPb�dfe'´gXhVhi å � Ö �C� ì�� í��0qwì�� û > D0� Á�ú���X�dfZydY`[`[Qft G �3��Ú �
�H� Ò G A� 3¡ ²µ´¶²/¹£¢ �¥¤$¦¨§ª©*«k¬ ¦*®§0#H�°¯²±´³ Ï Ì0µ Ò3¶ Á�ú

 
  
The new identity of CLC was expressed in the General Principles, approved in 1971 and revised 
in 1990. But from the very beginning it was felt necessary to complement this fundamental text 
with other documents, which expressed more explicitly the processes of formation proper to 
CLC. ²µ´¶² Ì=� ì���· ¯ ÿ û �h�W�g�¸� å®¹ §H��Éº�h�R�Y7�� å,9 · � ·�» °½¼K� · å5¾=¿ (�� ðæ Á�ú3¢3À$Á(ÊÃÂ Ó �*Ä í Ó�Å ö § Å Æ û ²µ´¶² å ö ù I / ÿ0Ç · Ï×À(Á"��È Ò Ä
¿ ( � l ¹ Á É Æ*Ê ë ÏËo � À0Ì0ÍÏÎ�Ð(Â æ'E ÏÒÑ0Ó�Á�ú
 
In 1982, the World Community presented SURVEY as a key paper giving direction to CLC 
formation. Today, a duly adapted SURVEY remains relevant to any analysis and description of 
the growth of a CLC, of the means used and of the contribution of different roles at each stage in 
this growth.  �h�RÔxÕÖ�{Ê ó{õ ¬�®�¯ ¹ ²µ´¶²×/ ÿ å Ø�Ù Ï · � l ¹ l Ð Æ0Ê qwì � ÚÜÛ�Ý´Þ[ßáà ¿
?��wÒ3¶ Á�ú í â Ä ¬�ã ä*å$� ÚÜÛ�Ý´Þ[ß�à ¹ +0æw¦ ²µ´¶² Ì ÿ*ç Ç Ê ÿ*ç Ç · Ì è
ü{õ å � Þ3�*� ½ ü Ç p í I 	 @ í � I Ó{Öwå - I®é�ê í Á �0ë å ö ì I A qwì
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í ã I Á�ú
  
Nevertheless, there is a need for a clearer presentation of the vocation of our lay members, which 
will enrich the formation plans of our National Communities and strengthen the unity of the 
World Community. The World Assembly in Hong Kong in 1994 was particularly aware of this 
need and recommended the implementation of formation plans (initial and continuing) according 
to specific criteria. ¢.¡ å ¦�|0î Ò É�Ê ó(õ ¬�®�¯�Ì��Hï ¿ñð ò Ò ÉßÎ{Â ¬�®�¯ Ì�/ ÿ õ0ó Ïñô�Ð�õ�Ä
�$ö : £÷J G ¦÷àwÛ ë Ì ÿ ê å - I À(Á�� F�I ?�� ¿ºÎ�Ð ì Ò É æ Á�úø�h�R� � �
ù0ú å � 9�û � ó{õýü à å � ¹ í À I Î�Ð ÿ Ï þ ��ÿ §�ã Ò É î�¯ ö § Ó��Åå
� è I ° � Â�� � ã ö §ï· / ÿ õ0ó Ï��
���
	���É Ò3¶ Á�ú
 
The first step was the drawing up of a brief paper Criteria for CLC Formation by an 
international working party. The first draft was re-worked in the light of the international 
meetings for Jesuits and CLC, which took place in Europe, Africa, and Latin America between 
1995 and 1996.1  In December 1996, this was published as a Progressio supplement (no. 45-46) 
so that National Communities could put it to the test and use it as a working document in their 
preparation for the next World Assembly in Brazil.  ¢  ü{õ ¹ Î ? ��� Ô Ûwà ì Ò�Ö�� �������������������� �������������������� �������������� �� �� �� � !"�$#&%('")*#&%,+.-0/1#2�$���!"�$#&%('")*#&%,+.-0/1#2�$���!"�$#&%('")*#&%,+.-0/1#2�$���!"�$#&%('")*#&%,+.-0/1#2�$���
3 /1#045+6'7%8/:9<;3 /1#045+6'7%8/:9<;3 /1#045+6'7%8/:9<;3 /1#045+6'7%8/:9<; å - I ��= I Æ � ¿ � ÿ Ò Ä Ò ¹ºA í�� Á�úKÂ�� û �h�R�?>�� Ç �h�R�R6�� å
132 �A@ Ê >CB £CD�ÊE�ñz�Fñ>�G(£CD å ��Hwð�ñ »W½�à�Ø÷²µ´¶² Î ? à�ÌwÌ �'ç å �
À0Ì0� � Á�ú��h�R�R6 � �fÕJI å í A í � ewT8vWewQY`[` \NT À
K jML ° tRT ú � >$N � 6 · ìPO�Q � � Á�ú
¢�£ Ò�Ö è Î{Â ¬�®�¯ ëwû ¢�A/Ï R3z
S å � 9�û Í T Ó ó{õ�ü à �VU ¿ Ô I
Æ �(ì Þ3� Ò � ��W��YX ½ æ � Á�ú ú
 
 Throughout 1997, the ExCo2 received comments and suggestions about this document. Using 
these contributions, a small group of experts completed it and unified its style, giving it its 
present form. Thus we again offer it to the World Community as a valid expression of the 
Ignatian charism, which is our character. Taking into account so many different cultures, we felt 
it fitting to keep the text as a "working document" which can enrich and be enriched by the 
formation programs and the experiences of each National Community. In the search for greater 
fidelity to our charism, it did not seem useful to ratify the text formally at the World Assembly in 
Brazil. �h�R�W� � I �[Z�Z Ê]\_^ ²KT ° ó{õ ²µ´¶² pa` Ô Ûwà�·cb%¹ô® Æ0Ê�å - Ied �ÕÌgf Ç
? �¥Ï h¥½ Ò�¶ q �(Ê í ¿ Ó Â ì ê
i �(Ì j Æ Â ¢�ý í /�ã å � » ÿ Ï � Ç Ò É
Ì ÿ Ò�Ö (*)¥Ì þ k Â�� � Á�ú ¢ å Æ*zwÊ : £¥¹ í Æ*Ê Ï : £¥Ì�þMlÅ§ ínm � + ö
DÅ£¥¤�o�°8p vWtRX[^ \NX[t±²ÜOWX[es\N`1q	· ¿ r�s�ÈÅÄ ¿ ( Ò ¹ Æ*Ê qwì � ä0å � ö A/Ï ó{õ
¬�®�¯ å )CT ? � Ò�¶ Á�ú�t : Á3/ I �wì Á É Æ ò�¿¾ÉVu$@wv�Ê : £¥¹ í Æ*Ê í è
                                                 
1 In English: Italy, August 1995; Philippines, April 1997; Australia, July 1997. 
 In Spanish: Argentina, October 1995; Peru, January 1996; Spain, April and November 1996; Mexico, October 

1996; Dominican Republic, May 1998. 
 In French: Zaire, July 1995; Egypt, January 1996; Cameroon, August 1996; Ivory Coast, August 1996. 
  
2 CLC's World Executive Council whose Secretariat is in Rome  xzy  CLC {}|5~��  �z��?  �E�   
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Î{Â ¬�®�¯�Ìe� W Ç / ÿ õ0ó Ïñô�Ð�õÅÄ Ò ¹ IY� Ê ¢�¿ño � õ ã À0Ì0� ð�� ½æ ¦
	 �&��� j�L °�� Tfe��Y\]tYv�� T6��d�q{QftY^º·�� ì � � ��¹ A í ö ì Ò Á�É Ñ��{Ä � � Á{ú
� I Ê : £ Ì DÅ£¥¤�o å �Y� K�� Ò É j Ò ¹ ã � Ç · å � Ê í Æ*Ê Ï R3z�S å �
9�û Í ó{õ ü à å � ¬�ã öHqwì § ��� ¹£A í Î�Ð Ò ��� ¹£A$ 3¡ À ¶ Á�ú
 
These guidelines have been written for group guides, assistants and those responsible for CLC 
formation. Their greater experience and knowledge of the community's way of life will make it 
easier for each National Community to adapt the contents of this document to the stage of growth 
of its members. Ö�Ó{å�� Ù�� �V�/ë�û ¢�ý Â ín� Ê À�á jwë �²µ´¶² / ÿ Ï���` � É æ ¹ íïë Ï Ô0�
� Ö�  Á�ú'¬�®�¯�Ì © «3/Hã å - I � ã Ç¢¡ ö �×À(Áý� � W û è Î{Â ¬�®�¯ ìÒ�Ö�� í Æ*Ê Ì Z ��Ï ê ã àwÛ�Ì ÿ*ç ü{õ åP£C¤ ð ö � Ò ¹"A/Ï��[¥(Ä � ë
A í Á�ú
 
  
There are two parts to this document: 
  

1. Criteria for CLC formation, and  
2. The CLC process of Growth and the Appendices. 

  ÅÏÆ*Ê û�¦ � é qwì � ð æ Á m
§�¨§�¨§�¨§�¨ª©¬«©©¬«©©¬«©©¬«©�®�¯ |®�¯ |®�¯ |®�¯ |ª�C°�C°�C°�C°±²¨±²¨±²¨±²¨ª©¬«©©¬«©©¬«©©¬«©³¯�´¯�´¯�´¯�´�µ
¶µ
¶µ
¶µ
¶�····¹¸Yº¸Yº¸Yº¸Yº

 
For a better understanding and use of the document we propose the following keys for 
interpretation: » ¼J½C¾ ¿gÀ�ÁÃÂ �ÅÄ Æ
ÇÅÈ É�Ê�Ë ÌAÇ5ÍnÎÐÏaÑªÒ Ó Ô�Õ Ö ×�Ø ÙÛÚ�ÜYË
Ý�ÞàßCáãâ
  
The personal dimension of the Ignatian process of formation  
(human vocation) äãå
æCçMèäãå
æCçMèäãå
æCçMèäãå
æCçMè³é�ê�ë
ì�íé�ê�ë
ì�íé�ê�ë
ì�íé�ê�ë
ì�í³î
ïCè�ïî
ïCè�ïî
ïCè�ïî
ïCè�ïñð�òð�òð�òð�ò
óó óó ïï ïïCôô ôôVäCõªöäCõªöäCõªöäCõªö÷ê
øê
øê
øê
ø�ùùùù
  
St Ignatius firmly believed that each creature was an original and unique work of the Creator. 
Each person, created in the image and likeness of God, is free to respond to His love. These 
Criteria for Formation help us to recognize those who have chosen CLC as their way of life, and 
how they should be formed. Until now, in CLC's rich history, the emphasis has been mainly on 
community.  únû�üYý þaÿ�� ����� ���	�aú ����
�� ������ �����Mÿ ���Aú���� ��� ���
�	���! ��"�#$� %�&�' (�� ���!) � *Mÿ�� +�,	� -/.	' 0�	1�� 2!3���4�5
6	7�8 �! :9 þ�'<;�= ú�>$=@?�A	�<B:CDB�EGF	� 9IH�J�KGL�M = ú�N�� ÿIO����QPDR
S ÜUT VXWZY []\�^/V	_ `ªÒ�×�' ;��!a b�c�'�� 4�d�� A �! Ie	f�g�e b�cI�
B:CDB��ih�j K�kGl -nm�'�op
 K q�r�s 'ut$�wv��yx!7�z �! 
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Now, without losing anything of that richness, it is a matter of looking at the person (subjectum) 
who has the potential for entering the school of the Spiritual Exercises and of living the CLC 
way of life. The Ignatian is process of formation addressed to everyone and helps each one to put 
everything that he/she is and has at the service of the Kingdom of God. To achieve this, each 
person is invited to live in an attitude of availability, always ready to question his/her personal 
way of acting and thinking, while trying constantly to integrate experience, reflection and action3. 
To be faithful to that process of formation, CLC wants to form men and women who offer 
themselves freely to the Lord and the Church, ready to serve wherever they are sent. These 
criteria form a reference for this process of formation.  +�>$={h�j K d��n|�}�~ e��IJ	� o�P úI���@�����w���³ü	����auB�CDB/�$� 9IH �
�!���{���������Yþ�������É��Z��
 s�� '��{�$���y�aú����Mú �! únû�üYýU�Mÿ
-���ú�� %�x�'��i�I¡	6$� 9 þ	�p¢	OVú�£	P¤��*Mÿ J�K �!a f 0�?{0���¢�0��Aú
���i%�¥�������"�#�¦$§�'{¨I-U�$�w© ª��	«i�¬8�4�5y4	$A �! ú�E ú�®�?i¯	°�o�P
��*Mÿ��²±´³ Î É	µ¬¶¸·]¹
Ë»º	¼�ü�½I��0 e m�� J�K�¾�¿ �$�n=�ÀÂÁÃPDÄ$�I¥i2!3�«
�¬8��<Å�4 K ��4�5pÆ�;�Ç��G8 J £	PDÄ��$È{0����n*Mÿ$�yÉ r úIÈy����'p;�=
�$Ê��nË	ÌuA�Í��i6�7�8I7	Îi= �! +!>$= 9 þ	¢	O�'ÐÏ�Ñ���?�¯	°�o�P�B:CDBI�y+
7�Ò	=pÓ	'�Ô�Õ$6�Ö	�I4y+�Ó	'�on?	×gúØ¨�-U�	?i¯��!aÐ0����i
�#$¢pÙ	ÚnÛ�'
0�	1��u¨	Ü����Ð-���N�� 9 þ�ü�½�?�E��	= �! ú�>$=�ÝwÞMÜ�ú 9 þ	¢	O�'p;�=
ß	à	�p) �! 
 
 
 
The breath of the Spirit throughout CLC history á�âãáá�âãáá�âãáá�âãá�äæåäæåäæåäæå<ç�è�éç�è�éç�è�éç�è�éÐê�ë öê�ë öê�ë öê�ë ö÷êwìãíêwìãíêwìãíêwìãí�í�îí�îí�îí�î
 
Under the guidance of the Lord and of His Spirit, the CLC formation has been gradually codified 
in various papers: those of the World Assemblies, SURVEY, the revised General Principles and 
in numerous formation tools and programs. These criteria form another page of this history of 
the presence and action of the Lord4. Thus, they should not be seen as supplementary, but as a 
humble attempt to sum up the most recent graces which have marked our path and which have 
taken us a step further towards living the CLC charism in its fullness. 
�#$¢p+�,	� þwï�� ú�ð	��'{(���PñB:CDB 9 þ��@v�ò ��9 =uÊ�o K þ�Ê�ó	6	7pz �! õô P
ö�÷ ø�Ú Ê�Ü�N!P/ù�úüûþý ÿ � Pw*$O�) O��	P�+!cI� �I� 9 þ ����� � K +	��Naú
+!�INaú �! ú$>$= ?IA	� 
�#$� 
��	¢ � r � l -X' ;�=»R �� � � ú�� �! ��
(��Io�PD+�>$=pÊ	Ü�N�����ÏU�Mÿ�� J�K �	?�� � �!Pãb�c��@�����<à�ü	°	z��nb�c K

                                                 
3  Regarding the Ignatian paradigm we recommend you read “Ignatian pedagogy - a practical approach”, a 

document prepared in 1993 by the International Commission for the Educational Apostolate of the Society of 
Jesus, ICAJE.  ���������  �� "!   �$#�%�&  '�#  (�)+*�,  -�.$/�0+1$!  '32  4�5  '36�* (ICAJE) 7�8  
1993 937  :<;+2  “ =?>A@�B�C  DFEHG  – I�JKC  L�M ” N�8�O  P<Q<R3&<O  S�T32?U . 

  
4  Among the documents included in the appendixes you can consult those, which refer to the history and 

background of CLC.  V�W�7  XYV+Z  CLC ,  [\/F]  ^�_37  `?2  a3b�c�!  d?T  
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�!a f B:CDBfe�chgji$E<Ï�Ñ�k��!���$4$5Q=�ljm�ú�n!7�A�P � �po�q �@�$ø�N��Q=!©
% Jsr �ut�v!=÷ü$4 K oy�!�	Î{«n�Mú �! 
 
 Sharing our common heritage 
 w�x íw�x íw�x íw�x í  y�zy�zy�zy�z  {�| é{�| é{�| é{�| é  }�~}�~}�~}�~  ������������  
 
CLC history written by the Spirit is inseparable from the history of its apostolic association with 
the Society of Jesus and those other religious families of Ignatian inspiration, to the greater 
service and glory of God. This collaboration between CLC and the Society of Jesus has been 
growing with the passage of time. þwï$'@�	°��!a$�<B:CãB�� l -��Q��"�#��@� � Ö��G¨I-U ��������cI��� ��Ú��
únû�üYý �nþ��¸(���� �� �s� q�r�s N�¢�-�4�� J�K�� ÷�) l - K���� ,�c��@�
� �! B:CDB��� �!Ú��$� ú�>$=�� ¿ ��ü��gú ej� '{(��iÖ���þ � ���G8 �! 
  
Now, after the Thirty-Fourth General Congregation of the Society of Jesus5, this collaboration 
can intensify due to the recommendation, made by the Society, to set up an Ignatian apostolic 
network in order to increase the human and institutional resources at the service of Christ's 
mission.  � �!Ú ����� ò ø�Ú���úF �P ú��eú�>$=¡� ¿ � +!chg�4	�Q-	¢	'²¨I-U���w© 8I7Io
ÿh���Mÿ +!cI� ��4!�Mÿ 0!�$N�� £��
ü	½�? ¯	° T�¤ÅÞ�¥§¦ É�¨ª© «?¬® �
¯ þ	��4�5�= �þ�!Ú$�u°$��'{�	°pÖ�� q ��°yÌu�¬8���6 ���! 
  
These documents should be read and put into practice in the light of this cooperation. They are 
intended for those involved in CLC formation, many of them Jesuits. We share with them the 
common heritage of the Spiritual Exercises, the riches of a long tradition, and the desire to 
commit ourselves, in mission, to the service of others. ú�N ±³²ãÜ � ú�>�= � ¿ � ´ � ' Íhµ!7Io ¶I} e � ú�É�6�7	Î « �Mú �! ú
Ê�Ü�N�� B:CDB 9 þ�' ��a$) ú�N�� ¯�= �MúI£	PÛú�N ; � ,�� � �!Ú��$Naú �! 
b�cIN�� � ���w��ú��I� q º�) �·!¢�P ý³¸ |�º	�»h�j K d!P +!cI� -	¢	' 8I7�o
¹ ÿ$'��u¨I-U���U© b!cÐ0����yª������$0y����ºs»IN���+�N�¢�¼j�pÈ�½��G8 �! 
 

                                                 
5  The document “Cooperation with the laity in mission”, of the 34th General Congregation of the Society of Jesus, 

is included in the appendixes. (Y)3*  34 ¾  ¿+*�,  “ À	Á�Â  ÃhÄÆÅ  Ç<È$ÉKÊ?Ë  Ì3Í ” �<Î<Ï  N�83Ï  V�WK7  Ð3Ñ�Ò Q  Ó�U . 
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����������	���
���	�����	���

�
�� � �� �� �� � � � �� �� �� � �

  
 
 
1. This paper sets out to describe the specific CLC charism. It presents it as a particular vocation 

within the Church to which its members respond with a life commitment. Such an approach 
expresses both the simplicity and the richness of the charism, drawing attention both to its 
historical roots and its later enrichments. This does not pretend to be an exhaustive account of the 
subject, or to examine all its aspects.   Ô Ê�Ü�� ¯ s �Mÿ B:CãBÕe�chgji�'p;��!a{?�Ö	���¬8 �! ×Ô Ê�Ü$�yB:CDBÕe!chgji�E
B:CDB/Ú��$Naú�|y��Ø�E�º�°�2!3�����Ù�ÚuÙ	'�o���Ú�O	=÷þjº K o@�Yü����¬8 �� 
újÛÝÜ qßÞ�à � l -/�Mÿ q ��¢<+p ��ßá�|	'�
��$E ú�n!7�â � o�Pãe�chgji	�
��ä�¼�¢ h�j�¼�� r ü!' à�
	= �! ú$�Mú 
��IE | � � � ��å È 
��$� %�¥
´ � � ��æ�ç ���n���n�jè �! 

  
2. The presentation is based on the experience of the National Communities, but our approach goes 

well beyond that which is actually lived in this or that Community. The CLC vocation and the 
CLC charism are an ideal and a challenge for all of us. Contributions from very experienced CLC 
members are certainly necessary so that the proposals can be put into effect in each National 
Community. But also, we must all continue to work without stint on the task of renewing, 
according to our charism, both our personal and our community life.   ú �Yü	� � §�� q$r!s �êé�ë�' ?$Æ�E x�� 8 e�ì P b�c��íÜ q � � q�r!s �
Ñ�� · � + ú�& J�K �$��0 = �! B�CDB þjº	 e�chgji�� b�cIN %�x�'��
ú�&AúI£p4�|gú �! a�>p�jÙ�NaúÐ�y§�� q$r!s '�o�Ñ!� K Ñ�üj�i�Q8�?y¯�°�o	�
é�ëVú �I
 �I� B:CãByÚ��$N	� ?�a$� îIb ï$j	� �! +�>�È R�= b�c %�x��
b�c�� e�chgji�' � å �!a�P�*Mÿ�¢ q�r!s � F�� ð������ ñ�' 
�ò�� e ó �
÷Im�°�Îi= �! 
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I. THE CLC PERSON   CLC �������� 
  

A. TO SEEK AND FIND ONE'S VOCATION IN THE CHURCH    
      ôjõôjõôjõôjõ  ö éK÷ö éK÷ö éK÷ö éK÷  ø�ù íø�ù íø�ù íø�ù í  

ê
øê
øê
øê
ø
 ú�ûú�ûú�ûú�û  

  
  
1. THE PERSONAL VOCATION   üþý+ÿüþý+ÿüþý+ÿüþý+ÿ  ������������  
  
  

3. We hope that all CLC members will participate in the mission of Christ according to their own 
vocation in the Church.  "Our Community is made up of Christians: men and women, adults and 
young people, of all social conditions, who want to follow Jesus Christ more closely and to work 
with Him for the building of the Kingdom, having recognised the Christian Life Community as 
their special vocation within the Church". (GP 4 �b�cI� %�¥ B:CDBQÚ��$Naú Ù	Ú Ù	'�o ��0�� þjº�' (	� +!chg�4	� -	¢�'
�	a��	?�E ?�;�= �! �� ÏaÑ��$¹
	 Ò��Ãá����� `]Y ����� Ë ���	Ý�� ��` µnÎ
`���� �"!ÅÕ$#&%�Ë Ì('*),+-).�0/21�3545Í7698.: ;=<?>A@CB�D?>�EGFIHKJMLON
P
Q�R�SUT9Q
VXWIY[Z"\^]5_a`bFdcOegfihj>A@�k
l2m(nOoqpsrutAvxwOy"z|{

4. The foundation of CLC formation and renewal is the value of each person and the conviction that 
each person has a divine vocation, which embraces all dimensions of that person's existence. God 
calls everyone. God takes the initiative, but respects our personal freedom. Each individual 
discovers this call when he/she listens to it and accepts God's wishes. This call of God is a 
personal vocation, which reveals itself in our deepest inclinations and our most authentic desires. 
Our free response to God's call is what gives meaning and dignity to our existence.   }�~�}U�
�.� �
�2� �A�g� ��� h"���b��� �IV��2�A�K��� � �.�A��� �2�
�9� � �A  ¡2¢5£ ¤
¥2� 82l§¦ l¨;(©qª¬«®°¯ ±5²A³ ´µ³ ´¨¶ � ·K� �
¶2¸¹Aº2»g¼"½ �A C¾a¿µÀg£[Á.ÂAÃ ¶&¸Ä¹gº2»5¼"½[Å.Æ2Ç £ÉÈ ³�ÊKËg²&ÌÎÍ9Ï[�2� ��AÐA¯ �AÑ ¹ � ¶&¸Ò���2�¨Ó �AÔ ÁAÂAÕg£�Ö ³�¹Aº2» ��×g� ¯�ØAÙ À�Ú�Û �
Á.ÂAÕg£[Ü2ÝgÞ ¶&¸ß¹gº2» � �gà ÞáÁ.ÂAÕ �C�2�5â �Aã �K�.ä��.�5â �AãA� Í&Ï �±Aåçæ"ÓÎègé �çê"ëçì.íxî àKïg¶&¸ð¹Aº.» �$Á.ÂAÕ9íáñgÞ Í9Ï � �AÐ.òAó$ô&õ íö2÷øÍ9Ï0� �2� �9� �$�.ùgú �üû �g£7Á9ý Ø � ¶&¸

   
5. Understanding our personal life, our family, work and civic life as a response to the call of the 

Lord frees us from any inclination to resign ourselves to the situations in which we find ourselves. 
Equally, it brings us to react against that conformity which seeks to impose a state and style of 
life on us.   �2�"þ5ÿ2äÄ±��&þ5ÿ2ä��gå.þ5ÿ2ä ¾�� þ5ÿ £ Å&» � Á.ÂAÕ9í ñgÞ ô2õ��Aò���� Þ ¶ �
	KÓ Í9Ï�� � ��
�� ´ � ��.í ²���� � �����9í ½ ����� � 	 £ �.ù.Þ ¶2¸

                                                 
6  The “General Principles of the Christian Life Community” approved by the World Assembly in Guadalajara '90, 

and confirmed by the Holy See in December of the same year. The quotation is from the paraphrased version 
used in England and Wales and other English speaking countries.  “ ��������� �"!$#&%'%)(+*-, . /102/ 35461798;:=<?>A@ 354CBED9FHG2IKJ=LNMO!QPR#&SUT23HV2W=X�3ZY9P[D5\2G=I1] ^_D5` 8Ha=b !c5d Lfe=g5hji2k1Jj]�l c1mon ` d2p 354 n `=G9qjYArtsA3O4uD5`Avjw F1] ^
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x Ë í �AÔ ��� � Í9ÏKò ¹ ýzy ¹|{ � þ5ÿ ��}A� �~ ¯ ���.¹g³g� ¹ �
� Ú¨�9íø��� à$�
ô2¹5Æ�� Þ ¶&¸

   
   

6. Each person finds in his or her own personal vocation the concrete way to live the universal 
vocation of the human family, which is a call to communion with the Father through the Son 
in the Spirit of love. In fulfilling his mission as a loving response to the call of the Lord, the 
individual progressively fulfils his or her destiny of developing a full communion with God 
and with the human family.   ���2�¨Ó ¾��"����� ì.í ½ � �A¯��.¹ ý Ù��5² ú Ú�� ¹2÷ � Á.ÂAÕ �É�E�±�� ���o��� h^lµ;
¯����.â��Aò��&Ù5± � � }5£ � �2� �.�"â2� �Aã[ì.í ½
Ü2ÝgÞ ¶&¸ðÅ9» �áÁ.ÂgÕ9í ¾�� �AòUô&õ��z�Aò��ç� �2�x¾��"£��g� ��{A± ¢ ½&ä� �2�¨Ó �U�2±�� � �z��� ¹Aº2» �A� ���AÞ Ú�� ò Ü|� Ë|� {A±�  ¹ �� �2� ó �"£�¡£¢ â��gò �g� Ë��C{�¤5¶&¸

7. In this document CLC is presented as a particular vocation within the Church. But, this 
vocation can be understood only in the light of the fundamental vocation of all Christians ^�[¥�¦gÓ }�~�} ¯¨§ � ì5�ª©�«&ÞC�Aã ò¨¬"ËA¹g³ ´¨¶&¸®9àz{É� �AãA� �A 
&Ï�¯AÆ�� À �øØ�°$� �á��± â2� �Aã ÷ � �AÆ í ½9Ìç����²Z³ ´¨¶&¸

  
  
  
2. THE CHRISTIAN  VOCATION      ´¶µ1·z¸º¹�»´¶µ1·z¸º¹�»´¶µ1·z¸º¹�»´¶µ1·z¸º¹�»?¼¾½¼¾½¼¾½¼¾½
  
  

8. Christian life is the answer to the call of Jesus to follow Him and to be transformed by His 
Spirit. This is the design of the Father who has predestined us in Christ ¿ . Christ invites us to 
follow Him in His life and death by adopting, with the grace of the Spirit, those same feelings 
and attitudes which were His and which are set out in the Beatitudes À , so that we too may 
pass from death to true life ÁÂ^   &Ï�¯AÆ�� �ÄÃ Ó ÅA³9» £ ö Â ÷ � �Æ � Á.ÂAÕ9í ô&õg¹ � 	2�K� ���"í
� ¹ ý ÇzÈ � � 	2�¨¶&¸ ��	KÓ &Ï�¯AÆg¯ �.¹ ý Í9Ï
¯ É|�K½ ù Ï�tg¹ �

                                                 
7  “Before the world was made, he chose us, chose us in Christ, to . . . live through love in his presence, ... [to] 

become his adopted children through Jesus Christ...” (Ephesians 1:4-5) “ Ê=Ë  ÌÎÍ  ÏtÐÒÑ  Ó�ÔÖÕ ×  Ø1ÑÚÙ  Û ÔtÜ  Ý�ÞtßÎàUá , 
Û ÔÖâ  ã_ä  åÒÑæÙ  çUèAßÚé  ê  ë1ì  íïîKÏ  ð9ñ  ò  ó5ôUõUö1÷ . í�ø_ù9ú  ûÎü  

Ó�ÔÖÕ9×UÜ  ýAß9þ  
Û ÔtÜ  ã_ä9ÿ  ��� ú  �tùAà��1ú  ��Ô  �ÒßæôUõUö1÷ . Ï5ì  ß	��
_ÿ  Ó  �ÎùÒä  £Ñ  ���

 Ï��Òá��  ����ö1÷ .” � 3����u# L ��� �"!Â^  
  
8  Mt 5:3-12  �$#&%�'(�'L )*� # S+!  
  
9    “All I want to know is Christ and the power of his resurrection and to share his sufferings by reproducing the 

pattern of his death. That is the way I can hope to take my place in the resurrection of the dead” (Phil 3:10-11).  
“ ,9q.-0/0132�4�59qºi b 136�79L i b ,ºi b a&8 Y:9�1<;KJºi b J�=23?>A@109q(BC1<;OJD0EGF ]=^'i2kK0&H m0IAJ�K -9!¾F�L p�MON 3O4QPG7�,9q a&8 3jFSR:TVU�W�R3XGY F ] ^[Z
�]\O^�_:)'L # ( ��#'#`!
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�gÁ2� Ê � �¨¶&¸Ö&Ï£¯AÆ2¼"½ � Í&ÏKò ¹ ýzy����
� Óba £dc£�feK� � ÃA�
g�h �É� t £ji�� ±5Ë ¢ ½�²�k�l x Ú"Þ º�m � ~ Æonfprqtstu í { ú ´ �º�m � ~ Æg¯M²�v"³ eK�A£ ö Â Æ��xw ñ ¹ � ¶&¸Ö&Ï"¹ ý Í9Ïzy¨Ë gth í ½
pAt Þ þ � �Aò|{t}.±|°�~g¶&¸��

 
9. The Lord invites us to intimacy with Him ��� L  and to collaborate with Him in His mission of 

announcing the Good News and promoting God's Reign.11 Å9»"Ó eK�2�A� �t�gÞ v2ÊKò Í9Ï
¯ w ñ ¹AË.�.ä$���Qq h £ ��� ¹g³ ¹Aº2» �¶�¯�� £|� pgË�� � � �2�0¾��2í���� ¹5Æ��|w ñ ¹ � ¶&¸����
 

   
10. We respond to this call of the Lord in faith by welcoming His word and the gift of His Spirit, by 

which the Father consecrates us for the mission of Christ, priest, prophet and king. Baptism is the 
sacramental sign of this incorporation within the body of Christ, the Church, the community of 
His followers.   Í9Ï � �AÔ$Å9» � ÁAÂAÕ9í Å9» �����.� Å9» � ���
���r�g£���� � ØAÙ À � �
��� �Aò ô&õ Þ ¶&¸&�AÔ ô&õ £ ���"½ �gÁ ¼"½ � ¾ ¬z� Å��¨�(�
Ë.�  9� �
&Ï�¯AÆ � ¾��"£ É|�"½ Í9Ï
¯ �r¡ ¹�° ¹ � ¶&¸?¢¤£ � &Ï�¯AÆ � ¥ �E�
§ � �K�C�Æ £ ö ÂA� � À.�|¦ x � úCÚ�� ¯ �¨§ �$�K¾ â2� �© �
¶&¸

 
   
11. God's call is inserted in the fabric of our natural gifts and in the circumstances of both our 

personal and social history, in which we participate.   ¹Aº2» �ÉÁ.ÂAÕ ÓMÍ&Ï � �¤ªgâ ��«j¬ í�®c � � ´E�2�.ä Í9Ï5±x¯ ý ¹g³ ´ ��2�5â;&ÏK³ ¾�� â°y ¾ü�²±&ê$ì.í´³ � � � ´¨¶&¸
   
12. The Christian vocation is an invitation to reorder all one's life by placing Jesus at its centre.  In 

the Christian vocation, we find the inspiration to choose a new lifestyle, the strength to persevere 
and the joy to announce the Good News to the poor12, to love and to pardon.&Ï�¯AÆ�� ���AãA� ÅÒ³9» £ � �2� ÃA� Ñ �.í�� Ë5³ Ã � �K¯ µ¨¶¸·�Qt¹
V
w ñ �
¶&¸£&Ï�¯AÆ�� �AãCì.í ½UÍ9Ï �»º òAóCþ5ÿ ~ Æg¯ ��¼ ¹ ��½"¤ ä � ³ ¹ �
« �
� ±gï Þ � À&í °¾q h £°�b� ¹g³¿�ÁÀ ¾�� ¹.��Âg½2¹ �°��Ãg£UÜ2ÝgÞ ¶&¸

   
 
13. In adults, who have already defined their family and professional lives, the question of how to 

follow Jesus will affect, above all, the way of living their commitments so as to arrive at a 
profound and gradual transformation of their relationships with others, with their material means 

                                                 
10  “…I call you friends because I have made known to you everything I have heard from my Father. You did not 

choose me, no, I chose you; ...” (Jn 15:15-16)       “ ,9qÅÄ�ÆCRÈÇ?F�ÉÅÊÒF1/1J a�Ë�ÌÎÍ q ]=^ÏÊ9!Ð D9F¾0 q;g�1ÒÑ Ë W¾Ó�ÔEFK]=^Õ,9qÎÄ�ÆCR¾Ö�×=/1JÅØÚÙ1] ^ÜÛ p ÛÎ70Ý Ì 3 J 4ÒL9!;wS1
Ä�Æ 3 J Ñ0Þß;�à Ð I�WáÓ�ÔEFK] ^âÄ�Æ p ,0R3ã�!¾w F.7 F /:Û p Ä�Æ�R3ãA7 :Aä ]�åAZçæ èêéëíìïî+ëíìïðñëíò�ó�ô

  
11  “As the Father has sent me, so I am sending you.” (Jn 20:21)   
     “ 7�Ý Ì&õ 4  ,�R  öAÛC÷  w�øGù  ,0ú  Ä�ÆCR  öOûK] . ( ü2v  20,21)” 
 
12  Lk 4:14-21  ý p  4,14-21 
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and with themselves. In the language of Ignatius, the answer to this question leads to the 
amendment or reform of one's life. 
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14. In young people, who have not yet clearly defined what they want to be or to do, the question of 

how to follow Jesus not only leads them to a new way of life but it will also help them to make 
freer decisions about their life choices (to start a family, celibacy, priesthood or religious life, a 
profession). 

 JK  LNM)4%O  P�Q0�  9:  R�S �  T-U�V  W%:  X8Y%Z"[X8Y%Z"[X8Y%Z"[X8Y%Z"[%�O  \8/  ]�^�_ �  /�`�O  a0b  &�c8d
 4e  687�<  f-g �  h�1�i  jkml�� H 1  

'"n
 o%p  Jq�r  (

d�s
, t-u , vNwK  x <  ^�y�K , z)7%K �  

+�{ 4e ) B0@  C?|}�  904%~  � (  ����1i  � s0�  ���  ^  
\�y�  y��-�  

&�'"(
. .  

 
15. Vocation is intimately linked to mission. When a Christian deepens his or her bonds of friendship 

with the Lord, He entrusts a mission to them. Vocation has its origin in the entering of God into 
their lives and needs time to transform their hearts, binding them totally to Christ. The mission 
entrusted to them by Christ is a deep, permanent and growing desire born out of this bond13.  

  ����e v��� ���-4�O �R-��/ \ (%� f��8��y c�' 4��_-�� �-��� ��R d� /�6��-��4���_�0��e f%��O¡v�� �£¢ ~-¤¦¥�u (%� ����e 4���_�0�£��u��¨§��
g%/ ,�+ e�©ªf¬«� ' \ H�® �°¯�± ' f��8��y��¬²�z³¬�-´���/¶µ0·��-e ©�e+�¸�' ��¹�º (%� f%�)��y��»��¤¼f%�8��y c g���O¾½0¿V�eÀv��-< 'Á :¾�0Â��
��Ã , e �0Ä  �Å�Æ ' ® ��P�¤ d eÈÇÉ ')(%�ËÊÍÌ

 
16. CLC members recognise their personal vocation within the Church in this particular form of 

Christian life. The particular vocation of CLC members is closely related to the discernment of 
their apostolic mission, that is, the type of service each Christian is being called to render in the 
Church for the evangelisation of the world.   ÎÐÏÑÎÓÒ -<¾� Ò¾Ô �"�ªf%�8��y c � '�Õ tÖ%:»×�Ø�b¾Ù�¤»Ú-�ÜÛ c �Ý���bc)Þ : (%� ÎÐÏÑÎßÒ -�ªÖ�à�:¾����eÝv�y�Æáv����â9: Þ à��äãåT0æ��âç�±�·-bè ¤áf%�8��y c Ú� d � Ò �)�êé8v�4y-�êë�ìáí Ä \�eáé8v��ê×�Ø)�À���-4�O
�%î0��/È\ (%�

  
  
  

                                                 
13  “He appointed twelve, whom he also named apostles to be with him, and to be sent out to proclaim the 

message…” (Mk 3:14) “ ï)ðòñôó"õ  ö}÷ùø  ú�ûýüùþ  ï)ÿòø  �����  ���	��
� . ï)ÿòø  �����  � ñ  �����
 �°üòþ , ï)ÿùø  �����}ü	�  � �ùø  !�"#�}ü �  �}ü%$ …” ( &(' )  3,14) 
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3. THE SPECIFIC CLC VOCATION   *,+-**,+-**,+-**,+-*/.�0.�0.�0.�021/341/341/341/346587587587587  
 9;:=<

The CLC vocation makes the universal Christian vocation specific by means of three principal 
characteristics.ÎÐÏÑÎ ����e¨�#>%Æ c f%�8��y c ��� Ô �)� T d V¨Ö@?�Æ c 5 � d V Ä \ (%�

  
  
3.1. An Ignatian vocation   A�BDCA�BDCA�BDCA�BDC	E�FE�FE�FE�FHG	IG	IG	IG	I

 J=K �
The charism and spirituality of CLC are Ignatian. Thus, the Spiritual Exercises of St Ignatius are 

both the specific source of this charism and the characteristic instrument of CLC spirituality.14 ÎÐÏÑÎ �ML��8��¯��» ���< '"*�+-, Æ cÈ&�')(%� a�r8� � '"*�+0, �Ý �u�^�î)< 'L��8��¯��¨tÖ%:¦�NPO)�2Q + � ÎÐÏÑÎ  "��� Ö@?�Æ c y�Å ( ÊSR �
   9UTV<

The General Principles emphasise the Ignatian character of CLC by using phrases throughout the 
text, which refer to the experience of The Exercises or to the Ignatian charism. They emphasise 
the central role of Jesus Christ. Their explicit references to the Ignatian origins of the CLC way 
of proceeding and to the importance of apostolic discernment in opening oneself to the most 
urgent and universal calls of the Lord make it clear that discernment is to become the normal way 
of making decisions. s �-< WòGYX[Z}� \] ' Ã '"*�+0, Æ L��8��¯b ._^�4-e `7�� ÅPa �
vYb@c H 1�d ÎÐÏÑÎ � '"*�+-, Æ Ö�� � e�f 4 Ä \ (%��s �-< ]�^ f%�)��y��g�h Æ cji	k-�le%f 4 Ä \ (%� ÎÐÏÑÎnm QYo Þ � '"*�+-, Æ cqp �Ü¥�_-� d P
�#>%Æ ' Ä + ^�: ¢�r h �á��u � Û�s4-eut@vxw	> �[y°� g ¹����¼9: s �-�z ��: ._^< Þ à ' � s0� ���8e s æ�Æ c s Þ�' ��/#{�: ( e &)� z ��³ 4 Ä
\ (%�

   
20. The CLC way of life is shaped by the features of Ignatian Christology: austere and simple, in 

solidarity with the poor and the outcasts of society, integrating contemplation and action, in all 
things living lives of love and service within the Church, always in a spirit of discernment. This 
Ignatian Christology springs from the contemplation of the Incarnation where the mission of 
Jesus is revealed. It springs forth from contemplating Him who is sent by the Father to save the 
world; who personally chooses and calls those He wants to collaborate with Him from among 
those who recognize themselves as being weak and sinners. It arises from following Jesus the 
Eternal King who emptied Himself15[10] in order to live a life of poverty and humiliation, in union 
with Him in his passion and resurrection, when the strength of the Spirit forms the Church as the 
Body of Christ.   ÎÐÏÑÎ}|�~ o Þ < ����	��w�������v���� Ö@?�� ��¤ ×��º (%� f & < ¸ ��4 Ä��� 4 ® � d� 4 Ä ����º ' g��� �984 ® � ~ Q�� �0æ � Ù�´�4 ® �_��� &

                                                 
14 “Our vocation calls us to live this spirituality, which opens us and disposes us to whatever God wishes in each 

concrete situation of our daily life.” (GP 5) 
 “ û	�������8õ ��� ����� ������ ¡�£¢j¤8¥ ó ��¦Y§ ñôó û��¨¥ � © �}ü�õjª����£«¬£ ��® � ï�ª£¥ û��@¯8� ø�°±�� þ³²µ´·¶[¸"õº¹���ø/�0õ»ª����½¼=¾À¿ÂÁ(ÃÅÄÇÆ
 
15  Philippians 2:7 È�É�Ê  2,7 
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Ô �)� v/Ë-� §ÌÎÍ ® � � ÒÀÔ �)�Àé8v�4 Ä �ÐÏæ Þ à� s uáÂ��Ý\�e &�')(%�Ë�'Á : '"*�+0, Æ c f%�8��y�Ñ�< ]�^�_-�¼v�� '¡Ò�Á Ã-e e | �å9:â�0æ��"�
Ã�Ó (%� f & < T0æ�Ì Å�4�« è ¤ � ¢ 1 ¢PÔ Õ@Ö � Ä �A��uÌ ×0:¶v[Ø ' ®Ù�c�' r Ä c8s 4eáv[Ø"g g �)��Ú8u ' c���Û)4�«0b 4eáv[Ø"gÝÜYÞ84 + Ä¢#r�+ e¼]�^�_��È9-:È�0æ��)�êÃ%Ó (%� f & < �àß)�âá�ã H 1 � Ò báf%�)��y��ä H 1âµ0· +@å_æ �áf%�8��y��»^ � � ¢ ~ Ìuç H uªf%�8��y��èÛ_é���/ d�� �êë � §ÌèÍ%J d « è ¤0�â��u�Ìjì0U-u ÊîíÇï Êñðóò  8�:ôO	õ ' u ]�^�__Ìåa r e
©��âì_ö%º (%�

  
21. Ignatian Spirituality also explains the Marian character of the CLC charism. The role of Mary in 

the Community is, in effect, the same role that she has in the Exercises and in the spiritual 
experience of Ignatius. The mother of Jesus is constantly present at the side of her Son, a 
mediator as well as an inspiration, and a model of response to His call and to working with Him 
in His mission.   ÷ : '"*�+-,  "��< ÎÐÏÑÎ L��8��¯��)�lø���ù�@Îú%û�� s#ü ³âý�JMþ/ÿ (%� U��� Q�� Ô �)�¾¯��J0� i	k <å �u�^�î8� '"*�+-, �Ü -Æ c ��]%Ì¾Ù�¤0� Ò�ÁD�
���%_-� i	k �ÝQàÛ"4 (%� ]�^�_-�â/���q8eÜJ Ò _������c��âR + 5-�¶�)1�eg
	 ��1ª�)1�eª ��DÌÀ¥�e ')+ ® �ä]�^�_0� ¢#r h ��%;-4 + Ä ]�^�_-�Èv����c�� 4-u ��� ')+(%�

   ��� <
In the light of the founding experience of the Exercises, the CLC has as its vision the integration 
of faith and life in every dimension: personal, social, professional, political and ecclesial.   �u�^�î ' Û����-¥�e��]%ÌÜÙ�¤�� ÎÐÏÑÎ e¬Û c Æ� v Ò Æ�}K��-Æ� s é�Æ¾f%� Ä
� Ò Æ��� ' r0e2��������)�¨u
�-�¦§��¦Ù�´�Ìâì�z H 1 d V Ä \ (%�

  ��� �
The spirituality of the Exercises strengthens the distinctive character of this Christian vocation.   �u�^�î8�  "��< 'Á : f%�8��y c ���� tÖ%: Ö��Ì e · +��! �(%�

   
24. The Ignatian magis sets the style of our response to the universal call to holiness, seeking the 

"greater glory of God", by following Jesus Christ more closely16[11] through "offerings of greater 
worth and importance" 17 '"*�+-,%d " 4e #%$'&)(+*),.-0/2143 e 576�8 d é� g ¹��Ì é�9�: c H 1�d ]�^
f%�8��yb � ( 6¶��³<;>=�4�~ Ê2?Çï Ê Ê ò 5 4���_-�¬� ( 8  A@�:;Ì';�Å�4�50�BDC c��81¨�#>%Æ c¡¢�r h �¨9: U��0�E�; o Þ Ì s ¤  �(%� ”17 
 

25. Christ, moreover, reveals Himself in Ignatian Spirituality as "a man for others", and to follow 
Him is to put ourselves at the service of our brothers and sisters: a distinctly apostolic way of 
understanding the Reign of God. CLC members are Christians who "want to follow Jesus Christ 
more closely and work with Him in the building of the Kingdom" 18  

                                                 
16  GP 4.  Á(Ã  4 
 
17  SpEx 97,104, etc. FHGJILK 97, 104 M  
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NPO � ( y '"*�+-,  "� Ô �)� f%�8�ye 5.Q c Ì è : vxØ�: H 1 Ò�Á_��(%�
f%� Ä f%�8��y-b aSR ( e & < U%� �u�Ì U��0� ×�w ��T0g�� 9: é)v	�
9-u�4e &�')(%� f & <¼4���_-� ( ��ì��»9:ÀtÖ%: t@vxw ' ¤¡s Þ�')(%� ÎÐÏ ÎÒ -< UÍ]�^»f%�8��y-bÀ� ( 6 dDV�' a r Ä 4���_áÃ�r8bXWSY�4�« è ¤áf z �c��âÛ)4�«�Z�r0e�:ôf��8��y c g ')(%� 18 

   
26. Finally, the Exercises, and hence our spirituality, underline the ecclesial character of apostolic 

service. In as much as it is a mission received from Christ, it is mediated through the Church. 
"Union with Christ leads to union with the Church where Christ here and now continues His 
mission of salvation"19   ¯�V�[ H 1á �u�^�î8� U��0�  "��< v�y�Æ é8v	�È\8/8�]\�^àwN>³ú%û�Ì e�f 4 Ä
\ (%� f%�8�y�1 ¢PÔ¼¢ ~í0<¼v�� c p�_¼v�y�Æ¼é8v�eÜ� Ò bÜÙ�4%~`T�Û-º (%�
5 ������v
a�@<bdcfe ������vhgAi�j�GlknmpoJq rôG�@tsDu³twvyxEk{zh|~}P�
e� >�\�^>a�@�b�cA�u�!�h$����������  

  � :=<
The Ignatian character of CLC20 and its members finds expression in the regular practice of the 
Ignatian way of prayer, examen, evaluation and apostolic discernment (personal as well as 
communal), and by frequent participation in the sacraments. ÎÐÏÑÎ � ÎÐÏÑÎ Ò � '"*�+-, Æ Ö��<�� ð'"*�+-,�Þ �¶«0y%� � Þ �����d� Û c Æ c
�� o%pÈJ�q�r � Q���Æ c ���D��� d �¦v�y�Æ c Þ à���  :£�8v |�~ Ì Ù�¤Ò�Á_��(%�

  
  

3.2  A Communal Vocation  �)��)��)��)�S�DF�DF�DF�DFHG	IG	IG	IG	I 21 
  
  

28. CLC members live Ignatian Spirituality in community. The help of brothers and sisters sharing 
the same call is essential for our growth in fidelity to our vocation and mission. In addition, 
community itself is a constituent element of the apostolic witness of CLC.   

                                                 
18  GP 4.  Á(Ã��  
  
19   GP 6  Á(Ã  6 
20  The Ignatian heritage can be likened to a great tree planted in the garden of the Church. The principal branch of 

the tree is undoubtedly the Society of Jesus, but Ignatian is not a synonym for Jesuit. The spirituality of the 
Exercises nourishes other religious and lay groups as well, each of which expresses in its own way this or that 
character of the Ignatian charism. It is among these groups that a special place has to be given to the Marian 
Congregations, the predecessors of the CLC

<
���J�¡ y¢E£¡¤¦¥¨§J©yª¬« Á�J®E¯¦°¡±³²¨´¡µL®2Ê £y¶ I]·d¸ <º¹J» � ´¬µ ¢l¼�½³¾¦¿¼�Ày«]Á I © ¸ <ÃÂÅÄ ´ �¡Æ}ü�Ç��³�
È �³ÉJÊ¬Ë'Ì ¶dÍ)Î�ÏÑÐLÒ �JÓ�À¦«pÔ¬« ¸JÕÖFHGJI)K ¢F�× ¥ÙØ Ä IJÚyÛJÜ�ÝyÏßÞ¬GyÚßÛyÜ�àâá¡ãyä�å¦æJç � ÝßèßÛyÜ�Ý�éëê�ìJí�îÅïñð¦ò�óJôJõ ØJö÷Åø Ý�ùEè¡ú³û¬üLýÿþ��¡å Ë��Lö�� û��	�JÕ Ê¡Ë ê�Ý�
��� ÷�� ýÙú)òdà����yû������Jê×������dåyæ ê�àßê����¡é��Jê! ¦ò�óJÚ#"%$�&('�ÐyÜyê��JÕ

   
21  This dimension of CLC's vocation is described in detail in a special section (no. 125-163).  
      CLC ×*)yõ  ê ö ý  ��+¬é  , Ë  ú�-�.  /�0 Ó �#�	� .(#125-163) 
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132416587:98;=<?>A@CBEDGFIH�JEK:LNM�O:PCQARASUTV;XWEY8Z?P\[8]=^:_8`Nacb
dfehgji 9EkNl8m8;NnjoVkNO8pEq\rtsfDNuVvAwyx:zN{8|fvA}hv?bt~h�V���f�
� HGRAS�w:�fD�x?vfw�<?>A@ g @Vb�13241Vk�rjlj�f���E�AD�aG���8O8�8pf���?RAS

 
   

29. "To prepare our members more effectively for apostolic witness and service, especially in our 
daily environment, we form communities of those who strongly desire to unite their human lives 
completely with their Christian faith according to our charism"22  ���t�G� ���?���?���*���t�8 �¡£¢f¤¦¥N§�¨�© ª�«j¬X6®N¯�°�±�¥�²8³ ´¶µ
· ¤¹¸»º*¼�½¹¾À¿#�?�V�CÁ¦ÂÄÃÅ�A���»�t�#�hÆÅ��ÇÉÈ8�ËÊ�ÌI�8Í¦Î�Ï%��Ç8¤8Ð
«ÉÑV��³�Òj«E��Ó?¬=�ÕÔfÖ8×V¼tØ�Ù(ÚcºG�Û¢ÝÜ# :¬�Þ:ßGàá³Xâtã6Áåä¹®�æèçêéëé

  
  

3.3. A Lay Vocation   ìcíGîìcíGîìcíGîìcíGî  ïï ïïáðð ðð  
 
30. CLC is defined in the General Principles as an association, not of laity, but of the faithful: "Our 

community is made up of Christians: men and women, adults and young people, of all social 
conditions…" 23 ñ8ò ; 13241ó� ô:õ8l89Ek öE@?� ÷?ø õjùA�Gk öE@Vú ñ k?v?` a�R�û ���t�
Þ:ßGà��¶®AüEÎÉ¢j�t¥¹ýÛ½áÔÅ� · �=þáÿ ¿ ����� ��Ï%��Ç8¤ ý�²8³Ë¡��	��
¦®�æèç���

   
31. With maturity, however, at the time of Permanent Commitment, the CLC vocation is specifically 

lay, with its objectives and its characteristics: "We seek to achieve this unity of life in response to 
the call of Christ from within the world in which we live." 24 ��� ^yO��f���?õ8F��Gk ö��8DGFI13241ÛO?p8b ��� �����8OtH����� NôVõEl8k
� H �?R	!�" �t�$# ¢Å� ¡&%f�¹���  �')(Å� Ï%��Ç8¤j� *,+�-t� .0/,1�243�5
6�798;:�<�=?>�@BADC	EF:�G�HJILKNMO=QP)RTSVU�W

                                                 
22  GP 4.  XZY�[]\  
  
23  GP 4. XZY�[]\  
  
24  GP 4. In 1946, Pope Pius XII said “ The faithful, more precisely the lay faithful, find themselves on the front lines 

of the Church's life; for them the Church is the animating principle for human society. Therefore, they in 
particular ought to have an ever-clearer consciousness not only of belonging to the Church, but of being the 
Church.”  ^`_badcfehg?ihjlk4mn^`oqphr4shtLu`v�wyxZz|{~}��$��������v4��vOwyx�z4���y�h�L����Q�N��� �N���Q��� ���f� vOwyx�z������h�� ¡x£¢N¤��9��¥Z¦�§l¨ �9©  «ª�¬$ �|�¯®�°f±$²v�wyx�z��?³,´J�y�9�¶µ,· �O�  �¸�¹�º0»�¼4½��y�¿¾ÁÀQ½D Â}4Ã�ÄQÅ)ÆÇ��È$É�Ê�Ë¶ÌyÍ�ÎÆ �f�ÐÏÒÑÔÓÕÓ×Ö)ØÚÙÚÛ ^`_ÜaÚc ÛbÝÜÞdß ^Tad_áàãâ�äNåDæhç)èhé ß  

 The Second Vatican Council treated the same subject as follows: “ A secular quality is proper and special to the 
laity... But the laity, by their very vocation, seek the kingdom of God by engaging in temporal affairs and by 
ordering them according to the plan of God. They live in the world, that is, in each and in all of the secular 
professions and occupations. They live in the ordinary circumstances of family and social life, from which the 
very web of their existence is woven. God calls them there, so that by exercising their proper function and being 
led by the spirit of the gospel, they can work for the sanctification of the world from within, in the manner of 
leaven. In this way they can make Christ known to others, especially by the testimony of a life resplendent in 
faith, hope, and charity. The laity is closely involved in temporal affairs of every sort. It is therefore their special 
task to illumine and organize these affairs in such a way that they may always start out, develop, and persist 
according to Christ's mind, to the praise of the Creator and the Redeemer.”  (LG 31) ê 2 ë  ì$í$î?ïyð$ñ)òó�ôöõ ê$÷øé$ù,ú$é�ûfuýü�þhò)ÿ�g��4t¡p��������
	�ä��hçyä���hçyé ß��Dß ü�þ�ò)ÿhð����ht
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4. THE PROFILE OF THE CLC PERSON ��������������������������������� ����"!$#!$#!$#!$#  
  

32. The CLC vocation presupposes certain conditions, essentially those required to make the 
Spiritual Exercises. This aptitude is recognised in those characteristics, which allow the 
individual to encounter God. It is not so much a question of something already acquired as the 
potential. To indicate such an aptitude St Ignatius uses the expression "tener subiecto". Tener 
subiecto has a dynamic sense: an individual becomes progressively "subiecto" (disposed) or, 
conversely, not disposed; we may move forward or backwards, but we are never static, we never 
remain in the same place.  %'&�%)(+*+, -/.�02143+, 576+8:9�; <�=>8 ?�, @2A+BDCFEHG4; I+JH3 B$K/L
M4N BO*/.HPRQFS MUT+VFW ;RX4YO8Z?H[ T ,]\+(_^�` abS�c�d�e4f4K/L M$g P
M2h i j B gFMHk4l m K4, npoFq r s/J M K/L t:u vp.2; w+x y l z�{ (
M�|�}$~ ,������������������������������ k ,O�+�H;��/� T4� ?�K/L���������������������������,��7�p0�S
r hH ¢¡/£H� ?�K/L�Q�S�P¥¤ ¦p021+3�v+64;U§$¨p`ª© l4«�¬�¯®�°²±�³µ´�¶�·¹¸�º © l$¡U» [
¼ K/L¾½p¿2,]I4f T+«+¬ÁÀpÂ =Á8Ã?�K/L¾t NH¬ ½p¿2,]ÄHÅ]A�0 M�¡ , » 1FÆÇÄHÅ
È P�É�`�ÊHË N ? ¡�» ,�K/L

 
 Ì�Ì �
The Annotations25 offer us a picture of the adult exercitant. This picture is sometimes a point of 
departure and sometimes a point of arrival. These are the minimal conditions, laid down by 

                                                                                                                                                             Í�Î�Ï�Ð gÒÑ�â)Ó)phð¢Ô�Õnçyä ç�Ö�×)ð�Ø�ÙÛÚ�Ü�Ý�ç
Þ ç
Ö�×)ðàß�â4÷àá�â$ç$tªã
	4é ßü�þhò)ÿ ô p��åäygZs Ûçæéè�è ðëê�ì�p�íÒîï��ðÒÔòñ�ó7ô�gZs Ûçõ�öø÷ ÿhðëù�	òú�ûýühtåãóDô Ô�í�ðþñ�ÿ���������ñÛíÁjø�ÁgDs��
	�ñ)ä��Zé ß�
Î gDslç
Ö�×)r�������Õ���	 Û Í�Î ð
ä����ª� �y÷����4ç
Þ�����ÿDþ�Õ�����ç$ä� �!#"
$�%&�
Ú���' p�í�ð)��(�g�	4ìÛü�ç
Þ Û*)÷�+ � ç�ûÒ�-,/.hé$ò Í�Î ù�ð�0  Ú�1324�#�öì
54�6�87&9�Ú;:�Õ;<�=¡é�>6�?5DÿÁg��÷ ÝA@yò$÷CB Ð ç��D.�ûAEhé ß�÷�FHG Ú ü�þ�ò$ÿ�	��#I�JBç�û�KMLDÔ ô_Í þhÿ��ON�P�JQ�R�S�T ��tVU�WÁÓ$pX�
Y�Õ[Z Ð çyäÁÜ�Ý�çytOã
	ÛÞ Û ÷�+ �;\�9�Ú�1VU�W]Ô�	3]$ê�ß÷ ÝA@yòhðøØÁgøÑhâÒ	Dù T ühä_^�`�ç�û�a�Z õ ðéâ$p õ r�b#c
ñ S ò�d«ç�û�K��)é ßfe�Ñ iyñg�h¶Ø ^ à  

  
 And Pope John Paul II wrote, “ The 'world' thus becomes the place and the means for the lay faithful to fulfil 

their Christian vocation, because the world itself is destined to glorify God the Father in Christ. The Council is 
able then to indicate the proper and special sense of the divine vocation, which is directed to the lay faithful. 
They are not called to abandon the position they have in the world... on the contrary, [baptism] entrusts a 
vocation to them that properly concerns their situation in the world... Thus for the lay faithful, to be present and 
active in the world is not only an anthropological and sociological reality, but, in a specific way, a theological 
and ecclesiological reality as well.”  (Christifideles Laici 15) 

÷ Ý4ä�i
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	�mH�#��� Û ��ñ���m�Ó��7Ô��
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25  SpEx 1-20. � �¢¡4£¥¤§¦©¨«ª  
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Ignatius, for undertaking the adventure and also, more fully, the result of the undertaking. In 
other words, the characteristic traits, which define a suitable individual, must in some manner be 
present in the beginning. Ignatius adapted the Exercises to each individual, but at the same time, 
he recommended that the question of an election should not be put to everyone indiscriminately. 
Moreover, in describing both the exercitant and the conditions required for undertaking the 
Spiritual Exercises, Ignatius presupposes that whoever wishes to have this experience wants 
above all "to love and serve the Divine Majesty ¬ � 26 These are also the distinctive characteristics 
of the individual best fitted to become a CLC member.@ N?Fl U¯® ,>½p¿+`4[b( SO°+AHvFr²±´³+; J }�{ y � ?�K/L M ±´³�P µ 3
¶¸· ¤ M Æ µ 3 ¹»ºF¤ M K/L M$g G+P M7|�}$~¸¼ J } B ±»½2; ºH8 T�l z B
¾ *�r�C/E$G M?¿ aR� } `�8 < rÃÄÁÀ M lÁÂ T K/L K´ÃÅÄ23 TÆ¿ 0ÈÇFBO�ÊÉ7;
A4r ËF¿2, \ÍÌF0FS Îp0 M eÆÏ Ð2c4143ÆÑ §´ÒÁÓ¸Ô ?2e»Õ B$K/L M�|�}$~ ,
576+8 9�; Ö �×É7Gp`+[ 02�¸Ø ¡ XÆÙ;Ú¢Û4` Ü4B .2s+P ±ÆÑ �ÊÉ$`+[
Ý ¦ÍÞF021+3 { a+, ^ ¼ K4, ¡¢ß ;Çyáà2K/LãâÁä M 8 9�v»åR5�6+8 9�;Ã< T ,¥æ
çÆè d$,ÇC/EH; lÁé»ê `�?2eÆÙ M�|�}H~ ,R576+8 9�; T�lH Dë�k ,Á�ÊÉ�Píì è ¬
�ïî¥ð 1
ñ 1�ò�ó�ô
õ÷öO1�ø ù
õ¶1�úüûþý ÿÿ ÿÿ ���${ Õ4B$KF� g ; I+JH3 T4� ?�K/L
M$g G M�� Bà%'&�%���� M d$,¥æ 0ÈÇFB Q�S r�\ÍÌ M ¼ K/L

  
34. These personal characteristics, which must in some way be present at the beginning of the 

Ignatian experience, can be put into two categories.  
      
M�|�}$~ 0
	´½2; }��4T ,���+` a´Ó¸Ô eÆÏ c41+3ÆÑ ¡/£2� ?2e»Õ T , M u
QFS$0FSÒ\+(4G+P ;¼$¡�� y�3 ¬�� 8O?�K/L

  
  

35. From the human point of view  ��������������������  ���������������������������� : 
  

� capable of facing reality, sensitive to the social and political world in which he or she lives, 
able to communicate and render service to others in a significant way   

     �! ô "�2$#&%(' 8*) M 5 v+6 M,++� ?7,Ã���F0´ÙïA$-F0/.��+`10$2 T ÆÆÙ
r h ?7,�34c41+354:SH`+[762� T4� r ��*�8�= 8Ç?7,:9:q

  
� with strong desires to lead a passionate and dynamic life, even if these ideals are, at least for 

a short time, mingled with personal ambition  
      ;�<  =?>  @$A?BDC  E�F?G�F  H�I$J  K�L  M�N  OQPDR  S�T�G�UQV  WQBXG�FZY�[\ V�]�^�_a`cbedDf  

  
� not self-satisfied with their own little world but ready to modify their points of view and 

lifestyle  
      ]$g�h  i?>  j�kml  npomqsr  tvu�w  ]$g�h  x?y�z  {?|X}�~?[  A��DU  E��$^�V?]  
^�_  �$�  

  
36. Concerning their experience of God  �������������������������  �Q��Q��Q��Q�  ��������������������  �Q����Q����Q����Q���  ��������������������   
  

                                                                                                                                                             
  
26  SpEx 233. �����X�����������  
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� moved by the desire27 to encounter and follow Jesus Christ28  

       ��MX��[ R�¡e¢�£�V�]¥¤§¦�^�_¨dDf!©¥ª¬«®°¯D¤²±

� in love with Jesus and His mission, yearning for a deeper personal relationship with Him that 
will redirect and correct, if necessary, their needs and aspirations, and heal their wounds and 
weaknesses  

      ³?´�^$µ$¶ ]$g�h ³?´�z ·�¸�[ M�T?^�V ¹?º�[ »�¼DT?^$½ ]$g�h kD¾�z¿�À [ Á�ÂDyÄÃ$Å ��MX�?J$h Æ�µ Ç�> F?È$G�F¨É�Ê�Ë S?Ì�^�½�ÍXÎ�ÏÑÐÓÒ
Î�ÏÑÐÓÔ¥°Õ�Ö�×�q$Øv¬Ù�ÖeÚÛªÜweÝ  

  
� aware of being a sinner, but loved and chosen by Þàßâáäãæåèç
      éëê�ì!ªîípïDð�ñ�N�hóòÜô�[ õ�V5ïDð�ñ$N$ö�÷Dø
�Xù�ú�û�µ?_ ��_Zü�weÝ  
 
� open to the needs of others, ready to serve them and to join with all who seek to build a world 

both more human and more divine  
      u�ýþ°¯ÿÔ���� Ö����	��
� w(Ý�� µ�� ò����Xl�����ò������ �Zú"!1OQV
Æ�µ F$#�G�U�VÄÆ�µ1gmG�F j�k$[ %�&�^?V�] ^�_('�) ò�����J+*�, L-�
��� �5ú"! OQ_

  
� conscious of being a responsible member of the Church, identified with its message and 

committed to its mission   
      ."/  0?@�PXl  ¢"1  2�B�^�V  ."/  ò43�l  5�g�6  798�OQ_  :";  <-=�>mì  �Xw  Ý�[  
h$~$^�_  �   

  
5. TO SEEK AND FIND ONE'S INDIVIDUAL VOCATION IN CLC 
  CLC ?���@?���@?���@?���@  A�B��A�B��A�B��A�B��  C�DC�DC�DC�D  E�FE�FE�FE�F  

 

                                                 
27  Desires are essential for St Ignatius. For him, being human means basically being capable of having desires. For 

Ignatius, a person's capacity to grow in holiness and bear apostolic fruit depends on the strength of his/her 
desires. For St Ignatius a desire is a life thrust, which enables the person to wish, dream, act and love. A human 
being is someone with the desire for justice, peace and love: with a desire for God. The more a person fosters the 
inner capacity for desires, the more he/she is prepared to be fulfilled by God. Thus, for St Ignatius, those with 
strong desires, even if they were still sinners, were suitable for the Exercises. For Ignatius the spiritual life does 
not consists in keeping rules and guidelines, but in having desires, which the Lord can foster and fulfil. GIHKJ	LNMPORQTSNURVXWRYNZX[]\_^P`	Hba�cdHKJ	LRM�egfbh�H_iNekjl[]mNno`bpRqIS_U	VXWNYNZXrs rTtPuvrkwbx�ekj�H_iNy�n�a	cNHKJ�LNM	e�G	z|{K}k~	OK�]G��N�	y��o�o`TS_�b�]�Nr�^�vek�	fbY�tPuv[T�R��YgS_UNY��N�oO����k�KaRy�n�a	cdHlJ	LNMPORQk�b�]S_Ub[��$�K�PHW_�Ry����R�	y����P�l�	y����|�_��Q��	e���Y��	�PH_a	c��-�K[g NY	��¡	¢�����£_y��|�	O�¤R¥S_Ubrk¦_y§�ve�¨o©�Hbª��R«�¬	O�¤R¥]S_Ubrk¦Ny�ve�¨o©�Hba	c®�-�	H�S_U	O�¤N¥�¯�`^R°|uvrk±_²	³]±_´R^Rµ]�ReT¶_·]¶��	«�¬	O�Y	¸�¹NG�º�»o¼Nw�½	�R¾Ra�cK¿�il�HKJ�LNM	e�	¥]S_Ubrg¦_y�ve��$�K[k¼bµ�À|f	ÁÂxPi_�gÃKÄ	^PÅKr�^|�l�	m�O�`_ÆR�	aNy�n�a�cHKJ	LNM�egÃN`	f��PH�ÇoÈ_É�xoÊbr�xo±_eIËT�Kekj	H�ÌRÍ	iR�K�R«�¬RÎ_�g±b²	LRy¹NG	L�±NLRegS_U_rk¦_y§�ÂÏoOk�KaRy�n�a�c

 
  
28  Constitutions 102.  Ð ^�ÑNÒ  102 
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37. The formation of the laity should bring them an ever-clearer discovery of their vocation and an 
ever-greater readiness to live it so as to fulfil their mission.29 Ó$ÔÖÕ × =�Ô Ø$ÙÛÚ�Ü�Ýan Ô4Þ Ô °Õ�©àß�Ï�qsr+áÜq$Ø�n ÔâÞ Ôã=�ä�å æ$çè Õ�q	é ê	ëÜqRì í =�ä�å æ$ç r4îÜìðï ñ�ò qRì�n q�w¨Ô�ª4å ó ô$é q�w
Ý ì$uRõ÷öùø

 
38. In the process of discovering whether an individual has a CLC vocation, two things must be 

considered. First, whether the individual hoping to live such a vocation has a suitable disposition 
and, second, if they do, how this can be strengthened and the person helped to recognise that God 
is calling them to embrace the CLC way of life. These elements of the CLC process of formation 
in relation to vocation are based mainly on the Spiritual Exercises.30 
E�F$Uûúýüþú�ÿ���Ë���VþOQ_$P���x�^�_5J$T�l��	� �?P9� V�
�ú"!�H 6?µD�����Í
ï���6��93�h
Y�[5P�º�^�_ ��UeG���6 h?º�F$��������Í R ¿ G��96eh�º�UÖ1?¶
U���6 P$º�[�!�� �����$@��:��F�P�z
^� �� ,!��ï�E�FQ[ úýüþú�{?|X}�~?[\ N�"5÷�£�g�µ�_���[ F�~$^�N�"�!����óN�#�[%$5M O�[ ��F$�!�Tÿ��XleÉ'&!(
úýüþúp}-ÿ�J�T�h U��Ö6 ´����$>
Ã�ö ·Qg�M)&�leA�*�Ë	�$V OQµD�,+.-  
  

5.1. The vital role of the Spiritual Exercises in the discernment of vocation  
             C�D��C�D��C�D��C�D��  /!0��/!0��/!0��/!0��  132�@132�@132�@132�@  4	B5�6Û�4	B5�6Û�4	B5�6Û�4	B5�6Û�  798!:798!:798!:798!:  ;=<;=<;=<;=<  
  

39. The discernment of a particular vocation to the CLC is made mainly during the Spiritual 
Exercises where are found, besides the basic perspectives that determine the choice of a Christian 
way of life, the stages for discerning vocation.  

      úýüþú 1�_%>�?"6 ÿ��Xl%@ 6e~�??>BADC�Æ�µ�N ·Qg$M)&�[%E�y�UF !�G�µIHKJ?A��L ð�_:�Xù�[	M967N�N�z ÿ��:~�?�h%O�Ê�ËP��x 6?µD�  
  

40. The Spiritual Exercises are fundamental and essential for living the CLC vocation. They are the 
"source and characteristic instrument of our spirituality".31  Therefore, we cannot understand or 
much less live the CLC vocation without experiencing the Exercises. 
·Qg$M)&�> úýüþú�ÿ��?Ë \'Q �?_)RTS�UDG�UQV�³�MmG�Fe��U�µD��·�g$M)&�> VXW)YZ =�Ô Ø >mì�[]\�^9ÜÜê Õ <Xì$u_V`+ba�ï���c�ö L ð�_ ·Qg$M)&ed$U�_ úýüþú�ÿ���Ë
U�y �eMfd�g�¡eh�i96%j�ö \ �B(�µD�

                                                 
29 Christifideles Laici 58.  kmlmn  o�prq=n�s  ( t ¥  u MRq  2 v Y  

�o��`
 w y , 1988) #58 

  
30   The purpose of the Exercises is to “ overcome oneself, and to order one's life”  (SpEx 21); “ to explore and inquire 

in which life or state does his Divine Majesty wish us to serve Him”  (SpEx 135); they are the school for making 
us listen to the call of God and for helping us to respond, and for making us ever more ready to be always 
listening to His divine voice, transforming our entire life into a generous response to the Lord who calls us and 
who sends us. The Exercises prepare us for a life of “ call-response” . 

  
ÃvÄ	^PÅ_Y �o`l[exzyRÄ�r HbmNy]y�m�{_|Nr  	£m}3x®V ÃvÄ	^|Å]~�� ZÂHly x �R«�¬NÎb�B�bÄ�Î
� �9}�Oà�b� ²o£b�à���	¥�{_|�O��à�_�	¥ Ä3��O��	y����_�	LReNxPO�¤b�������R�	ymN�=}=� V ÃvÄ	^|Å�������Z H_a	c ÃvÄ	^PÅl[T²o£RORQ��R«�¬NY��=�3�Nr��Ry����3�N�R�Rµ �Ny�G_��Y��¡o£l�£¢_¤]�R�Nµ »�¼NL�±_y�� ²o£g�]¥=¦b� ²P£l�§�3�	LRy©¨3ªb�	LRe§«o¬	O ¤N¥§¬�¤N¥
�3�RY��Rp	q®b¢	L3¯Na�cRÃvÄ	^PÅK[�²P£l�®xz�=°PO�¤N¥±�3�3x Y �Rr�²�^§�v�Nµ�»o¼_L3¯Ra	c
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41. At the beginning of the book of the Exercises, St Ignatius defines what he understands to be the 
method God inspired in him; thanks to which, he could help many: "… by this name of Spiritual 
Exercises, is meant every way of examining one's conscience, of meditating, of contemplating, of 
praying vocally and mentally, and of performing other spiritual actions, as will be said later."32 
·Qg$M)& 7 @�i7÷�³Dl�U´�@�µ ÿ�F�>5ï�� U�y"6:�$��U¥^� �� ,!�5]$g C�l
·�¸�[%¶)�%·�!�Ã�g�¹�¸�UÖ1�V�T�h96�µD��ï�¹!³Xl ï�_�º�» U|��[:N�¼
M
O�û�µD��V Z_Ô Ï¾½�ì�¿ ×3À ©%Á!ÂXw ��ÃQì�Ä]Å�Æ��ÈÇ!Æ��_É=Ê��ÈÅ ÕÌË Ô��ÎÍ	Ï
uÐXÖÒÑ�Ó u�ý Z_Ô Ü ��Ã Þ ©ÔÑ�b�uÿ�ÕV`+ä¤
  

42. For Ignatius the Exercises are the different ways of "exercising" the spirit. He justifies his 
definition saying: "For, as strolling, walking, and running are bodily exercises, so ‘spiritual 
exercises’ is the name given to every way of preparing and disposing one's soul to rid herself of 
all disordered attachments, so that, once rid of them one might seek and find the Divine Will in 
regard to the disposition of one's life for the good of the soul". 
U´�Ö�µml���·Qg�M)&» ·Q[×V.Ø$B�VÙÖ�Ú�_5µ ��¹�¸$��U�µD��ï�_ 3�Û?^ �
T�h�Ü'Ý�µD��VßÞ'àÜì�Ä§áBâ�rãÄåä�r Ë£æèç Ý�© Ô�é ÔÔê�½�ì�ëeì3í±î Z_Ôï ½!î�ë�ðBñ�òÒÄôó'õ�öT÷�øùîûú'üDì�ýfþ ÿ �������	�
� ì��������ö������� ì�������� ��ö�!#"�ì$�&%'"�ì�ð)(+*-,/.î
0 132

 
43. Therefore, for Ignatius it is clear that just as a body, which is not exercised loses its agility and 

movement, so it is with the spirit, which needs exercise to give its best and satisfy its deep 
longing for fulfilment. 4/5�6
798;:=<'>/?A@CB
D�EF@HG
ICJCK�L=M/N	O9P�QSRUTCVXWCY=BCZS['\/]^ ?
_UTH`baF@�a#c	d�e=Q=B=f�gFhbdjiFk�lbm�nCo�OXp=q=<=rCs�i
ButvW
YCOw'x 7yk'z 1
 

44. The Christian Life Community, faithful to the Ignatian spirit which inspires it, wants its members 
to be agile in spirit, exercising themselves constantly to hear God's calls and responding promptly 
with their whole being. 4u{U|
T#}A~'�X�'Yu�UZ ^b� OX�/�H�b�U�
Z98;:=<'>����b�/?�p
�FB
D'�/��
�'� 7jButb� B
�=�'@��=�
�CO � O��-�	TCVj�C�u�X�u��BC�� =¡�¢
�F@�£/¤¥ �b7�¦u§C¨��-�	T'V ^ �U©
7yG
ICªbQFsUd � k'z 1

 
45. The original experience of the complete Spiritual Exercises, as conceived by St. Ignatius, covers 

a period of approximately one month, spent in silence, speaking only with a guide or spiritual 
companion. In this context, it is possible for the exercitant to experience, as proposed by Ignatius, 
the different ways of praying, of examining oneself and of contemplating, of reflecting and 
drawing "profit", thus becoming sensitive to what the Lord wants in terms of vocation and 
apostolic action.  
 
8;:=<'>jg#}'?A@
ª�«bau¬ ^ �
�#��m��®�¯Ak�°CYu±y};T'¢X²
m ^ �
Yu³U¢F´
@yµb¶�·u?UZy¸U¹Xº/?��jQF»bZS[=8�z 1 8
¼½K=�bOX¾=BFt�¿
�b¢=ZXg
8;:=<'>uÀb�SÁ
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32 SpEx 1. ÏÑÐ�ÒÔÓ 1 
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2 8;7
W�Õ 2 O-8;ÖF�C»b�u�×B
�F�CÀb� � BC<'ZXg
Ø=´½Ù/T/�v�CYu?Xµ'ªjG � ª=Ú
�Û�b_�¬Cz 1

 
46. In the course of the four weeks of the Exercises, after having confronted him/herself as a sinner 

loved by God, the retreatant is placed before the person of Jesus Christ, with whom he/she will 
continue to grow in intimacy, disposed to be and to do in the world what Jesus is and does, even 
accepting the consequences of this. 
 Ü �uÝC@ ^ �
�#��K
�F?��9B
�F�'@�Ù�Þ�OÛßb�à�	ZSá�};©
7'�S¢
�
OâµbDFk�ã/�
¿
�b¢=Z äÔ�u�æåC?àç/tUQ/_&¬Cz 1 äÔ�u�èåC?��æ¿
�b¢=Z äÔ�u�'Kæé
êCª'Qu_ë f=�ìäÔ�/�CÀb� Ù/<=f í�B
<CZ îba º/? £/¤bB=f í�Bu_ ï [F8;�u�+4ð K'ñ=ò
T ß
ó � 8'_AïH[F8�z 1

 
47. Already in the time of Ignatius, and with even greater reason in the modern circumstances of life, 

it is often not possible, especially for the laity, to make the experience of the Exercises in thirty 
days. For this reason the Exercises can be adapted to the different circumstances of each person, 
being made in shorter steps or in daily life, but seriously, without overlooking any of the steps of 
the Ignatian itinerary. These Exercises, adapted by stages or in ordinary life, are truly an Ignatian 
experience. 
 
8UôS8;:=<'>jg#}�<Fµ'õXöFµv÷=@�auø=?;�/�×ù'�=T/?
_AúÆûüíUÝ'@ ^ �
�#�;O
k'zCZS[F8vÂCý
B'QyR�OSþbÿFÂ��bz 1 8
¼�8	e=798;:=<'>F@Sí��C@�¡H����d
ÝCK=J/8��=8��'Q
Bu_vz	���Û�;z
DF� ^ �
����mX¡�
F}�@�auø=?������� ë �
í	a/~'���=Z��'mj��� � ±=?��-8��u�CÚ½�Û�;z 1 ¿
�b¢F@A�
�#8UõSí	a/~'�
±=?������F¬S8C5bk ^ �
�#�=8����U7��b©C798;:=<'>��F}Aþ��/8;z 1

48. Once made and assimilated, the main fruit produced by the Spiritual Exercises is a new style of 
life. What has been lived throughout the four weeks - in terms of closeness to the person of Jesus 
and his way of life, in terms of learning to discern the movements of the Spirit in daily life, in 
terms of becoming "contemplative in action" - all this reshapes the lifestyle of the person 
causing him/her to be and act more in keeping with the desires of the Lord for the building of 
His Reign. ^ �
�#�;O����'�X4X�b��?vY=¶ ë� zCDF� ^ �
�#�=8�Qu�C»bZ��F¬yn�!bZ#"
7
W
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49. CLC hopes that its members are people of prayer, able to listen to the desires of the Lord, able to 

discern among the many calls of life what is best suited for the building God's Reign. For this 
reason, CLC puts at their disposal the school of the Exercises, which according to the letter of 
Ignatius to Manuel Miona are, "all the best that I have been able to think out, experience and 
understand in this life, both for helping somebody to make the most of themselves as also for 
being able to bring advantage, help and profit to many others". 33 

                                                 
33 November 16, 1536.   1536 :  11 ; 16 <  
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50. For CLC members, therefore, the Spiritual Exercises are not an optional experience, to be made 
or not, or, that once made, belong to the archives of the past. They are a basic, vitalizing 
experience constitutive of their very vocation. An experience, on the other hand, to which it will 
always be necessary to return and whose effect on each person needs to be nourished and 
renewed constantly.  
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51. The Exercises are not an experience with which the apostolic life reaches a climax but rather an 
initial, decisive experience for a personal apostolic option, which is then lived for the rest of 
one's life. 
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5.1.1.      Levels of God's call  ��������������������  �7���7��7���7��7���7��7���7�  ���Q����Q����Q����Q�  
 
•         THE FATHER'S call to life: The splendour of being human 
 ��������������������7�¡ �¡ �¡ �¡ �¢�£Q¤�¥¢�£Q¤�¥¢�£Q¤�¥¢�£Q¤�¥¦�7����7����7����7����§§§§©¨¡ªV«A¬c�¨¡ªV«A¬c�¨¡ªV«A¬c�¨¡ªV«A¬c�®7¯�°7¯�°7¯�°7¯�°  

  
52. When the Father creates us, He calls us, men and women, to live fully in the image and likeness 

of God34 , to be fruitful and multiply, to fill the earth and conquer it and to recognise the 
fundamental good in all things. Finally, the New Testament reveals all the splendour of the 
human being who, created in Christ, is called to divine life in communion with the Father, 
through the Son, in the Spirit of love.  B
�F�CÀb�&ÿ/{�d � ñFB'�²±'� B
�F�CÀb�
Z´³U�F@ * a¦µ·¶ O p^¸C� � �u� n�!Ud¹ �º�bg=BC�u�¼»�O²½bÿ
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BCTCV
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Q^Âb©
7u� ��¯âgC�=Z 4u{U|
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}UÝC@�Å
�FJbO�Æ/5b»U�=�-�;z 1  

  

                                                 
34 Gen 1:26-30  ÇÉÈËÊ  1,26-30 
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53. The Principle and Foundation reminds us that we are called to be in dialogue, recognizing the 
gifts and presence of God in everything – whether in health or sickness, riches or poverty – and 
to respond, like Jesus, with praise, reverence and service. µÍÌ  Î\Ï [��AÐ Z-ÿ/{'ÂÑ.	Ò
B
Í=õÔÓ � Í=õS�
eFB
Í=õÛÂ�Õ
B + ÝF? *�+ [-±=?;�
B
�F�'@ �	Ö Kâö'£'O }7%
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Ú Å=K�ÛUÙ/7�Ü�¦F§CB'TCVX�SÄ�OSß�×Uz'Zy[�Ojÿ/{
?
_½aus'<�Ý��=�-�;z 1 µÍÌ

  
54. The First Week leads us to confront both, God's design for us and the reality of sin and death, the 

distinctive features of our personal and collective existence. In the Dialogue of Mercy, we 
recognize and humbly acknowledge our sinfulness and then, full of confidence and gratitude, 
receive the forgiveness of God, who saves us through Jesus Christ. The experience of the love of 
Christ, who died on the cross to give us new life in His Spirit, invites the exercitants to ask 
themselves, "What can I do for Christ?" and to continue on into the Second Week.  Þ�ß ]Aà m-ÿ/{U7âBFtb�-ÿ/{
?-µCk�B
�=�'@Ô��áUK9ÿ/{b@Ô
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55. Each day we extend this living dialogue with an examination of conscience, in which we 

acknowledge the benefits received from things, people and events.36 This is a way of living day 
after day the Contemplation to Attain Love, which urges us to ask "…  for interior knowledge of 
all the good I have received, in order that ... I may be able to love and serve His Divine Majesty 
in everything � ��!uíSÿ/{UZ ������� O B
D'� 8
¼Ûµb¶'dó�UºFª�ÝCz 1 8	dà¾=ªÛÿ/{UZ9Ù Ö � KÙ65 � K�Ù>. � 7C�^ô�ßbmâe��;O����bZ=z 1 µ�� 8'[F8�Ù�ÞUO��bs-iFkâÈba
O !uí
� óCÂ'Z��/8;z 1 Ù�Þ�O��bsâi=kâÈba
mâÿ/{
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_��! (+*#" |Ae qvugw%$'& W3õ
W�� _öãM)(�W$�´ý egf *¡Ma� p q XIZ,+b� �.-7W�ý  W���0/ 132 � p `
2'4�ÿ%5 �>ÿ
6^WÉXIZ��87!9 x�: kbz 1

 
•         JESUS CHRIST calls us to be with Him and to follow Him 
      ;=<;=<;=<;=<  >@?BADC��¡ >@?BADC��¡ >@?BADC��¡ >@?BADC��¡   E@?GFE@?GFE@?GFE@?GF  H3IKJH3IKJH3IKJH3IKJ  °��°��°��°��  LY¯LY¯LY¯LY¯  H3IDMH3IDMH3IDMH3IDM  NV�DCPONV�DCPONV�DCPONV�DCPO  �7�PI�Q�7�PI�Q�7�PI�Q�7�PI�Q  

56. The experience of being saved by Christ and freed from the slavery of sin,38 invokes in us the 
desire to put ourselves entirely at His service and to listen to His call to work with Him in 

                                                 
35 SpEx 23.  ÏÑÐ�ÒÔÓSRUT  
  
36  SpEx 43. ÏÑÐ�ÒÔÓ  43 
37  SpEx 233-234  ÏÑÐ�ÒÔÓ  233-234 
38 SpEx 53. The first week of the Exercises is usually called the “ week on sin” . It would be more appropriate to call 

it the “ week on mercy” , the “ week on salvation” . In fact, the focus of this first week is the experience of God as 
Saviour and Redeemer, and the experience of oneself as one who has sinned and has been forgiven. This 
revelation occurs through the figure of the crucified Christ (SpEx 53). Before Him, St. Ignatius teaches us to ask: 
What have I done? What am I doing? What will I do for Christ? To those who were lost or locked into the dark 
abyss of self, salvation is presented as a door out of the self, a voyage towards the other. The sin in which we 
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building His Reign. VXW 39  In fact, the eternal King calls us to stay and work with Him, to follow 
Him in His suffering and in His glory. To stay with Jesus and to follow Him in His work of 
establishing His Reign is the one and indivisible choice. To follow the Lord means wanting to 
know Him better, to love Him more intensely and to follow Him more closely in His mission.40 
This is the objective of all the Contemplations in the Spiritual Exercises.  4u{U|
T
7C�^ô ë � O ßb� á=@ Y�äb?�� ¢
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.�/�`�a�b�ced[f�gD_ihj\%k�ljmonjp[qir%s[t�u[v�w[xyk�ljf{z�|�_�t�h%_�\}�~ r ��� �j`���� gDw��@��� ����|����B����_i� �K����f@c ���i� k�lj� d�f��� p[t gD_j�j��k�l[m�t[�j���@���j`Kc�k�l�r���p[ �¡�njp�������k���¢[ jm£i¤ r�¥i¦j_�\�§��@m¨gi`�a�b�c ©Gª��@��d[f ��� p[t ©Gª���r«��p[\�¬�® g@¯y°�±j²��e��³�v�´o°�±j²K���µ§���r���¶j��\·¬��k�l�r�¸e¹�º�t�k�l�r
¸�»�²¼|¾½i_j�j�¿k�l[mo|'Àe�j`Kc�kil�reÁj��Â�Ãi_�Ä#�ip[\,¬Kr�m[Åj¯i��� Æ�Ç
²i¬�²È�P�[ª'ÉÊ�[`ËaP\ÈÌ[ÍËÎ@Ï�mÊÐ�vj²K���

  
57. This option for Christ and to work for His Reign means, in Ignatian Spirituality, opting for the 

whole Christ. To know, to love and to serve His brothers and sisters, this is to love more 
intensely and follow more closely the Christ who is "the true life".

ÆÒÑ
  It is also to exalt Him and 

to contribute to the reconciliation of everything to Him and in Him, so that the Father may be all 
in all.

Æ�Ó
  ²DÔj³iÕ��DÖ��j`Kc·k���¢[ �×�Ø�¯�²��@¯�°�±��,Ù�Ú���ÛjÜK× ØjÝ�g@¯i�iÞ

¬��k���¢[ �×�ß�uià,°�±�Ù�Þ�¬Kr�mjÅj¯i���ák�ljm·â�ãeh�ä�×«º�te|¾½iÙ�tå�æ Þ�¬��çéè�ê�Àjëì²P�·k���¢[ �×�¸,»�²Ë|¾½iÙ�t·¸���í�²{��p[Þ�¬�²K��� ÆîÑ
²DÞ#ï�¯ok�l�r%ð�ñ
ò���Þ�¬�²��j�µk�l�`�Ä��ók�l��[`Kc�ô@õ[m#öjÝ�` æ ñ@Ù�Þ
¬�²K���÷k�øDw[x[ù¼ÖinjÞÈÌ[Íú¬¼�j`DcûÌ�Íú¬�²ýü@�o¬�²D���þÆ^Ó

  
58. CLC is wholly imbued with this great option: the desire to follow Jesus Christ more closely and 

work with Him for the building of His Reign. 
Æ^�

 

                                                                                                                                                             
were lost or into which we were locked now resounds as an offering of liberty and salvation, a call of the Eternal 
King. To respond to it not only with judgement and reason but also with entire surrender is the way of liberation 
for men and women.  
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39 SpEx 95. ÿ������yx{z  
  
40 SpEx 104. ÿ������}|�~��  
  
41 SpEx 139. �������������  
  
42 1 Cor 15:28  �,�������y���������  
  
43 GP 4. �����  
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�¡ ¢� Þ Áj� ��í�² k���¢[ �× ��p�t Ù�Ú�� ÛjÜ�× ²¤£ æ ØjÝ k�lj� d�f
gKÙ�t�hËÙ�ÞË��mjÜ@Þo² Ø¦¥�¯Ê°�±Kw�xÈß�u�àÊt�§[ü©¨«ªD��� Æ��

 
•         THE HOLY SPIRIT moves us to greater fidelity in following Christ 
       ¬©�®°¯¬©�®°¯¬©�®°¯¬©�®°¯²±±±±  ³µ´³µ´³µ´³µ´°¶¶¶¶  ·µ¸�¹·µ¸�¹·µ¸�¹·µ¸�¹  ºº ºº  »°¼½·µ¾»°¼½·µ¾»°¼½·µ¾»°¼½·µ¾  ¿µ´�À°Á°Â¿µ´�À°Á°Â¿µ´�À°Á°Â¿µ´�À°Á°Â  Ã°Ä¤Á°ÅÃ°Ä¤Á°ÅÃ°Ä¤Á°ÅÃ°Ä¤Á°Å  Æ�ÇÆ�ÇÆ�ÇÆ�Ç½È½ÉÈ½ÉÈ½ÉÈ½É  
  

59. Ignatius was a teacher who learned from experience. His spirituality is not based on abstract 
principles of perfection but on the concreteness of God, close and transcendent, who we 
experience in life. Those, making the Exercises, must prepare themselves to make the most 
important decision, "of finding that state of life which God our Lord proposes for us" 44 , using a 
very concrete methodology: contemplating Christ's life, and at the same time being attentive and 
alert to their own feelings and interior movements through which the Holy Spirit speaks to them 
and moves them.²DÔj³iÕjÞ ÊÌËiw[xin¦Í ÎÐÏÌÑ ¢ÐÒ'²D��� ²DÔj³iÕ�m �DÖ[ Ó[Ï�v�´ Ô�Õ@m
���½ÖØ× æ©Ù r Ú ¬�² ÛÐÜ[Ü ���i� Ý ÞØ×Qß àÌË�Ù�Þ �²á[t[  â©ã�vj´
Ù[Ú��im ä¦Ê�ÖØ× æÐÙ r å[t ªD���j�P��ª'ÉDr Ù�Þ |çæ¤Ö[ ç�è é
êìë�íQî
ï�ðÌñ�òôóöõ é�÷¦øúùµûýü�þÐÿ���� é��Qø�� �	��
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60. The experiences of consolation and desolation and of various spirits45 also play a fundamental 
role in Ignatian elections. The group of Meditations and the Rules for making an election46 are 
aimed at clarifying these experiences and thus leading to a discernment. But, they are always 
concerned with actual experiences and not abstract wishes, because Ignatius is satisfied only if 
"without any intermediary, the Creator deals with His creature, and the creature with the 
Creator and Lord".47 Ø��i� t�3[m Ê²Ë�� ñj� �¤ÖØ× ¥�¯ Ê²Ëi Æ54 ï�¯ ²PÔj³iÕ�v¨°�±Ì× ª½¨½ß
6�7 v�´98;:@r%¯i��� °�±Dr#Ù æ Ø�¯�<�Ïj�>=�?½Ö[ ÆA@ ²i�i¯«àÌË²Ö�r9B�ÀiÙ�Ä
Ù�ñDC�?E�iÞ$F�Gix�´D jÙ�Þ�¬Kr�Ð�v�w�x�Ù�t ªD���H��¬½Ö[ Ó[Ï�v�´�I J�²
ÛÐÜ[Ü{��ãjvj´ ÊÌË©×9K�Ï,Î@q�r æ.- ²Pt ªD��� ²PÔj³iÕjÞyÕ�,�çMLON�èOP�QØûR NTS²ÿ�UWVYX[Z$\']_^�`�a;b�cedHQ ðgf R NTSh]iQjLON�è"k è ë�ÿ9^�`�l�m
c�� ×�ôÈô.n�:Êª ª.o æ�prqts;u ²K���

5.1.2. Stages in the discernment of vocation ¬WvWw.xzy¬WvWw.xzy¬WvWw.xzy¬WvWw.xzy  {"|{"|{"|{"|O}}}}  
  

61. Ignatius speaks of making a sound and good "election for one's life and state". This "election" 
should be a free and generous reply on our part to a "vocational call" from God. Ignatius shows 

                                                                                                                                                             
  
44 SpEx 135. �������������
  
45 SpEx 176. ����������~��  
  
46 SpEx 135-168; 169-189. ��� �������������������{��������� � �
  
47 SpEx 15. �����������  
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us the way to dispose ourselves, interiorly, to listen to the call of the Lord and how to behave 
depending on the manner in which God makes Himself heard

�
²DÔj³iÕjÞ¨çr� �;�� �;�� �;�� �;���"�.��"�.��"�.��"�.�����z����z����z����z�����"�"����"�"����"�"����"�"�'���������$�'�;�.��'�;�.��'�;�.��'�;�.��������� �� × ¥iÝ��" �¡i��� ²
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²DÔj³iÕjÞ�§��E£�n[p[q�r���v�w[x Ö�r�ª ªP �¡���� ( �[r Î�§@Ù�Þ¨/�1Kr
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62. We can distinguish between two objectives Z�A�"¬« > 2® %�0}�°¯�' � U �°±³²  
  

�� To discern "a state of life": a lay life (in CLC or somewhere else), the priesthood or 
religious life.  

��
�¡ ¢� �©×Qß�Ûo��¶µ´Ð×Qß·¶¦Û���Ä
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�� to discern "a lifestyle". 48  A key element in this discernment is the relationship 
between a person and his/her possible life-contexts: family, friends, community, 
study, or work... Not every context is suitable for personal growth, nor for the growth 
in freedom needed to discern a lifestyle. We need to facilitate this discernment 
amongst lifestyles that foster growth. Often, development comes to a standstill 
because of a lack of care in the first stages.  
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63. Discernment of vocation is a process, with stages, which it is essential to follow and understand. 

These stages are not linear, but there is between them a dynamic movement of grace and 
freedom.  
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64. First, we must have a proper disposition, by adopting particular spiritual attitudes, which are the 

prerequisites of a good election   
       
Î	Ðix�� ���KÞ�×�·°�±Dr·Ù æ Ø�¯�u[ã"Ø�¥�´·Ù�Gj¯��@v�´�ºD �× §	Úiw[x�ù
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� Assimilating Christ's criteria.49   
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48 SpEx 189. �������������
  
49 The Two Standards (SpEx 136-148) áãâeä'åçæ�è ������� �����é��� � �rê  
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� Making decisions according to the will of God.50  
      
Ù[Ú��E£

 ë ×  
�jÜ

 
��@r

 
��ì 50 

  
� Having our affections centred on God, by loving Jesus with a free and fervent heart ( ®�¤ t }�í ¯ C	î�w[x ©Gª���r |'½�Úiw[x[ù ���.£ �.��² Ù[Új��²

[q[w[x ( �Eï�î

  
65. �    in the "first degree of humility", making a fundamental choice: "...that in everything I obey 
            the  law of God, so that, even if my own life on this earth were at stake, I would not deliberate 
            about breaking a commandment… which binds me under mortal sin." 51 6�7 v�´e°�±Dr Ù�Þ ç�ð�ñ�£�Î	Ð$&�Å�ë Þhò çôóYÜ[P�õ�ö�÷ ñ�øYù î ï�ð èú èµû û®ü ñ�ý	þ é�ÿ ñ ]���ÿ���� ���¨õ�ö 	�
 a ��� �� ����� ������ ���������! �" � # "%$ ü&
('*),+°ÿ -.���0/21�354�+�68729;: <>=

+�?A@B� û®ü � � CAD�� û®ü +���/�1 E2FHG I�J*��ÿLK � ��� M�=N �*O2PRQTSVU
  

66. � in the "second degree of humility", feeling detached and free with regard to all created things, 
to the point of not being able to envisage under any circumstance a venial sin, so as to 
knowingly resist God's call even in a small thing.52 

            W*XZY�[�\�]_^�`*a;bdc�e*f�g_h�i!j*k�l*m�]on�p;qorTs�t�u!vZw�xzy�{ Q q|*}8~>���>� b����*��� �;`�g h�����i�u�l8�>����� � b�[���`*n���u���*� ���;� `�g!h�q!������� S��
 
67. � in the "third degree of humility", seeking the magis with a growing identification with the 

Spirit of the poor and humble Christ 53 
            “ s�t�u  �  w�x  y�{ ”

� b*q  ���*`�i�s�t�`; ¢¡�£�¤*��¥�¦8`�§*��f |�¨,©¨,©¨,©¨,©
ªª ªª¬«« ««®�¯;°�¯;°�¯;°�¯;°²±±±± �´³������ S¶µ

  
68. On the other hand, we must search carefully for manifestations of the Lord's will  
       ·;a �  ¸>£�q  ¹���u  º.�  »%¼�§;q  �¬]  ¹�u�½�¾  ¿�À�Á  ��� .  
  

 � by reflecting, in His presence, on the objective of the election and on the advantages and 
disadvantages of each choice in the light of faith  

      ¹>�;u  Â;Ã  Ä � b  Å>Æ�u_Ç>È�]dÉ�Ê;`;i�ËÌ >Í;u(ÎdÄ � bdÏ*Ï�udÅ>Æ��oÐ�q
��Ñ�Ò�Ó%£;Ô � ^�`�ÕÖÉ�Ê�Ô;�*l*×>�  

  

                                                                                                                                                             
  
50 The Three Classes of Persons (SpEx 149-157) Ø>ÙÛÚ>ÜÞÝÞß�à2áãâ5äæåãçéèëê5ìîíðïòñóìõô÷ö®ø  
  
51 SpEx 165. åãçéèëê5ìîùTô
  
52 SpEx 166. åãçéèëê5ìîùTù  
  
53 SpEx 167.  åãçéèëê  167 
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� by remaining attentive to the movements of spirits and their effects (consolation or 
desolation) for discerning which way the Lord is moving us  

      ¹>��ú�b  ¸�£��  
| n�û*�*l  �²ü�ý�q*g��  þ�ÿ�`��  �*`�Õ  ���*u m��	��Ò ¡

��
����Ä���§�i������;] a�������������l*×��  
  

� by praying with fervour to the Lord to make His will known.  
      ¹>�;u�º*]������²���! #"�$�i�¹>�;ú!% � �&�;��Ô;��l*×��

 
5.1.3 Preparation and confirmation of the election made in the Spiritual Exercises  ')(�*�+-,/.')(�*�+-,/.')(�*�+-,/.')(�*�+-,/.

 02143021430214302143  576576576576  8:9<;8:9<;8:9<;8:9<;  =<>=<>=<>=<>  
  

69. According to Ignatian tradition, the Spiritual Exercises constitute the best time for discerning our 
vocation. However, as Ignatius knew well, we cannot make the Exercises with a view to 
choosing our state of life without preparing well. This preparation can last for a reasonable 
period of time but should not carry on indefinitely, lest the election becomes impossible. 
Although, the Third and Fourth weeks of the Exercises are already a time of confirmation of the 
election in the Second week, it is good also to have the time necessary to confirm and make 
more explicit the Lord's call, through what happens to us internally and externally in our contact 
with the world. 

 ��?�ý2@�u  A:B �  C � a  �² ��ED/F  ¸>£�u  É*���  þ�ÿ�`�q  G�Å*u  ý�H�]  I:J��;� . 
¡>¼�§  ��?�ý2@  ÉEK*�  L  ��i  �:M/N.� , ¸>£�q  L  O	P�f�g  h7F  

~EQ l  R�u  S�þ;]  
Å>Æ�`�q  �² ��ED¬]  T  �  U�� .  �  O	P�q  È2V*�  ��H �  W	X  Y |�Z  �  �²��§  [>��\  ]	^7_

 �  U�� . ¡	`�g  h���a  Å>Æ/F  Ó���a� ] � . P7�  �² ��ED�u  b�x�¹�H�Ò  c�x  
¹�H2F  d�x�¹�H  e �  Å>Æ�`	f:g  ��]  h7i�`�q  ý��	j¬g�$�� , ¸>£;�  � ~ Ò  k7l `*a;b  m�È��*l�§  n>È��*l  ¸>£ � ¾  Y | g*q  ��]  B�`�Õ  ¹>�;u  

���*� ]  
h:i�`�i  ¦  o�p�`�¾  `�q  ý�H�]  Ð�q  ���  q�� .  

  
70. In the preparation, as well as during the confirmation period, Ignatius invites us to place 

ourselves in different situations, which he calls experiences or probations, and to be 
accompanied spiritually by someone who can help us to discern the call of the Lord. 

  h:i�u  ��H  r	s  O	P2��H  e �  ��?�ý2@  ÉtK�F  u�v  w>�  x�y�ý�� (probation) $�i  ��� q  ��z  
~�� ��]  ^�a*`�i , ¸>£;�  ¹>��u  

���*� ]  þ*ÿ�`��2�  ��¥2{  �  �²q  
�}|*�  �;È��*l  ~�·;`;���  ¸>£��  �>^���� . 

 
5.2. The use of experiences or probations  ��������������������  �-��-��-��-�  �� ��7�� ��2�� ��:�� �� .. ..  �2��2��2��2�  
  
71. As preparation for the Exercises involving an election, these experiences are not only of real 

service, but they can above all place a person in a favourable context for becoming aware of new 
calls from the Lord. As a preparation and confirmation of an election, it is important to take note 
of any spiritual movements and their effects, as St. Ignatius suggests in the second time for 
making a good election.54 

  Å>Æ¬]  `������  �² ��ED¬]  O	P�Ô �  � | b , �  u�v2��F  x	I�È�K  ���}j  �  À���$  
[��������  ¹>���*l ��� u  �*l��  

�*�*� ]  ��À��>£�qE�  q�F  �2�  
�>�

 Y�\�j��  

                                                 
54 SpEx 176.  ���)�<�  176 
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����ý��  �  �¬� . Å�Æ �  ^��  O�P;¥  h:i���l�b , ��?�ý2@  ÉEK*�  q�F  Å>Æ¬]  ���  �7 
 ¡:¢ 54 � b  I;ý��  �2r	s  �;È  m��	���*Ò  ¡  £;Ò�� �  k�u�`;q  ���  e�¤�`*� . 

 
72. In these experiences, which can be such as to move us deeply55 we seek to become vulnerable to 

the will of the Lord both in the community and by means of the community. This vulnerability 
prepares us for, and its consequences confirm us in, the election we have made. 

 ¸>£��  ¦2¥  ½�¾  K¬��  {  �  �²q 55 �  u2v2��]  B�  ¸>£�q  J�~�¦  Ä � b  ¡�£�i  
J�~�¦��  B�`�Õ  ¹>��u  º �  §2¨*f����  ©*³��;� . ��¼;�  §2¨2F  ¸>£;�  `�q  Å>Æ¬]  
O	P;ý�ª  ¹��  §2¨;u  £;Ò�q  ¸>£;�  m�«  Å�Æ  Ä � b  h:i�]  ý�ª/O�� .   

  
73. Some possible areas of experiences: 
       u�v>�  ��a��  

��¬ � : 
  

� Experiences of exposure to the world of suffering and poverty, 
 i�B�Ò  ��� �  �2�®  � ~%�  ¯:°�f;q  u2v  
  
� Participating in apostolic and service activities in situations different from the usual protected 

ones, to experience our own qualities and poverties and, above all, to be able to live in depth 
the free gift of oneself. 

   ¸>£  j* �u  i;k>�  j Z Ò  ����Ô�]  u�v�`��  �� , ¡�£�i  [������;�  ± �  ¹ |2]  
j��  j* .�:$�q  Å�\;]  ½��  ��À�²  �  �/�  �*`�Õ , ��³�´�i  �²q  

~>� Ò�q  ��z  
V �  

�>� b  �>���;Ò  ���tµ�~ �  ¶�Õ;Ô  
 
� Undertaking studies and formation programmes with a clear apostolic intention: only to "help 

souls..." 
  @��  ��·*]  ¸��  ��Ô��:$�q  

¬ o��  �>�>È  g�
�]  � ]  ¹:y�Ò  S¬É  º�l�¡E» �  
¶�Õ;Ô  

� A school of prayer as preparation for the experience of the Exercises, beginning with spiritual 
guidance, participating in retreats and light Exercises etc. 

   �;È  g*�*l  ý�¼�`�Õ  Y�\�Ò  ��½2�  �² ��ED�¾ �  ¶�Õ;Ô;�*l*×  �² ��ED¬]  
            O	P;`�q  �;�*u  ¹�¿ . 
 
74. The choice, of experiences or probations and the way of presenting them, will depend on the 

stage of vocational discernment at which the person has arrived. Therefore, it is important to 
consider the age of the individual discerning his or her vocation to CLC. For adult laity, with an 
already defined state of life, the experiences suggested would be different from those proposed 
to young people, whose vocational discernment will be on their state of life. 
u�v2�5��§  x�y  ¡�£�i  ¡��7��]  I;ý*`�q  ¨�À �  ^��  Å>Æ/F  §�K*�  ��"�  �²q  
É*��þ�ÿ�u  y�{ �  "�Á�� ]  ����� . ¡>¼/Â�l  CLC É*���  þ�ÿ�`�q  §�K�u  §>�²�  
i	Á�`�q  �7F  e�¤�`�� . �7Ã  R�u  S�þ%�  Ä�\�Å  ÉEK  Æ; ���� � ¾  I*Ä�f�q    
u�v2��F  É*�*þ�ÿ>�  j* �u  R�u  S�þ �  ^;�  ���  

_
 �  �²q  Ç7F5��� � ¾  I�ý�f�q  

��Ò�q  �;�  ����� . 
  

                                                 
55 “ realizing and relishing”  (SpEx 2). “ È-É  Ê4ËÍÌ  ÎÐÏ)Ñ-Ò ”  ( ���)�<�  2) 
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5.3.  Individual spiritual guidance  Ó7Ô<Õ7ÔÓ7Ô<Õ7ÔÓ7Ô<Õ7ÔÓ7Ô<Õ7Ô  
' Õ-Ö/×' Õ-Ö/×' Õ-Ö/×' Õ-Ö/×  

  
75. Spiritual guidance is not about asking for advice, even less for asking what we should do. It is a 

matter of sharing our experiences with someone in order to hear better what God is saying and 
what He wants. Occasionally the guide can provide clarification or offer advice, but these 
occasions should be the exception rather than the rule. Spiritual guidance is an indispensable 
part of searching and finding one's true vocation.56  It is particularly useful before and after the 
yearly Exercises. 

 �� ���  � � �  	 
 �  � � �  � , � � �  � � �  � �  � ��  � �  � �  � � 
�  � .  �� ���  
 � � � �  �  
 ! �  � "  # 
 ! �  � �  $ % &' ( � �  
� � ) * + , �  � -  . / "  0 1 �  � 2 � . � 3  ��4 �  5 6 2 0  � � �  7 8 � 
9� : �;  < � =  > ? 2 @ ' A � �  B C �D  � 2 � .  �� ���  E F D ) 
GH I J K  L 	 
 �  M N 
 � O  : P �  Q 9 R � S E T U 2 � . 56  < � =  V W  
�X 9Y  Z [ �  \ ]  ^ _ 
 � . 

 
B.     AVAILABILITY FOR MISSION  Ø	Ù/ÚØ	Ù/ÚØ	Ù/ÚØ	Ù/Ú  Û�ÜÛ�ÜÛ�ÜÛ�Ü  Ý�Þ:ßÝ�Þ:ßÝ�Þ:ßÝ�Þ:ß  
  
1.  THE MEANING OF MISSION  à	á:âà	á:âà	á:âà	á:â  â�ãâ�ãâ�ãâ�ã  
  
1.1. The mission of Jesus57  ä)å2æ<çä)å2æ<çä)å2æ<çä)å2æ<ç  è�éè�éè�éè�é 57 
  
76. In the Gospels, especially in that of John, Jesus is presented as the One sent by the Father. Being 

sent is precisely what gives sense to His life and His presence among us, so that we can't 
understand the person of Jesus except through this mission that the Father has entrusted to Him. 
On the other hand, mission is not something belonging to Jesus; it is a gift he has received from 
the Father.58 

                                                 
56 Spiritual guidance presupposes above everything a mutual trust, which manifests itself in an openness of heart to 

the spiritual guide and requires absolute discretion. It is also important for the guide to have assimilated 
thoroughly the Annotations (SpEx 1-20), to be familiar with the spiritual growth process and the requirements of 
an apostolic vocation. It is important that the promotion of justice and intercultural dialogue, as an essential 
dimension of evangelisation, be integrated in his or her own life. 

 êÍë  ì4íïî  ð7ñóò4ôïí  õ4öÍ÷-øÐù  ú)ûýü  þÍô . ÿ����  êÍë  �����	�  
Íþ  ����  �������  �	�����  � 
ïë��  �������   �!4þïô . êÍë  ì4í���"  ê�÷�#%$�  &���'�( (#1-20) ù  )4ú�*  +Ðì�,�- , êÍë  ��.  /�0�/
 1 í ë  �32�  4� �5�6�78�  9�+�:3;  <�î  ��=  >-þ  ?3 �,)ô .  @���A�  B8Cïë��  D�E��  0   !�F /  G�A�H�  
�A�"  �ï÷�  I  �����  J�K3L�M8<�î  ��=  ?3 �,4ô .   

 
57 The starting point of mission is the relationship with Jesus. Jesus is present, not only in our own hearts, but also 

in His Body, of which our local CLC group is a cell; and furthermore, He is present in those to whom we are sent 
- family, friends, work-place, the wider community, especially those in need. Consequently, mission comes alive 
and energises us when this three-fold presence of Jesus resonates and interacts - Jesus present in our heart; Jesus 
present in our CLC group; Jesus present in those to whom we are sent. 

  1	N�  O�P8Q��  RS#8T /   U�V��  < ô .  RS#�T3W��4î  X8Y�7�  ���8�  F�Z�,�[  \�]  ^3_�`  X8Y�  
CLC ìba  c3d�e�"  f3g%�  RS#�T�  h  i8�  F�Z�,Í÷-ô . jÐô3"  RS#�T3W��4î  X8Y�"  k�l�m  n8=��  
1bo , p  " 0 , q�! , r�. , s  t  c3d�e , u��3*  í3v	=  4� -þ  1wo�7  i%�  F�Z�,Ð÷-ô . x / ë�y)ü  
X8Y�  ��� , X%Y�  CLC c3d�e , X8Y�"  k�l�m  n , =3�Ðþ  f  "ýì  D�E��  z�q  RS#�T3  F�Z	=  
c�N ( {�| ) L3-  õ)ö�}�~3�  �  �  1	N��  �3(Ðù  ��-  X%Y3�3j  ���  �4ô .   

58 “ I have come from heaven not to do my own will but to do the will of him who sent me”   
       (Jn 6:38: Jn 4:34; 5:30; 9:4-5; 14:24).  
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  ����� , ���  ���  �������b�  �%�����  ���������  ���b   ¡�¢�£  ¤�¢��  ¥�¦�§�¨ . 
���  ¡�©w¨�ª  «�¬  �8����  ®�¯  °�±w²  ³�±  ´�µ·¶  ¸�¹  º�¦�ª  �%����  »�¼��  
�½�¾  ��¿�º�²  ÀÁ¨ . °�±�º�¿  ³�±wª  Â�Ã�Ä�¹��  �%����¹  Å�Æw£  Ç·È�   É�º�Ä  Ê ²�ª  �%���b   ¬wË�Ì  ��´  Íw¨ .  ¨�Î  ��Ï�¢�� , Ç·È��  �%����¹  Ð��  Ñ�Ò  «�¬  
Â�Ó�Ô  �%����¹��  Â�Ã�Ä������  ¡��  Õ�Ö�¬b¨ . 58 

 
77. Jesus lives this mission in total communion with the Father.59  For this reason, the most intimate 

reality of Jesus is being Son. His life is the Father's, given to Him by the Father.60  It is a life He 
will give to humankind, thus believers will be those who live with the Son's life.61 

 �%����¹���ª  Â�Ã�Ä�×  Ø�Ù��  ÚwÛ�º�¿  ¬  Ç·È�   Ç�Ü�¨ .59 ¬�Ý��  ¬	Þ��  �%����  
´�ß  à��  á�â�ª  Â�ã���¬�Ô�ª  «�¬b¨ . �8����  ®��  Â�Ã�Ä�¹w�  �%����¹  ä�£  
Â�Ã�Ä�  ®·¬b¨ .60   °�«w�  �%����¹��  åÁæ���ç  ä�á  ®·¬wè , °�±wº�¿  é�ª  ¬Áê��  
�%����  ®�   ë�Â�´�ª  ÇíìÁê·¬  î  «�¬b¨ .61 

  
78. The mission of Jesus the Son is that which the Father has entrusted to Him. Jesus knows that He 

is not the proprietor of this mission: He has not come into this world "on His own" but in order 
to carry out His mission, because the Father and He are one, and live in full communion with the 
Spirit (God is Trinity and is Communion).62 

 Â�ê·¬	£  �%����  Ç·È��  Â�Ã�Ä�¹��  °���ç  Å�ï�ä�£  «�¬b¨ . �%����¹���ª  ð�£ñ¬  ¬  
Ç·È�  ò�Þ�ð�´  Â�Ó�Ôwª  «b   Âw£�¨ . �%����¹���ª  ów£  ô�õw�  ¬  ö�÷��  ø�£  «�¬  
Â�Ó�Ô  ð�£�  Ç·È�   �ñùbº�Æ  ú�Ë  ø�Ü�¨ .  ûwü�º�ý  �%�����  Â�Ã�Ä�×  º�þ�¬Á² , 
�·ÿb¯  Ø�Ù��  ÚwÛ��  ®�   ë�Æ  ���ñ¬b¨ . ( º������  ��ú�Ú�â�¬b¦�²  ����¬b¦�¨ .)62   

 
79. The precise object of this mission will be that all men and women, beloved of the Father, 

become one with the Triune God: even now we are called to live in the fullness of God 
Himself.63 Jesus is the messenger and, at the same time, the message.64 

                                                                                                                                                             
      “ 	�
 � � � �� � ����� � 	�� � ����� � ��� � �� � ����� �"! � ��# $&% � � ��'�( ����
������� )�* �����	�
��
	�����	��
��	��
��
� 
   
59 “ He who has sent me is with me...” (Jn 8:29; 3:35; 17:7-8; 5:19)  
      “ 	�� � ����� � �,+-% � 	�. � /�+ � 0"��( ��� )�* ���	�����	�������	����� 
  
60 “ For, just as the Father has life in Himself so He has granted the Son also to have life in Himself”  (Jn 5:26). 
  “ ��1-2�+-% � 3-� � 4,$ � 5�6-� � 7�2,! � 0"� � 8�9;: �� �-<�= � > � 4,$ � 5�6-� � 7�2;? � @ � A�B C � D-E;�-( ����
������� )�* �������
 
61 “ As the living Father sent me and I draw life from the Father, so whoever eats me will also draw life from me”  

(Jn 6:57).  “ F;� � 0"� � ��1-2 +-% � 	�� � ����B�! � ��7 � ��1�2�G � H�I,J�� � K 
 � 8-L � M,� �� 	�� � N�
 � KPO&= � 	�G �
H�I,J�� � F � 8,�-( ���� )�* ������ 

  
62 Jn 10:30, 38; 11:41-42; 13:1-3; 13:9; 14:20; 16:28  -þ 10,30; 10,38; 11,41-42; 13,1-3; 13,9; 14,20; 16,28 
  
63 “ ... so that the love with which you have loved me may be in them and I in them”  (Jn: 17:21, 24, 26). 
  “ … ��1-2�+-% � Q�� �KSR���� � > �KSR,� � >�< � 4,$ � T&! � Q�= � >�< � 4,$ � T�? � � �"
 � 8�U���( � V ��
������ )�* ������	�����
	��������
 
64 “ I am the way, the truth and the life; no one can come to the Father except through me”  (Jn 14:6). 
  “ 	�
 � W��") � X Y-) � 5�6��-( �� 	�� � Z,��2 � [�!�%�
 � �"\,= � ��1-2�+ � ] � ^ � _-( ��� )�* �
��� 
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¬  Ç·È�  Èa`��  bdcb�  Â�Ã�Ä�¹��  Çfe�º�¦�ª   gih  ÇíìÁê·¬  ��ú�  ºi����¯  º�þ�´  j ª  «�¬b¨ . Äak  ¬Á¦il��nm  ³�±wª  ºi����  odp��  Ð��b�  ®�   qÁú�º�m�r  sut�¡�²  
ÀÁ¨ . 63 �%���w�  v�¦�Ä�¾  Ù�º�ª  Ç�ðñ¬wè  w�¦��  v�¦�Ä·¬b¦�¨ .64  

 
1.2.  The mission of the Church  xzy�çxzy�çxzy�çxzy�ç  è�éè�éè�éè�é   
  
80. The Church is "the congregation of all those who in faith look upon Jesus as the author of 

salvation and the source of unity and peace"; "founded and built by God to be a visible 
sacrament of this saving unity".65  The Church is the sacrament of salvation in the concrete 
history of our world.66 

 �a{�ª  “ |�}�~  ���i������� , �����  ����~  ��}u���  �����S�  ���  ���� �~  ¡£¢
” �a� , “ |�}�~  ����¤  ¤d�u¥§¦  ¨���¤  ©nªf«  ¬���¯®  ~±°  ²d³¯´¶µ .” 65 �a{�ª  

³�±�´  ë�Â�´�ª  öw÷�   ·�âac�å  ¸�Ç �b�  ¹�Ñ�Ä�ª  ·�º�  �wÇ ¬b¨ .66 
  
81. Through the action of the Holy Spirit, the Church represents the hands and feet of Jesus, Risen 

and Alive. The Church carries out the same mission as the Son. The Church is the sacrament of 
the mission of the Son who, moved by the Spirit, journeys through history towards the fullness 
of communion of all with Christ and, in the same Spirit, towards fullness of life with the Father. 
If it were not for the Son's mission, the Church would be nothing, it would lose its meaning.67 

 �·ÿb  »�w�   É�Ë  �i{�ª  ��»�º�¦�²  ë�Âa¼Á£  �%����  ½�¯  ¾�   ÷�¿���¨ .  �a{�ª  
�%����¯  À��  Ç·È�   �ñù���¨ .  �a{�ª  ��ÿb  å�m�¾  ¡��  Â�ã���  Ç·È��  õ��  
�wÇí¬wè , p�å�¬  °�±�Áim�×�  Ø�Ù��  ÚwÛ�¾  ¬�Â�²  Ã  À��  q  Ä��Á�  Â�Ã�Ä�×  ¸�¹  
º�ª  Ø�Ù��  ®�   Å��  ¸�Ç�  ¿�Æ�   Ç�Ñ�l�¨ . p�È  °�«�¬  Â�ã���  Ç·È�¬  
Â�ÓaÉ�¨�ý  �a{�ª  �½w¾  Êb²  ÂnË  «nm  Â�Ó�ç  î  «�¬b¨ .67 

  
1.3.  Sacramental dimension of mission  è�é<çè�é<çè�é<çè�é<ç  Ì<èiÍÌ<èiÍÌ<èiÍÌ<èiÍ  Î�ÏÎ�ÏÎ�ÏÎ�Ï  
  
82. Jesus is the sacrament of the Father's love; the Church, the sacrament of Jesus, is life and 

salvation for all humanity. The call of the Father, born out of love, is carried out and is 
efficacious in Jesus and in His mission; the call of Jesus, for love, is carried out and is 
efficacious in the Church and in Her mission. And this mission of the Church develops in the 
mission of those called and gathered by the love of the Father towards the Church.  

  �%�����  Â�Ã�Ä�  Çfe�  �wÇí¬b¨ ;  �%����  �wÇíå  �a{�ª  gih  å	æ�¾  ú��  Ð�È�¯  
·�º�¬b¨ . Çfe��b�  þwø�ª  Â�Ã�Ä�  �aÑiÒ��  �%����¯  °�  Ç�È  Ä��b�  �·ù j ²  Ó ¯�¾  ¾iÔ���¨ .  ÇÕew   ú��  �%����  �iÑiÒ��  �a{  Ä��b�  °�±w²  �a{�  Ç·È  
Ä��b�  �ñù j ²  

Ó ¯�¾  ¾iÔ���¨ . °�±w²  �i{�  ¬�Ý��  Ç·È��  �i{�¾  Å��  Â�Ã�Ä�  
Çfe��  �Ë  �iÖ�   ¡w²  g·å  ¬Áê�  Ç·È  Ä��b�  ¾�Ù���¨ . 

  

                                                 
65 Lumen Gentium 9   � ×�  Ø  9 
  
66 LG 1   � ×�  Ø  1 
  
67 Jn 17:17   -þ  17,17 
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83. Each Christian is above all someone grasped by the love of God. That link with the Lord 
(vocation) will take on concrete form and will develop and be efficacious precisely when 
Christians receive the Spirit and are sent - on mission - to the world in and through the 

  Church. 
  Ù  °�±nÁim·åÁ�  Ë§Ú�Û�¨�m  ºi����  Çfe��  �Ë  Ç���Ü�Ý  Çíì�¬b¨ . ä���¯�  °�Ý��  Þ�ß

( ��ò ) �  °�±�Áim�å�¬  �·ÿ	   ¡�Â  �i{  Ä��b�  °�±w²  �i{�¾  É�Ë��  ö�÷��  
����î  �  ·�âac�å  à�á�   â�ç  î  «�¬Á² , ¾�Ù�Ì  «�¬wè , 

Ó ¯�¾  ¾�Ô�º�ç  î  «�¬b¨ . 
 
84.   In agreement with the specificity of each of the charisms, which arise in the Christian community, 

the Church entrusts the mission of Jesus to all Christians. To be truly mission, it has to be 
expressed by means of specific signs. The mission entrusted by the Father is realized through us, 
the body of Jesus. The mission entrusted by Jesus is carried out through the members of the 
Church. The mission of each member of the faithful and each group of faithful, community, and 
local church is carried out through visible signs that are proportionate to each situation. Each 
ecclesial charism will express "missioning" in its own specific way.68

 

°�±nÁim·å  ã�w�â  Ä��  ¾aÐ�º�ª  Ù  ä�±nÁiå�  �·¬Á���  æ�Ô , �a{�ª  g�h  
°�±nÁim·å���ç  �%����  Ç·È�¾  úaç���¨ . èiÆ��  Ç·È�¬  

j Æ  ú�Ë���ª  ¤�È��  é ¿�¢��  
é » j Ñaê  ��¨ . �%����¹��  Å�Æw£  Ç·È��  �%����  ë·å  ³�±b¾  É�Ë��  

á�»�§�¨ . �%����¹��  Å�Æ�£  Ç·È��  �a{�  Únº�   É�Ë  �ñùw§�¨ . ìiì  £�ð�×  Ù  £dí  
ã�w�â�×  Äf¸��a{�  Ç�È��  Ù  ÷dî��  c�ï��  ´�¦�c�å  

é ¿�   É�Ë  �ñùw§�¨ . �a{�  Ù  
ä�±nÁiå�ª  Ù�Æ  ²�Þ��  ð�ñw¢��  “ Ç·È ”    ã�Ý�ò  «�¬b¨ .68  
  

85. Mission implies that someone sends and that someone is sent to implement the very mission of 
Jesus in and through the Church. 

 Ç·È��  �a{  Ä��b�  �i{�¾  É�º�¿  �%����  Ç·È�   áñùbº�Æ  ú�Ë  ����º�ª  ¬w´  À%²  
��� j ª  ¬w´  ÀÁ¨�ª  «b   �½���¨ . 

  
1.4. Prophetic dimension of mission  è�é<çè�é<çè�é<çè�é<ç  ä�ó�Íä�ó�Íä�ó�Íä�ó�Í  ÎzÏÎzÏÎzÏÎzÏ  
  
86. The mission of Jesus is explained and understood in New Testament writings as a prophetic 

mission. Jesus is "the prophet" par excellence69, who through His words and His behaviour 
(word + action) carries out the mission that the Father has entrusted to Him. The mission is not 

                                                 
68 The charism of lay associations is expressed through being sent on mission through a process of communal 

discernment and through concrete forms that are in themselves distinctive. Regarding the charism of religious 
life, it expresses its mission by a discernment related to the vow of obedience. In both instances, it presupposes 
searching for the will of God and fulfilling it as Church mission. 

 ôÐ÷4í  õ�e�  ö�Y;÷��ïî  c3d�e  ø��3  
/�0 =��  ù�u-þ  !�e)ë��  úSø��  J�,�û  üuý�þ  ÿ��  �������

 	�
�  ��F3mïô .  #)í����3  ö�Y;÷��%&  ��X8�ýî  ��N3  �8E /  U�$�m  ø��Ðü  ÿ   1ÁN��  
��F)þÍô .  �  �3'�  ��X8�  <�M�� , ,��T�  �3�  �Íî  � /  ���  1	N�yïü��  ,���T�  �3�   ����,ïî  
���  úïûÐü  þÍô .    

69 “ … mighty in deeds and word …the one to redeem Israel (Lk 24:19-21; Lk 4:24; Lk 7:16; 13:33; 24:19; Mk 
1:22; 6:2; Mt 16:14; 21:11-14).  “ & /  ���8�  t  ����=  <Sy�O3- ….  =;÷�`! ��  !�E�,3Oïî  � …. 
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simply a way of thinking or a way of being in the world, but rather specific actions70 and 
words.71  Jesus' disciples are called to behave as prophets, as Jesus teaches them.72 

  £fÈÁ���  Ä��Á�  �%����  Ç·È��  �#"�c  Ç·È�¢��  $�È j Ñ�Ä�²  ¬wË j Ñ�è�¨ .  
�%�����  %'&�¯  ù�w�¢��  Â�Ã�Ä�¹��  ð�£���ç  Å�ï�ä�£  Ç·È�   �ñùbº�£  (*),+  
“ �#"Áð ” 69 ¬b¦�¨ . Ç·È��  -#.��  Ç�²�ð�á�¬bþ  ö�÷��b��  ¼0/21�á�¬  Â�Ó�Ô  ø��43  
|�5Õ¥§¦  6�7'8 70 9�:<; .71 =?>0@#A  B'CEDEF  =?>0@HGJI  K#L2MJN  O'P  =#Q*C4A  R*S#T

 UHVHW  XZY T  [4\'; .72 
 
87. Every Christian is consecrated73 for this prophetic mission. This is the sense of the anointing in 

the rite of baptism.74  The Holy Spirit anoints the person being baptized and seals the person 
with an indelible seal.75  With this anointing, the Christian can repeat the words of Jesus: "The 
Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because He has anointed me to preach good news to the poor. He 
has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to set at liberty 
those who are oppressed, and to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord".76  Thus, by the 
washing of Baptism and the anointing with chrism, the baptized person shares in the mission of 
Jesus Christ, our Saviour and Messiah.77 

 ]E^  _a`'bEVZc*F  :#dJe  =#QHf  gih T  j2k  l4mEn4oJ; .73 :#p<F  qZrH=*s  t  u<U#v  
VHw4A  A2x0:<; .74 lZy'GJI2v  qir�C0zE{  VHwE|  UE}H~  �E�  >  �<v  c��H|  �a�'� N4; .  :  VHwEP  _a`'bEVic*F  =?>a@HGJI  U#N  �'�  “ �����  ���'�  �'���  �#�����

. �#�<�  �'���  �Z�2�  �*�Z�,   ¡£¢E¤  �<¥a���  ¦H§#�  ¨ª©��  © ��� . 
�#�'�  ��«  ¬ � �,   ,®  ¯±°�¥a���i²  ³4´��  µ'¶  ��· , ¸º¹  ¯±°�¥#»  ¬a�  ©· , 

                                                 
70 “ Jesus gave them authority over unclean spirits with power to drive them out and to cure all kinds of disease and 

all kinds of illness.”  (Mt 10:1)  “ ¼¾½À¿ÂÁÄÃ � ÅÇÆÀÈÇÉ � Ê�ËÍÌ � ÎÍÆÀÈ � ÏÑÐ � Ò�ÐÄÓ � Ô�Õ�Ö �� ÅÀ×ÄÆÂÓ � ØÀÙ � ÚÂÛ �ÜÇÝ
� Þàß�á � â�ãÄÐ � äÍÆÂÓ � Ü�å � ÛÀæ � ÔÀÉ � çÂè�é ���� ê�ëÍì ������ 

  
71 “ Father consecrate them in truth; your word is truth ... on behalf of those who will believe in me through their 

word.”  (Jn 17:17, 20; Mk 6:30)  “ ÙÂíÄî  äÍÆÂÓ � ïÀðÍñ � òÂó�ç�É � çÇô�ÕÂì 	� ÙÂíÄîÀõ � öÄ÷�ä �
ïÀð�øÄùÂé  …. äÍÆ�õ � öÍÓ � ú�Û � ûÂü � ýÑþ � äÍÆÂÓ � ÿ��ÄÃ�� ����� ��Ð ������	������	� ê�� ������

 
72 Mt 10:40-42  �	��
  10,40-42 
  
73 Consecration signifies that God takes possession of what is destined for a specific mission. In the OT, kings were 

consecrated to God by anointing their heads with oil. 
 �� (consectration) �  ���������  ����  �������   �!	"�#  $&%'��(')�*  +-,  .0/��&) . 1�2��&��3��  4�5 �  6 5�7  8�9�3  :�;�,  <�;����  �������  ���=�>�) . 
  
74 “ Omnipotent God... I consecrate you with the chrism of salvation, so that incorporated into his people, you may 

always be a member of Christ, priest, prophet and king for all eternity”  (Ritual of baptism, the anointing with 
holy oil.)   “ ?	@�A�B  ADCFE … G�H  IJBLK�M  N�O�P  Q�R  SUTWVYX-Z  [�\^]`_-a�b . c�K  AdCFEJP  e Qfc  gfh  i�OLj  k	l	m , n�o�m , p&m0K  q�r�A-H  stTWV�u�v�w�P  x�O	c  yza&b .”  

      ( {0|�}�~�� , �&%��  <&; ) 
  
75 2 Cor 1:21-22  #	�-��� 1,21-22 

  
76 Lk 4: 18-19; Is 61:1-2    ��� 4,18-19; ����� 61,1-2 
  
77 ChL 13.   ��(��  6'9����	�  13 
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�0���
 ¯±°�¥a���  ���E«  ���  �����  »Y�#�  ³*«  ��� ©��  © � � .” 76 �Jv  �'� T  �Y�ES
 >  �*; .  _0dL�EP  qir?P  �`� T  ['~  lHw2P  VHw��Y�EP�� , qir<[JF  g¡ *F  ¢ `JA  £U¤JCª:<}¦¥  §J}U¨a:�N  =?>  _a`<bEVEA  gih T  ©#w0e#; .77   

 
1.5. Vital Dimension of mission  ª¦«0¬ª¦«0¬ª¦«0¬ª¦«0¬  Y®�¯Y®�¯Y®�¯Y®�¯  °²±°²±°²±°²±  
  
88. Being a Christian implies being a disciple and therefore to have received the prophetic mission, 

a mission that has many facets. At times, the most important is to communicate hope and the 
meaning of life to the men and women of our world, but there is no doubt that in many cases it 
will also mean denouncing and speaking out without fear. This presupposes a way of living and 
thinking, a way of facing life's challenges in our family, social, political and professional 
contexts. Therefore, it is not enough to be simply there; Christians are there as prophets, to 
announce with actions and words the presence of the Reign of God. 

  _a`'bEVicE:  ³H;Hv  p'F  B'CaK  n#v  p2:�~ , _a`JU�´  µ'F  ¶�· T  �E�E~  �?v  
=#QHf  gih T  [t¨JDF¸';Hv  p T  A2x2e#; . t<P , Kt¹  ºt»ae  p'F  q²·  g¡ *D0zE{  ¼U½²¾

 ¿2A  A2xJ|  À²ÁEUHv  p4:<; .  _0d²Â  µ'F  Ã ¢  _4p'F  Ä�ÅfÆ  �2:  ~UÇHUH~  
�JUHv  p T  AEx S  p2:²�Jv  pEz'v  A�È2A  ´'�4K  �'; . :Jp'F  É²ÊF¶'s ¾  g0~UËHs , ¢ `JA  KtÌ , g`Í , ÌHM�Î  ÀzÏZf  ·FÐ2z*I  Ñ � �Ev  ¿2A  V�ÀEz  Ò�ÓEUHv  ËHs T  
ÀEB#UH~  �*; . _0df�HP  _¦Ô  ÕYÖU×  _  C0`Ez  ��v  p  Ø²�EPHv  Ù¦Ú4M  ÛJ; .  
_a`'bEVic*F  � ¾  u<j#P  UtÜ4@  ;Hb0YJA  Ý²Þ T  ßE`'v  =#Q*CEP  _Uà2z  ÞFáHe#; .  

 
1.6. Mary, model for mission  ª¦«0¬ª¦«0¬ª¦«0¬ª¦«0¬  ââ ââtãã ããYä�åä�åä�åä�å  æ²çæ²çæ²çæ²çfèèèè  
  
89. In God's design, Mary held a key role in making the Son's mission possible78.  Mary was chosen 

by God's immeasurable love. She was called (vocation) and sent to fulfil the mission of giving 
birth to the Son for our world.  

  UtÜ4@#A  é¦ê  ë2z<I , ì0`�¨Jv  lHC4A  gih T  K�íEUa{  UHv  
� »ae  î�ïE|  ð2\'; .78  

ì0`�¨HGJI2v  U�Ü4@#A  ï0eEe  g�ñ2z  A2k  òFóJn4oJ; . ì0`Y¨HG'I2v  
¢ `JA  qz· T  

jEU�´  lHCE|  ô#v  gZh4z'P  XZY T  [J~ ( l�õ ) ö#>4UHVHW  ÷UøJn#}aoJ; .  
 
90. Mary welcomed the call and immediately set out (action) to bring the good news (word) to 

Elizabeth. The welcoming of the mystery marked her life.79  She was, above all, the first believer, 
the first Christian.80  In Mary, the hopes and desires for salvation that the poor had placed in 

                                                 
78 GP 9.  ù&ú  9 
  
79 Lk 2:19, 51 ��� 2,19; 51 
  
80 Lk 1:45  ��� 1,45 
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God's love, are fulfilled. Mary was the "poor of Yahweh"81, who, in the midst of her real poverty, 
put her hope in God alone. Her lifestyle, poor and simple, was a prophetic gesture.82 

 ì0`�¨HGJI2v  ûELtÈ T  üþýY×  [�¨JDþ¸*~  ÿ4}  �J`�g��#zH{  
���

( �'� )
T

 
À��#; ( u�� ).  N	�'|  [t¨JDi:*v  p2:  ì0`Y¨#A  ¿2A  
��0:  n4o'; .79 ì0`Y¨HGJI2v  
ï���2;HV  �  ���  NHCª:z¥ , �  ���  _a`'bHVicE:��2; .80 ì0`�¨  ëEz<I  K��4e  :*Di:  
UtÜ4@  g�ñ  ë2z  jEM#UHv  £U¤4z  OHe  

¼¦½z¾
 � ½ :  öHl4n4oJ; . ì0`�¨HGJI2v  CEN4A  � B2f4c  K��  �0z<I  ��Ò  UtÜ4@HG¦Ø  

¼U½<T
 �  “ ���<A  K��4e  C ” 81 :��2; . K��EU#~  

ÕYÖae  ì0`�¨#A  É²Ê¦Ë#sHF   =#QHf4c  � �a:JoJ; .82   
  
2. THE CLC MISSION FIELD;  CLC !	"!	"!	"!	"�####  $�%$�%$�%$�%  
  
91. Conforming to the direction given by Vatican II, the mission of the laity within CLC is not to be 

understood in a restrictive sense or by establishing dichotomies. The CLC field of mission is 
unlimited. It extends to the Church and to the world, in the service of individuals and of society, 
in an effort to reach the heart of each individual and to change unjust structures by bringing the 
Gospel to everyone and every situation and circumstance.83&�'�( ©EAtÍEK BJ}2e Ë*)0z,+U��-/.102. ë2z<I 3#NEV2A gZhJF BEe�³ A2x#P
:'kEn�4¦Â :LÚ65H}�7<I2v ë�³H; 89.102. gZhHA : R F e¦é#K �'; 89.102. gihHA: R F<;4c ¾ g`Í4z>='gZUHv@? � � I	-Í]H^ g¡ *D ¾ ]E^ ·FÐ ¾BA �0z ���#T
K*C�D¦�EPt� X4A4e BJVH|FEG5E}�HJ~JIB;4c<A ì � z ;2KEK¦Å'vLK	M#z � � IN Í�Î q²·Zz'PPOY¹t³#; 8RQTS

  
92. Given the lay character of the CLC vocation and given today's world situation, marked by serious 

structural injustice and by the marginalization of a large part of the human family which lives in 
poverty and misery, the service to which CLC is called to give priority, in the light of its 
preferential option for the poor, is the promotion of justice.  .102. ltõ2A 3#N2V0f2c,
El ¾ U e OfûtÚ2A c�V4K K�� ¾ ��W�X �0zZY¦Ó#I
õ�[4n#~ È�Iae £�\0f X4A2K Ø�]#e ��^�_HA qUé ·FÐ t�ÏZz�-`.102. K ¢ ò
Ö2j#| ÄE~ XZY T [J~ ��va='giK K��4e :*D0z OHe ¢ òaf òFó2:²�Jv b�c
ë2z<Ied#�gf�h�:*;	iiii   

 jlknm
It is the love of God, which prompts us, as members of CLC, to transform the world so that all 
God's children can live with dignity. We should try to see Jesus in every man and woman, 
because Jesus identified Himself with each, especially with those most in need. Commitment to 
the cause of freedom and justice makes sense for us only so long as the Spirit of Christ motivates 
it, as an expression of faith and love.

                                                 
81 This is the sense of the Magnificat, which gathers together and summarizes the expectations of all the poor 
       (Lk 1:46-56). It is inspired by the song of Hannah, a young woman who hoped only in the action of God  
      (1 Sam 2:1-10).  
  �&+��  o`p  �rq��  � 5'7  :ts/u  o���#  vL2��  �twyx`z 7  

7`{ ��)  ( ���  1,46-56). 6'+-�  
}|  
����� 7  ~D�L3r�  �r��,  �  ���  �����  �y� 7  ����3��  �y��,  �}��)  ( �}����.  2,1-10).   

82 Lk 10:21; Mt 11:25-27; Mt 10:4  ��� 10,21; �	��
 11,25-27; �	��
 10,4 
  
83 GP 8. ù&ú  8 
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UtÜ4@#A ]E^ C �#DZ: Þ��<l T � �J~�YU¨�� > ��VHW q²· T EG5E}�HJVHW�.10�.
Ít¤0c ¢ `<| á��4U#v p'F UtÜ4@#A g�ñ4:<; 8�=?>0@HGJI CEN T I ;4cG-�
U×
Kt¹ VtÆ T � »EP UHv g¡  ¾ �@�<} U���� �LÏ�� ¢	� � ¡�¢ £�¤ ¥ ��¦§©¨	ª « ¬��® ¯ °�±�²Z³*´ µ·¶T¸¹®�º�» ¼*½*¾ ¿�³,À�ÁÃÂFÄ � Å�Æ ½ZÇ@È É ¦Ä Ê�«ËÁ	Ì*Í £ÃÎ ½ÐÏ6Ñ*Ò�ÓPÔGÕ ��� ²×ÖGÓ�ØÙ½6ÚG¾ÙÛ Ü�ÝßÞ�´ µ

  
94. Work for justice takes different forms according to regional and cultural circumstances, and 

different socio-political situations. However, this priority must show itself in our style and 
standard of living. In the Spiritual Exercises, we ask for the grace to follow Jesus, poor and 
humble, and our hope is to obtain this grace from the Lord. To believe in Jesus, therefore, means 
to follow Him more closely; to share His poverty means to live a life of faith, which promotes 
justice and takes an option for the poor. A simple lifestyle safeguards our apostolic freedom, 
expresses our solidarity with the poor and makes our faith credible. This option cannot remain 
theoretical. Ignatius, speaking of poverty, asks of Jesuits that "… all should when occasions arise, 
feel some effects of it".85 ¼�½*¾ ¿�³ à�á�â ÛÃã�Í ä�å æ ç è�é9êÃÂG³ £@ë ¼�ì�æ�í,ê	î � ï6ð ´�ñò�ó�¾,ôG´ µöõ*Û ÔFÂø÷6ùLú6¿ � ÷ � ½üû*à	ý þ�Í � ÿ����������
	������������������������
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95. The promotion of justice is, therefore, integral to the larger context of evangelisation, the 

proclaiming of Jesus Christ and His Reign.ï�ð ¦ ¼�½)J�Ñ*â��)��å ð �����)� é��Z§©¨	ª*Í,§©¨	ª*½L´ Å�� � S�³Jù.� '
�;� Â Þ�´ µ

 
3.  DEVELOPMENT OF MISSION IN CLC    CLC �9�`��9�`��9�`��9�`�  �;��;��;��;�  
 
96. As community, CLC receives a specific charism (Ignatian) at the service of the Church's mission. 

It is expressed by the sending of its members on mission, the fruit of communal apostolic 
discernment, on specific forms of apostolate. It will not always be easy to do so, but one thing is 
certain: those who have opted for the Ignatian charism are, above all, apostles on the Church's 
mission and therefore they are sent by the community which shares their specific vocation. It is 
their right to know that the community explicitly sends them and at the same time accompanies 
both the apostolic discernment and the mission as it unfolds. 

                                                 
84 Mt 25: 31-46 ���¡ r¢¤£¦¥ §�¢©¨«ª¦¬  
  
85 Constitutions 287 (GP 4 and 8) ¯®v°}±  287 ( ²}³  4, 8) 
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3.1. Individual mission  Ô`ÕÔ`ÕÔ`ÕÔ`ÕAÖÖÖÖ  ×;Ø×;Ø×;Ø×;Ø  
  
97. In relationship with others, and attentive to the signs of the times, those who are so disposed are 

moved to open their hearts to the needs of the men and women of their world. From this contact 
with reality arise the personal calls that lead to specific ways of following the Lord. 
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98. The invitation to follow Him (vocation) will become concrete in the way we personally respond 

to these calls. The initial vocation to follow Jesus will unfold in specific activities. But, for these 
activities to become mission, it is necessary that the community assume the call, help to discern 
and, finally, send each one on mission.86 In this sense perhaps, it would be more correct to speak 
of personal involvement in the Church's mission.  
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99. For each CLC member, the different contexts of their life as laity: family, politics, profession, 

community, local Church, are the main fields of action.87 
                                                 
86 All prophetic missions follow this process. First God breaks unexpectedly into the life and heart of the one 

whom He wants to send to serve His people (vocation). Then, from the commitment of the heart and the needs of 
the people, the prophet will find his/her mission, and carry it out with specific gestures and words.  

  ���  ���	  
���  ���  �v²��  ����� . ���  ���������  ����  !#"%$'&%(  )�
*�%+%,  -�.���/�0  1 �%2  
43�  5��  6%�  7%8%9  ;:*<%=  $�>�?��*� ( "%@ ). A  ��� , 
B3#$�  C�DFE  6��'&  G�H  I �'&#�  ��#J�2  J%��  
K���  L�.��%: , M�N�	  O�P%�  Q;9  A  
K���  ®KO;R  S�=�� .     
87 Quoting John Paul II in his Apostolic Exhortation Christifideles Laici (Dec. 30, 1988) we point out some fields 

of action: 
 “ An essential service which the Church can do for the whole human family is to rediscover and make others 

rediscover the inviolable dignity of every human person.... If, indeed, everyone has the mission and 
responsibility of acknowledging the personal dignity of every human being and of defending the right to life, 
some lay people have special responsibility: such as parents, teachers, health-workers and the many who hold 
economic and political power.”  (ChL 37 and 38) 
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 “ The lay faithful's duty to society primarily begins in marriage and in the family. This duty can only be fulfilled 
adequately if we are convinced of the unique and irreplaceable value that the family has in the development of 
society and the Church herself.”  (ChL 40) 

  “ ÛKa;�V�?²�Ö
%°�&]G%HÜ¥��F+� V �³��Ý�FÞ%ß%2Và�áF ]â�@'=��F�ã=Ö �³F2V�?²F=ä
%°%E
T?°ÖJ*N� VL�å�&;�]æ�}~³K=�HÝ�%Î�0Ý�*ç�:zÄ#�%2`è;���`���F:��'À]é�9�@ê	�ë���( ®'O�ì
®ZÄ~2XS�=����ÓÒwmÔ¥���+]A �;Õ +'aîít{t�

 
 “ A charity that loves and serves the person is never able to be separated from justice. Each in its own way 

demands the full, effective acknowledgment of the rights of the individual, to which society is ordered in all its 
structures and institutions” … 

 “ 
43#�c
Kï���: ©F/�2c
Kï�¢ð�ñ ²� �E£ò�>�ó�� ®�<����õô£� A�ö�«*G;9�÷�a� �^ � &
G�Hgø�å��%:�+zù*ú�	�aûa�²��ûD�M%��:¦Ä´8�µ�Æã
%°�+ûAz���ûM�ü�Eû��+�9%ý�÷�a� û^ � 0þ ¡`ú#�]�'>�ÿgÄ#�F�ÓÒr¶

  
...“ In order to achieve their task directed to the Christian animation of the temporal order, in the sense of serving 

persons and society, the lay faithful are never to relinquish their participation in ‘public life’, that is, in the many 
different economic, social, legislative, administrative and cultural areas, which are intended to promote 
organically and institutionally the common good... every person has a right and duty to participate in public life, 
albeit in a diversity and complementarity of forms, levels, tasks and responsibilities. Charges of careerism, 
idolatry of power, egoism and corruption that are oftentimes directed at persons in government, parliaments, the 
ruling classes, or political parties, as well as the common opinion that participating in politics is an absolute 
moral danger, does not in the least justify either scepticism or an absence on the part of Christians in public 
life” ... 

 ... “ Furthermore, public life on behalf of the person and society finds its continuous line of action in the defence 
and the promotion of justice, understood to be a ‘virtue’, an understanding which requires education, as well as a 
moral ‘force’ that sustains the obligation to foster the rights and duties of each and everyone, based on the 
personal dignity of each human being.”  (ChL 42) 

   … “ a����î
Z°F&Ö)�
KH%��2V ��F&#�'Æ���[êú#�K&ÖA ��Õ + ²����V��>���>%ÀÜRÝJ%�� V �³F0
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43#6²%ÎF¼��F&£·F¿�R�^ � E
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 “ In the context of the transformations taking place in the world of economy and work which are a cause of 

concern, the lay faithful have the responsibility of being in the forefront in working out a solution to the very 
serious problems of growing unemployment; to fight for the most opportune overcoming of numerous injustices 
that come from organizations of work which lack a proper goal; to make the workplace become a community of 
persons respected in their uniqueness and in their right to participation; to develop new solidarity among those 
that participate in a common work; to raise up new forms of entrepreneurship and to look again at systems of 
commerce, finance and exchange of technology.”  (ChL 43)
� Ì%��E/B%P� �[�+�&#�Á}�>�ö%2 �*S R¦Å%HUT5�� 2 Uû7*&;�*Æõ¥���+%$%WV � 93G�H�¿��
���½_*��$%� ¡Fð�¡YX%2 }�&YZ�â��*ÀÃR²ÂF±�= Ä#�F�1�F�%�%: Ä#2Y93GFHù*[~_'��0
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3.2. Group Mission  bdcbdcbdcbdc  ×;Ø×;Ø×;Ø×;Ø  
 
100.   Action can be not only on a personal level, but also on the group level according to 

circumstances and in response to the needs perceived by the members of the community. These 
apostolic actions are also the expression of the personal vocation each one has received from the 
Lord. In this case, the community, in one way or another, will tend to translate the action, which 
it assumes and discerns, into mission. Therefore, we can speak of group involvement in the 
mission of the Church. Working as a team, with the grace of God, will have greater apostolic 
efficiency. à�á�â
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101. As Church institutions become aware of their inadequacy, they will feel the need to collaborate 
among themselves in the service of Jesus' mission, and to collaborate with other associations of 
believers or non-believers which have chosen to serve those in need. For Christians, mission in 
the Church may often mean sharing with believers and non-believers, on a personal or a group 
level. 
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 “ Above all, each member of the lay faithful should always be fully aware of being a member of the Church yet 
entrusted with a unique task which cannot be done by another and which is to be fulfilled for the good of all. 
From this perspective, the Council's insistence on the absolute necessity of an apostolate exercised by the 
individual takes on its full meaning: The apostolate exercised by the individual - which flows abundantly from a 
truly Christian life (Jn 4:14) - is the origin and condition of the whole lay apostolate, even in its organized 
expression, and admits no substitute. Regardless of circumstance, all lay persons (including those who have no 
opportunity or possibility for collaboration in associations) are called to this type of apostolate and obliged to 
engage in it. Such an apostolate is useful at all times and places, but in certain circumstances it is the only one 
available and feasible (Vat II, Decree on the Apostolate of Lay People, Ap .Act. 16).”  (ChL 28) 

  “
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3.3. Common mission   È²ÉÈ²ÉÈ²ÉÈ²É  Ê¿ËÊ¿ËÊ¿ËÊ¿Ë  
  
102. The common mission of CLC is the mission, which Christ entrusted to CLC as a Church 

association. This mission is the response, which CLC feels called to give to the great needs and 
aspirations of today. It is its way of announcing the Good News of God's love in this present 
historical time. The common mission is made concrete by identifying apostolic priorities and 
lines of action. 
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103. It does not mean that all CLC members must do the same thing. It is mission that is common: the 

tasks are different. This is not only because of the origin of mission, but also because of its 
direction. All of us, each in his/her own way, stand for the same values, follow the same aims 
and have the same priorities. We can speak of common involvement in the Church's mission. 
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104. In the Ignatian process of formation, the starting point is the real world. All are invited to be 

exposed to the pain, the poverty, and the "anguish"88 of our world. This is true above all for 
young people. Ignatius uses a classic term for this type of experience. He speaks of 
"probations".89 These experiences touch those who live through them and allow them to see their 
world with a new vision. These probations are like "sacraments", which profoundly mark a 
person. It would be good for CLC to look for realistic ways to experience their world in this way.  

                                                 
88 SpEx. 203.  ; ÿ�É/<  203 
  
89 To understand the Ignatian process of formation, it is not enough to know the Exercises. Ignatius proposes a 

series of experiences, and the first among these is the “ Spiritual exercises for a month more or less” ... the 
“ second, serving in hospitals” ... the “ third, being a pilgrim for another month without money” ... the “ fourth, 
exercising oneself in different low and humble offices”  ... the “ fifth, giving Christian Doctrine to other uncouth 
persons”  (Const. 65-59). Obviously, this process is not applicable to CLC, but Ignatius' intuition is. Ignatius kept 
before his eyes Jesus' emptying, as a key to understanding the mission of salvation. (Phil. 2:1ff) 
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105. This "baptism of reality" goes beyond mere social analysis, and through it one can acquire a 

special sensitivity to the signs of the times. 
 ¸��_�  “ â��ª�a�  |¤£ ” ¦  ¦´æm�  �¤¥´ó�¦|³  §¨°}¥|Å , ¹®·²³  �¶ÿ  �t§��  ¨  ©ª"D«  ¬® �  �}�  ��¯��  °�±�w|³  ²²³  �  � ¡ . 
  
106. On the other hand, in order to find our mission in CLC, it is important to be available to serve 

the local and universal Church. This is how Ignatius and his companions always acted.  
 
¡|¢

 �&³  CLC ½��o�  î¥ºa�  ���Ñ³   ��  �¿ÿ  �éå²Ïu¥|Ø  �u³  Ï�¥h�  �u´®¸  
� �ß¯  µ ª|°  ���q�¨¦  ·��  ¶k��¥ ¡ . ¸´·��  ¸�sut´Ò¶Ø  ¹k�  Íu·��ß¸  ¸}�  ¹²Í�¥uº  

ì|íß¸ ¡ .   
  
107. Being attentive always to the signs of the times and ready to serve the Church, one is sensitive to 

specific calls, which through personal and community apostolic discernment are transformed 
into mission. But, we must not forget that the first step in discernment, in order to be able to 
choose freely and out of love, is indifference. 

 ©ª"Q«  
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108. The whole process of discernment, by which we "look for" the will of God concerning our 

mission, requires a careful attention to personal and group rhythms, with the help of both 
personal and group guides. 

 î¥ºa�  ���h�  Å��  ¥}�h�_�  ���}�  “  _¦ ”  íu¯}�  �¿§  ¬ux&�  À¨¼´Á  �k¢��¶Ø  ¹´Ä  
�k¢��h�  ¢k£¨¬  õ|Î , À¶¼4¬   ¦¨§_�  º3Æq�  |&Çm�  Èh�_�  �&Éßþ  ·4³   �¿øm� ¡ . 

  
4.1. Apostolic discernment  Ê�Ê�ËÊ�Ê�ËÊ�Ê�ËÊ�Ê�Ë  Ì�ÍÌ�ÍÌ�ÍÌ�Í  
  
109. Apostolic discernment means the intelligent and contemplative attention given to the Spirit by 

the mature Christian in all commitments: family, work, the different ways in which God can 
make His will manifest profession, social and Church. The purpose is to seek and to find God's 
will for our mission. In order to seek the divine will one's heart must burn with the same fire as 
burns within the Heart of Christ.90  One must also be familiar with. In short, one must be ready 
to opt for the greater glory of God and for the universal good.   

 �q¢¥Á  íu¯&�  °&Î , þ , ¥k�h�|Îa�  Ï	
4¬  �¤¥´Ø  Ïu¥  ½��d�  �¿£h�  Ð¿³  Ñ���Ò��  �  
�¨¦  
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 When this discernment process is done in community - something very characteristic of CLC - 

the following elements should be present: 
 ¸  íu¯|¬ux¥¸  Ì|Í®§  ½��o�  ¸@åm��æ  �  – ¸´·¶¸ CLC �  ç���w�¸ ¡  - 

¡ ±}�  
��½���¸  �¿ø¶ú ¡ . 

 
4.1.1 Personal and communal prayer  è�éè�éè�éè�é  êê êê  È�ÉÈ�ÉÈ�ÉÈ�É  ë/Êë/Êë/Êë/Ê  
  
110. From beginning to end, discernment is a journey of prayer. Remembering that we have been 

created to "praise, reverence and serve God our Lord'91, "we need prayer and discernment, 
personal and communal...in order to seek and find God in all things".92  With "great courage 
and generosity"93 we want to ask our Lord for the gifts of availability and of knowing His will in 
this world in which we live. We make this petition as an important part of our daily personal 
prayer and we also repeat it in our community encounters throughout the whole discernment 
process. 

 íu¯&�  tuì�í	î  ïuð��  �_¢��  *&x¥¸ ¡ . î¥ºo¦  “ ñ¤ò  ó  ôDõ÷öFø  ùûú&ôHü  $�ý)ôFü  
¨  þ�ÿ  ��� ô���� ” 91  �	��
�  �����  ���������  “ �����  ���    !�"$#  %'&÷öFø  ( ü  )'*�%��  +�,.-  /1032�4  576�8  9�:�;  <=�?>  @BAaø  C�,=4  -ED .” 92  “ FHG�I  J <�>  K�L�MQø  NPOiü ” 93  Q?RES  Q?R  T�U  Q�R�V  W�X  YZS  [  \	]?^��  _E`ba  c=�  d X  e  c��  f�g  h  YiS  j�k�  lE�m	g  no�p . Q?RES  [  l	n	�  Q?R	a  qZ]sr  tbu  
m�va  w�x�o  yz�{=|  }X , ~�=a  ���  ��	�  �b�=V�S  ���  Q?R	a  �=���  �	�  
^��v  e  l	n	�  �	�o�p .   

 
4.1.2 Looking at this world in which we live   �	�H��	�H��	�H��	�H�  �i��i��i��i�  ������������  �� ��  ��������������������  ���H����H����H����H�  
  
111. We recognize that the whole world is our meeting place with God. For this reason, we make 

contact with all that surrounds us in order to discover there the Lord's call. Since the field of our 
possible mission knows no limits94, we cannot narrow down this look at our world when we seek 
to know our mission. The Lord speaks to us in our community, through its present and past 
history, in the Church and in our country.95  This is how we can see Him acting through us in our 

                                                 
  
91 SpEx 23  �3�'�H� 23 
  
92 GP 5. �¡  5 
  
93 SpEx 5.  �3�'�H� 5 
  
94 GP 8.  �¡  8 
  
95 See what was said about the “ probations”  proposed by St. Ignatius.   
     ¢¤£'¥¡¦  §H¨�¢  ©ª¥$«  “ ¬' ” ®�¯  °ª±  ²´³�«  µ´¶  ·�¸ .  
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personal apostolates96 and in the corporate or group apostolates.97  The needs we see today in the 
Church and in the world are also calls from the Lord. We want to respond better, knowing that 
"love ought to manifest itself more in deeds than in words".98 

 Q?RES  [  \	]  ¹�ºV  ��»b¼��  �=½�S  ¾	¿sÀZ�  u�~bo�p . [=Á�o  [ZÂ|  Q�RES  
��»b¼�a  yÃ��=�   ÄÅ	�m  ÆÇ  Q�R  TbÆ=a  ¹�È  É	�  ÊEË?o�p . Q?R�^�Ì  V=Ío  Î �=a  ÏÐZj  Ñ�o�[  Ò	m  ÓiÔs^ 94 Q?RES  Q?R	a  

Î �	�  
d X=Õ  Ö  Ó  \	]��  ×�S  

Q?R	a  Ø�Ù�g  Ú?Ì  Ö  h  Ò�p . T?¼�U	�S  ÛbÜ	Ý  ��Þ�a  Ð Î g  ßbà  Q?R  �=��� ,  áâ
, ãbV  �^i�  Q?R=^�Ì  äEå��`bp .95  [	ÉEj  Q?R�V  Q�R	a  tu  

Î vbæ=� 96 ���  Î vbæ  �^�� 97 Q�R�g  çbÇ  è=���Ø=S  T?¼��  ×�S  é=~s[�p . êëì  Q?R�V  
áâ Ý  

\	]  �^��  ×?Ì  
	S  í�x�î�j  ï?o  T�¼	{�|=y�ð=a  yÃ���[ip . Q?RES  “ �òñHó  ôöõ D  ÷':?"  øúù�û  ü   ” [	ý	S . É��  
d �	�  ×p  þ  ÿ  ���=��mEg  no�p . 98    

 
4.1.3. Our Ignatian charism   �	����	����	����	���  ��������������������
				��� ��  E���
�E���
�E���
�E���
�  
  
112. As a community we are well aware that our common vocation, our charism and style of 

discernment have their origin in the Spiritual Exercises and are expressed in the CLC General 
Principles. Our life makes no sense if it is not living and seeking "in all and through all the 
greater praise and glory of God our Lord" (SpEx 189). Let us remember that "our life is 
essentially apostolic" and that "the field of CLC mission knows no limits". "As members of the 
pilgrim People of God, we have been sent by Christ to be His witnesses to all people by our 
attitudes, words and actions".99 

 �=���	|=�  Q�RES  Q�R	a  �=���  ��¿ , ��R���� , ~���E~?[  ÏZ`=h��=^  m�n	�  º=X  
YZ{��  CLC ���b^  ��Û�
�  Yip=S  É��  ÿ  

d X  Yip .  ���  “ ���    !�"$#  ���   ��   %�!  ���  "  %'&$#¤;  %  &  '�(i8  )+*�,  -/. ” ( ÏZ`�h��  189) �  0�1�=X   W=ß  2 Sp��  Q?R	a  3�j  46587  a�9�V  Ò�p .  “ ����;  :�ó  ;�<�=$2=4  �b�>=@?BA  CLC 
�DC¡;  '�E'ó  Fú-�%�G ,”  “ H8I�%��  %'&D#  JBK=;  L�M 6  �����  ���  �DN�O  Ps"$#  
����;  Q´� , 

ô 8  ÷SRH4  TVU;  W�X�Y�Z  [����  \ �^]��=4�_a`  b�*  cVd7D ” S  É��  
�����Õ .99   

 
4.1.4. Spiritual movements   ef�ef�ef�ef�  gihkjgihkjgihkjgihkj  
  
113. St. Ignatius learned to recognize interior and spiritual movements. In his autobiography he says 

that while still in the house of Loyola, "his eyes were opened a little, and he began to marvel at 
the difference and to reflect upon it, realizing from experience that some thoughts left him sad 
and others joyful. Little by little he came to recognize the difference between the spirits that 
were stirring, one from the devil, the other from God".100 

                                                 
96 GP 8a.  �¡  8a 
  
97 GP 8b.  �¡  8b 
  
98 SpEx 230.  �3�'�H� 230 
  
99 GP 8.  �¡  8 
  
100 Autobiography 8.  l^m�n 8 
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114. Then in Manresa, during the original experience of the Spiritual Exercises, he deepened his 

awareness of this difference of spiritual movements and how to interpret them in order to know 
the will of the Lord. Formed in the school of the Exercises, we can deepen daily our 
understanding of and learn to become more aware of, and to interpret more surely these interior 
movements, which are raised up by our looking around us. This enables us to know what the 
Lord desires of us, both as individuals and as community. 
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4.1.5. Group process  D
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115. These, interior movements, will be experienced in prayer and in daily life by each member of 

the community. They will also be a part of the experience, which we share openly. To become 
aware of them and to interpret them spiritually will enable us to know if our reactions, to the 
world we see around us, lead us to the greater service and praise of God. 
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116. This presupposes that the group is deeply rooted in mutual trust and that, with the help of the 

guide, it can be sensitive to the dynamic process of the group itself. A constant openness to 
others, through listening, will be important, avoiding any discussion unless the process of 
discernment itself explicitly calls for it. 

 î��-:  á�h�î  M�i  é�j  Q�y  ���  k� �+�l
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117. These elements are essential for an apostolic discernment and it is fitting that they be present 

throughout the whole process. As we said, the constant support of a good community guide is 
necessary. In a similar way for individual apostolic discernment, it is recommended that we have 
the support of an experienced spiritual guide. 

 î�Hkß  ����	�:  å�K!,  3�v��  ���  �iêZ,�î
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4.2. Apostolic discernment as a permanent attitude   �
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118. In one way or another these elements are always present in the CLC member who desires to live 

apostolic discernment as a habitual attitude. It is the fruit of the "Contemplation to attain love" at 
the end of the Exercises101: "an interior knowledge of all the great good I have received, in 
order that, stirred to profound gratitude, I may become able to love and serve His Divine 
Majesty in all things". Moved by this grateful love, St. Ignatius invites us to seek always a 
greater awareness of God's presence and action in our lives. 
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119. For this reason the examen is one of the more significant activities by which apostolic 

discernment becomes part of us.102 In the Exercises, various types of examen are proposed. 
Among these is the General Examen (or review of the day), which helps us "to love and serve in 
everything" remembering that, "love ought to manifest itself more in deeds than in words". For 

                                                 
101 SpEx 230-237.  ÐÒÑÔÓ�Õ 230-237 
  
102 A fundamental dynamic of the Spiritual Exercises is the continuous call to reflect in prayer about the whole 

personal experience, in order to be able to discern where the Spirit of God is leading us. Ignatius requires 
reflection on the human experience as an indispensable means of discerning its validity because without a 
prudent reflection it is possible to have a merely deceptive illusion, and without attentive consideration, the 
significance of the individual experience could be diminished or minimized. Only after an adequate reflection on 
the experience and an interiorization of its significance and the implications of what we are living, can we 
proceed freely and confidently to a correct decision on the way to proceed. This will favour the full and 
integrated development of the person who seeks to accomplish the mission he or she received from God with 
greater fidelity. For St. Ignatius, reflection is the central point in passing from experience to action. This 
continuous interrelationship of experience, reflection and action is the key to the Ignatian process of formation. 
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Ignatius, the daily review is truly a colloquy overflowing with humble gratitude and filled with 
faith, trust and love.103 
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120. It is understood that the one who practices this "spiritual exercise" is an apostle, who has been 

working with Jesus Himself throughout the day, in accordance with the meditation of the 
Kingdom: "whoever wishes to come with Me… "104, and who at the close of the day wants to talk 
over what the Lord has done during all this time "as one who speaks with his friend".105  For the 
day, which is about to begin, there is prayer for the grace to live each moment sharing the 
mission of Jesus. 
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121. Thus, for those who walk in the footsteps of the apostle seeking to continue alongside the Lord, 

the examen is an absolutely indispensable pause, which permits them to see their journey in 
perspective and to gather their strength to tackle the next stage with renewed vigour and clarity. 
Above all, the faithful practice of the examen is essential to the formation of the "contemplative 
in action" who seeks and finds God in all things. 
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4.3. Criteria for apostolic discernment   J�K�LJ�K�LJ�K�LJ�K�L  M�NPOM�NPOM�NPOM�NPO  QSRQSRQSRQSR  
  

                                                 
103 Some types of examen proposed in the book of the Exercises are: the “ Fifth Addition of Prayer”  (SpEx 77); the 

“ First Method of Prayer”  which can be considered as a prayer of examen (SpEx 241); the “ Particular Examen”  
(SpEx 24-31); and the Examen on the Exercises and Additions (SpEx 90, 160, 207); the General Examen (SpEx 
32-43). See in the support material “ Review of the Day” . 

 TVUXWPY  Z\[  ]_^X`  acbedef  gXh_i  jck_l  monXp  q_m .  “ r\sXi  m_tvu  wyx ”  ( TVUXWPY 77); 
jck\i  rosvz_{  |  W  }V~  “ �\u  r\s  �o�  (#241)” ; “ �c�  jck  (#24-31)” , �o�cp  wyxX[  �o�  �v�_jvk  
(#90, 160, 207),  �e�ejck (#32-43) �P�em .  �\�  �c�P�  “ �\�e�ej ” (Review of the Day) �  �_{X|  � . 

104 SpEx 95.  TVUXWPY  95 
  
105 SpEx 54.  TVUXWPY  54 
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122. The CLC General Principles underline the need for apostolic discernment.106  They also propose 
a number of criteria, inspired by those drawn up by St Ignatius, for choosing our ministries and 
specific missions. Everything, which comes to us from Ignatius, in this case apostolic 
discernment, is marked by the "magis" (the more effective). His zeal for the greater glory of 
God enabled him to seek the most effective means for helping others.  

  CLC ��"¢õ  Ê�Ë+�  ���©Þ  ��� � í  ����ø¢Ü . ��ø  ��"¢õ  �+�ÅÞ  Ê��  � 5	�  �	�©ø  
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123. This discernment of the more appropriate means is made in the Spirit of Christ, by means of the 

rules for discerning which interior movements arise from the same Spirit, through our 
contemplation of the life of Jesus. These rules have already been mentioned in the paragraph 
concerning the choice of our personal vocation. It is a process, which involves the heart no less 
than the head. Ignatius proposes, however, certain rational criteria (cf. Three times suitable for 
making an election SpEx 175) with a view to discovering the greatest service, which can be 
rendered to our neighbour in particular circumstances. 
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124. The Ignatian criteria for apostolic discernment are found not only in the Spiritual Exercises but 

above all in the Autobiography, where personal progress and processes are illustrated and in his 
Letters, where Ignatius suggests strategies for definitive objectives and proposes means for 
attaining them. In the Constitutions of the Society107, Ignatius makes a systematic presentation of 

                                                 
106 “ The community helps us to live the different dimensions of this apostolic commitment, and to be always open 

to what is more urgent and universal, particularly through the Review of Life and through personal and 
communal discernment. We try to give an apostolic sense even to the most ordinary parts of our daily life”  (GP 
8). “ Since the Christian Life Community aims to work with Christ for the coming of the Kingdom, each 
individual members is called to be active in the vast field of apostolic service. Apostolic discernment, both 
individual and communal, is the ordinary way of discovering how best to bring Christ presence, concretely into 
our world.”  (GP 12b) 
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107 Constitutions 618, 622...  ^VW	;�_  618, 622 
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the criteria for choosing ministries.108  These criteria can help us in CLC to define our own 
apostolic mission109; for example, that CLC members should be open to what is more urgent and 
more universal. 

 Ê�Ë+�  ���Åí  ¡�ø  ÂS¤�ß�¥�Þ  Ä�¢®õ  «Së©é§ì ¨�ñ  `�F  óba��  Ô ¦ � ¦  ¯ $ �  
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108 The universal and most enduring good: “ to think globally and act locally” ; in other words “ to set up structures 

rather than one-time events” , to develop actions and services which can be replicated or repeated by the 
participants. 

 The greatest need and urgency: to go where there is no one else, where those who should be there, care little or 
nothing about their obligations. 

 The greatest good: the formation of “ multiplicators” ; the creation of networks of communication conscience that 
we are one global family. 
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II. THE CHRISTIAN LIFE COMMUNITY (CLC) 
 �������������������� � �� �� �� �  � 	 
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� 	 
  

  
125. CLC is called to be first and foremost a Christian community with a certain number of features 

and characteristics of its own. In order that we may understand better the distinctive features of 
CLC as a community, we will first briefly examine the specific process by which the community 
grows and matures and then, in more detail, the role it plays in the growth and maturation of its 
members.´¶µ·´ É 576 $ Ü©Ë ¸l¹ º®ô»k &l¼�ø � � , �f½Åí kf¾ ã��BÆ®Ë ¦À¿lÁ m©ôÛ Ë�%ÃÂhÄ�í fÅ½ÜnÆ ¿lÁ m Ú ñ ´¶µ·´ ÞÈÇ��Ìø �f½Åí $ ÜÈÉ Â½Á©Æ�Ä ¡�Á ñ
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126. Our biblical faith shows, that God calls not only individuals, but also sends communities on their 

journey as either religious or lay, like CLC.�©ñ � ¦  ëßÞ¢Þ  àlá ¨�ñ  
$ ð
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127. Therefore, taking the Spiritual Exercises as the "specific source" of our spirituality, CLC as a 

group lives a history of grace similar to the journey lived by an individual. The community goes 
through moments of promise, of call and of moving forward with confidence and hope. It goes 
through periods of crisis: moments when it feels far away from God, but turns back to Him and 
feels welcomed. It goes through experiences of regenerating the love of God, in reconciliation 
and mutual acceptance, and through periods of discerning the calls of God in order to grow in 
becoming discerning apostolic communities. 
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128. It usually begins by becoming a community of friends in the Lord. This first goal gives direction 

to the group and offers the necessary basis for the community's development. So that the 
community may have the richness of "friends in the Lord" right from the beginning, it is 
important that a true experience of God is lived within it.110 

                                                 
110 “ In practice this involves participation in the Eucharist whenever possible; an active sacramental life; daily 

practice of personal prayer, especially that based on Sacred Scripture; discernment by means of a daily review of 
one's life and, if possible, regular spiritual direction; an annual interior renewal in accordance with the sources of 
our spirituality; and a love for the Mother of God.”  (GP 12a) 
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129. After an initial stage when the community is full of hope, there may be moments of crises and 
tension, and even of collective sin. At such times, it is important that the guide help them to see 
and live these moments as times of growth, purification and reconciliation in and with Christ 
(First week of the Exercises).  
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130. Thanks to this experience a new desire begins to unfold in the community: to be united to Christ 

in his mission to the world and to direct one's life more and more in the light of Christ's choices 
(Second week of the Exercises). Contact with poverty, marginalization, and other painful 
situations in our world and the frequent practice of the Spiritual Exercises, personalized and 
complete, if possible, will be necessary. This will be the moment for vocational discernment (for 
young people the election to a state of life, of profession etc… for adults a reform of life) and 
later on of opening oneself as a person and as a community to an ongoing permanent apostolic 
discernment in the following of Christ.  
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131. Thus the community becomes an apostolic community, made up of adults "who want to follow 
Jesus Christ more closely and work with Him for the building of His Reign, and who have 
recognised Christian Life Community as their particular vocation within the Church" 111 ; 
consequently, they make a Permanent Commitment to it. The members of a group will help each 
other to keep alive their apostolic zeal and to render the quality of service that the Church 
expects of them. 
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SUTWV
 XZY\[  õ#]�Ú_^  XÐõ ”  _(D  Ì(�*�  `*Óba  cUd7�7�  ��� .111  e�º " _(D , ?�M $  

1�243�)  f���Ehg�-  /�0  1�243  
�(� M $  E�D  ¦#� "  ¢%K�>  �ji�/����  E�D  k�0  l � �  

�(� M#)(s  < S /�B  mUn�K  o%¦4>  /����  ��jUp  Z*�7� .  
 
133. It sees itself not only as a community of apostles, that is of persons more or less committed to 

their own individual missions, but rather, it is an apostolic community in which the members, 
although dedicated to their own different tasks, share together their lives and the way they each 
carry out their mission. They also discern together the object and content of each other's mission. 
They are sent by the community and, with its help, evaluate how they are following Christ who 
was sent by the Father. 
1�243�B  ³#3%>  q�³  Æ*Á7K  ¦�§*)  r��4�  ¦ts�M�Á  ¦#�(M�K  1�2*3�D  u  vxw  �\y(N  �(� M��  ¥����  ³��*K  º#Ä�)  z��*/�0  q���0  ¿�Y4N��  ³(�*K  ¬�-  �(�  £U{(0  
³(�*K  ¦�§�-  {�¨79  £(��B  +�Ç�-  �(�  £|{(0  q�B  ¦#� "   1�2*3�D  Á7Ç*��� .  �(� M $  }#�  q�³�K  ¦�§�K  

S ¥*º  ~U��-  �(�  Ç�È���� .  
�(� M $  1�243�)  K�9  �R� t�0 , 1�243�K  ��P(_(D  �j��Y(D�F4G  

��� -  ��_��  ?4@%����>  É�Ê(0  q�B(Y  � ����� . 
 

133. In the adult stage, the most important mission is normally the "family". The time dedicated to 
the community will be rigorously conducted. Its meetings and events are programmed to having 
"mission" as their purpose. The community rhythm cannot be the same as in the earlier stages, 
when its members were in formation (from the human, professional and Christian point of view). 
At this stage, imagination and flexibility are needed. 

 ��Á7K  '*c()7E  ��m  [(;4�  ¦�§ $  �(¸  “ �|� ” �7� . 1�2*3�)  z���/�B  ��p#�  Xx��s  
��W4X\n  Z*��� . 1�2*3  ���7º  ¨ ¦#B  

!#" _(D�E  “ ¦�§ ” -  ��Y(B  Z()  ±7²#X�Q�� . 
1�243�K  @_� $  ��6�K  '*c%M , �  

�(� Mh�  Á%p "  �x� , 6�� "  �x� , ?4@%�(��Á "  
�x��)7E  �(X�Y(B  m���K  º��*)  q��7-  �7j  �%-  {  �7� . �  '�c()7E�B  ¥(¥h�7º  ��� ���  ;(Ì*��� .  

  
B.  CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CLC COMMUNITY  ��������������������|�U�\��U�\��U�\��U�\�U����¡ |¢ |¢ |¢ |¢  
  
1. A "lived" community  £�¤£�¤£�¤£�¤¥�U�\��U�\��U�\��U�\�  
  ¦¨§ª©¬«

"To prepare our members more effectively for apostolic witness and service, especially in our 
daily environment, we form communities of those who strongly desire to unite their lives 
completely with their Christian faith according to our charism." ®°¯±³² Ï_^ ò�´�Ô ÷�ø#üýß ú�ó\µhè¶`*Óba¡·�¸º¹¼»Òÿ¾½ ãåä¶¿#îºa#À\[ÂÁ áÃ ÓhÄ ÚÜÛ Ý�Þ>Å ÷�ø�ÔÇÆÉÈËÊ ó4üýß ² Ï Ô¥Ì ÏÒÑWÍ(ü é Ö�ó\Î V Î�ÏÒÑ(Ó�ù
ÿWÏ�ü�[�þ#ÿ�ÔÑÐ\½ ò�ÒRÓ\Ô�Û�×¥Õ×ÖzÚ_^Ø`ÚÙ�µU½ÛcUd7��[ÝÜ�Þ�Æbß�ä�àâá°ãäã®å

  
135. Vocation in CLC is communal. It is lived out with the support of the community. The 

commitment of the individual to the World Community is expressed through a particular 
community, freely chosen113, made up of a maximum of twelve people, generally from a similar 

                                                 
112 GP 4.  8�L  4 
 113 GP 7. NPOxæ  
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background.114 Each member of this community of friends in the Lord is called to accompany its 
members in discerning their personal vocations and lives as collaborators in the mission of 
Christ115.  It can be said that community is a privileged way in which CLC implements Ignatian 
Spirituality and apostolic service in its members' lives.116 çéèêç ÔÛXZYÉ^ëcUd7�ºahè(äâ|�ìîí�ì%B 1�243�K��(P(_(D � �(¶�> �4��£(p��4| ¤*c
1�243�) S � Æ*Á " Áïr�� $ ³ ��ð s ¯#° /�0 ñ³ñ®ò\ó S ô¬õ §�- ö�Y ÷%_���vø�ù �ûú(U%- �(Q S|T cUd7��) Ë*��_(Djüûý�þ(���4|ÿñ³ñ��hH#I�J�K L�M(D ��W4X�Q
� � 1�243�K Ì�� � M $ ³(��M�K Æ�Á " �(¶�> Ç�È�/�B ��� º �(� /�04v
?4@%�(��K�¦�§*)��x��³�D�E �(��������-Ý��0 q��4| ñ³ñ
	}1�243%Bëìîí�ì�� �(� M�K
¬�Ë#)7E ������ ����º�¦#� " Á o%¦*>�{�¨7/�B���� " Á�+����7�4|ÿñäñ��

  �������
The CLC is a "gathering together in Christ, a cell of His mystical Body", which is based on  

faith and a common vocation, rather than on natural affinities. "We are bound together by our 
common commitment, our common way of life, and our recognition and love of Mary, as our 
mother." �
���
ìîí�ì B ³ � " Á e������ �\y(N � ��º 1�¸�K �(¶#) <"!%- #(0 qzB$ Î�ÏÒÑ(Ó#Ôiÿ&% ��Ô V('*) [*ßiÎ�ÏÒÑ(Ó û�üýß ðÒñÝÆ èZ^ Æ,+já �7�4| $ ² Ï_^- ß .%ÿ=Å - ß Ð%Ô /�] Î�Ï ë ² Ï Ô 021"3�èýÿ X�Æ Í�Ï54�ü 6 V è�Þ�¹
`87�À\[:9 ;=<>0@? ä�à á ãäãBA

  ���DCE�
The community itself, in so far as the group expresses unity among its members and with 
others, bears witness to the Good News of Christ before the world.
��?GF�� �(� M p�K ©%ª�j �GH ?GF(º(K ©%ª�>Ýý�þ�/�B ��) q%X%E 1�243�B
¤�¥h) ?4@%�(��K(IKJ�-�L�d*���4|  

  
138. With some exceptions, the members of a group do not normally share goods in common and live 

under one roof. Nevertheless, CLC is a community of life, and as such is "a unity expressed in 
love and action"118, because its members are engaged in  
©�F*K M�·(B q�Yxw � ?GF�K �(� M $ � YKN O�) ��¾�E Pxn%- 1�2(_(D
£U{(Y(B ÷%B��4| ?�Q�)%� ��Ì�/�0 ìîí�ì B ÷�øxcUd*R��%� $ `S7ýî ø�dj½ T�Þ
ò�Òh×VUXW V ä�àâá°ã³ã
Y[Z*��/(¾¥ìîí�ì �(� M $ �KJ(ºÑ� $ r��(-�/�0 q7< �Z���7�

  
� following the same particular vocation in the Church and adopting a way of life consequent 

on that, 119 
      
l � J�)7E�2h©��\�*��� �(¶�> É�Ê�0 ��>�¬�K�+�Ç4) " �(/�< �Z���7� ;119 

                                                 
114 GN 39b. ]_^�`badc  
  
115 GP 12c. NPOfehgdi  
  
116 GP 11. NPOfeje
 
117 GP 7. NPOxæ  
  
118 GP 7. NPOxæ  
  
119 GP 4 and 7. NPOxQlk æ  
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� sharing their problems, their aspirations, their plans and various aspects of their lives, and 
helping each other in this way to live their Christian faith fully,120  

      ³(�*K �#.(v �5m(vïc"n%ºr¬�K A��po�¾�- �(�`£U{(04v ³(�(M�K`?4@%�(� l
�2�%-�q46Gr �4��s���� � � +�Ç�_(D E�D k(< �Z���7�Rñ
tvu

  
� helping each other in their spiritual and material needs with a spirit of solidarity,  
      
� S K  ����_(D  � " ��0�Pxn " Á :�;#) q%X%E�E�DÑk(< �Z���7�

  
� undertaking a common mission, despite different social backgrounds, ages, characters or 

tasks. 121 
      E�D �GH ¦ � " Á ú(U(v�£#��v#�2w��%£ º#Ä�)%� ��Ì�/�0 1�2�K ¦�§%-
{�¨7/�< �Z���7�4| ñ
t ñ  

  
139. The CLC process of formation entails the mutual assistance of its members towards apostolic 
        and spiritual growth, by trying to integrate their faith with their lives. The community is able to 
        continue the dynamics generated by the Spiritual Exercises ñ
txtzy|{~}
�E��}��������E���by��|�b���E��}
}����� �b� � �|�b�D�~�v{���� � {�y�}�{�����������}��E�Dy|y����E��y|���h������� |ªñ
t³ò

ìîí�ì�Këm7��º�� $ � ��º�¬�-�¸"����_�D\ü�¦#� " v � " �*m%- ��W(����(� M*p�K ¥"���¾�z- :�;(D4���4| ���({h�����#X¡ �X%H�B£¢�2(��- Y(Ë*9:¤�{
q�_*��v ñ�t�t ?4@�/*A ��� M�� ¦#� " Á¥L(d(j¡o%¦4> �¦¨§ ø /4s ���4|ÿñ�t ò

  
140. The CLC community supports the human, spiritual and apostolic development of each of its 

members, especially through
ìîí�ì 1�243�B ��ÈKr �KJ(º � $ Z�- ¸�/4Aïq �(� M(K Á%p " v � " v ¦#� "
�*m�-�Y � ���4|

  
• the apostolic activities undertaken by the community and its commitment to a common 

mission 
     1�243Gs {�¨7/�B�¦#� "¨© 2�º�1�2(K�¦�§*) S � 1�243�K¡r��   
•        the witness of the lives of the members, particularly of the adult ones  
      q �(� M���r ��Á �(� M�K�¬�K(L(d   
•       formation activities such as shared prayer, the general examen, communal discernment and 

study groups  
      £�ª <��4v ©5!%� «�v 1�2�Ç�È�v � Ìû�º�7º � $ m7� © 2   
•       the group life and teamwork help to sustain attitudes of interior freedom and openness to 

others, the capacity to understand and to forgive, the ability to renounce one's own desires, 
and a sensitivity to the needs of others and a readiness to respond.

                                                 
  
120 GP 12c. NPOfe¬gbi  
  
121 GP 8.  8�L  8 
 
122 GN 39a. ]_^�`jadc  
  
123 GP 4. NPORQ  
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      ~ " Ái³ � j®#Á�) Æ�+(t�B ¯���> � Y�/4s]��j�H�B &('(Â © º 1�2*�4Ä�v
�%9�/�0 ��E*/�Br½¾��v ³4<i³(�*K±°4^�-³²4<�/�Br½¾��v´#Á7Kr:�;#) S �
M=µ���º�? ¶ SG·�¸K¹ ¡(º »¨¼ ½  

  
•       service to the local, regional, national and world communities.   
      ¾G¿ , ÀÁ¢ , o�s , ½"Â  ÃGÄ Å"¶  Æ=Ç  

  
141. The most concrete expression of this community life is its meeting which should be held each 

week or fortnight. Regularity is necessary for real growth in the group.124  At these meetings, 
important elements of CLC formation and activities take place, appropriate for a community that 
lives on mission and which is engaged in apostolic service. Group bonds are reinforced by a 
better knowledge of each other and by reciprocal gestures of love and service.  ÈKÉ ÃGÄ Å Ê�ËKÌ ÍKÎÐÏ Å"Ñ�ÒÔÓ"Õ È®Ö=× Ø"Ù ÚK¸ Ñ=ÛGÜ ÝGÞ=ß àâá È*ã�ä
ÃGÄ Åæå"¶*çéè2ê5Üéë�ÎGì ¸ ¿"í5ç"ßéî�ï È�ÚK¸ Ñ=ÛKÜðÝGÞ*ßðñ È�ò:ó5ô ì ã ä  ÈKÉ îõï÷ö ø�í5ç ù�úûùýü*ë"Ì þ ô · ôKÿ�� ËGÄ È ��� À������ ñ Ù Ç
	=ö�� Í��éÇ��2Ñ:Æ=Ç��£ìGß ÃGÄ Å��ýÑ���� ñ È*ã ä ç"Ü�������� ã��5Ù³È í��
ø�í5ç������� GÌ Ç
!�"(Æ=Ç�Ì$#%5ö�ø�í=ç'&�(
) È+*�,�-�ã ä  

  .0/21�3
The life of the CLC is centred on the Eucharist. This is why all its members participate 
periodically in the celebration of Eucharist together125, expressing sacramentally that intimate 
communion, which is based on Christ and on the Church.ù�úûù5Ì Ê�Ë Ù5476�498 ��þ�:KÛKÜ�ì7;�< ã ä î�=?>�@7A È ��ÞCB�� �ED >��F�G öEH'I�J��LK�M���ë=Ç>Ñ=ÛKÜ�ÓKÕGì�� ×F Ñ=ÛKÜ?N�Ç ë ê��$O�PRQ�S5ìGßÈ9T Í?S F �?< ã ä  

  
2. A community on mission U�VU�VU�VU�VXWWWWZY9[C\Y9[C\Y9[C\Y9[C\  
  
143. To live on mission is the specific way of being for CLC. All that the community is and does 

receives its sense from the mission of the Church itself ] 126  CLC is a community on mission or 
an apostolic community. 

  Ç
	5ö ��  ã ß ñ Ù ù�úûù¥Ì_^�`��bacÐüCd È*ã ä ÃGÄ ÅGÍba�c5ì�; e�ì�ß
î�= ñ Ù D > ¼ Å�Ì Ç
	��*ç � Ì�N�� fgS�h5ß ã äjilknm ù�úûù ß Ç
	GÌ
ÃGÄ Å È�o�pE8�qsrstvu7w�6GÈ*ã ä

 
2.1.  MISSION ALWAYS COMMUNAL x7yx7yx7yx7yRz�{�|7}�~z�{�|7}�~z�{�|7}�~z�{�|7}�~v��������

  
144. Even when apostolic service is offered on an individual basis, the service is always part of the 

mission received in CLC. Mission is always communal.�C� Ç��2Ñ�Ò¥Æ=Ç�ÍL�7`�Ñ�Ò F�G ¿��ç ÈX�� ÀKß����C�E��Æ=Ç2ß�ù�úûù>å��*ç
h Ù Ç
	GÌ$f�� È�ã ä Ç
	 ÙE� � ÃGÄ ÅKÑ�Ò ë��*ö'��;�< ã ä   

                                                 
  
124 GN 39b.  ���������
 
125 GN 40. �������  
  
126 GP 4 and 8 ���������  
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145. It is the being sent by the Church that gives a sense of mission to the apostolic tasks and 

humanitarian services of the members of CLC. The world community, integrated in the life and 
the mission of the Church, is the fundamental mediator of our mission. We receive this mission 
in our local and national community.ù�úûù >�@7A"Ì Ç�2Ñ "��C" Ò� �Ñ"Ò Æ=Çs� Ç
	�Ì Ì�N�� ê�ÃKìGß ñ Ù���C�
 s¡£¢�¤¦¥�§©¨ ß
ª < ã ä«D >GÌ ¬�"ÔÇ
	 å��Ôø��®5ß ¯�Â ÃGÄ Å=ß�° Þ Ç
	GÌ ±�²2Ñ�Ò Ö �GÅ ã ä ° Þ=ß È Ç
	5ö À´³ ÃGÄ�Å � µ Í ÃGÄ ÅC�
ø�í5ç'h5ß ã ä  

  
146. Moreover, mission is a common mission because it is the fruit of communal discernment at the 

local, national or world level.  Thanks to the community, a personal discernment is completed by 
a communal discernment.   ¶·p�� Í Ç
	 Ù À´³ ÈCp¸µ Í p ¯�Âº¹�@��*çÔìGß u7w�»¦¼¾½·¿�À�ÈCF �XÁg�
ÃGÄ"Ì Ç
	 È*ã ä Ã�Ä�ÅEÂ������Ã��Ò�d�` Ù ÃGÄ�d�`��¨Ì"íÅÄ�ë -�ã ä

  
147. The small group or local community is indispensable to our discernment of mission. This group 

is not always the place where all initiatives are taken and it does not necessarily have the means 
to sustain some apostolic activities. Other structures, such as the General Assembly and the 
Executive Councils, are needed at the World or National Community levels when more 
universal apostolic priorities and concrete plans for action and collaboration by CLC are 
undertaken.Æ�Ù ��Ç ÈCp À
³±ÃGÄ Å5ß³Ç
	5öÈd�`GìGß
ª ó�ÉËÊ Í�&5ì ã ä�È �7Ç È¸� �
î�= × ��Ì5ö¸Í7;_<@ß³ñ Ù¸��Î ����Ï GCÐ�Ñ ^ Ú Ç��2ÑðËGÄ�ö T À"ì F ¿��ÉÒ ö À Î ; <�ö ó�ô Í <÷ß ñ Ù ��Î�ã ä � ã ��Ó Ñ"Ò Ç��2Ñ °�Ô Õ ¿ �
ù�úûù�Í É e*ì�;Ö<÷ß ËGÄ�"5×�)7�����éÏ Å"Ñ�ÒæÂ�Ø È¡ÈX��CÙ�Ú'Û �EÜ�> �
�Áï*¿�@�> �?Ý5Ù�ã�Þ Ï�ß ÍE¯�Â p$µ Í(Ã�Ä Åà¹�@��*ç ó�ô ì ã  

  
2.2. APOSTOLIC COMMUNAL DISCERNMENT  ��á�}��á�}��á�}��á�}àz7{z7{z7{z7{�â�ãâ�ãâ�ãâ�ã  
  
148. Apostolic communal discernment is a way of implementing what Vatican II called discerning 

the signs of the times, and involves the following stages  
       Ç��2Ñ  ÃGÄ�d�` Ù  ê£ä
¹·å�æ�ç±ÃKÌ�>KÍÈèêé ½_ëíìïî d�`©ðòñ7ó�;¸f Þ ñ*öÈ e*ìGß?ô�d È � ã�õ " Ý5Ù?Ò Â�� o I ã ä
  

� the community is attentive to and capable of opening itself to others, to hearing their deepest 
desires and recognising their most pressing needs in order to discover the most urgent and 
universal tasks which should be undertaken, and to offer more efficient, radical and global 
solutions to these problems.ÃGÄ�Å5ß ã�Þ Ç¦ö���÷�ø ½î ñsùgú«ûRüþý�ÿ��������	��û�
 ¨ ä ÃGÄ Å5ß� É ® ��Ú ìGß ÍGÎ Ñ� ì�;E��Ó Ñà"��A�ö��7;� È Á2ê�A�E�7�à� ã� " Ñ È ;�� Ò Ñ È �¨ÀKÏ����KÅà¹�@GÌ�í��*öéê Ñ ì F�� í=ç�����Ò*Ì�ÍKÎ�5Ù�� @�����;E��AKÌ�ÍKÎ �  � ó5ô �:Ò�d�� ã ä
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� the community prays for the grace of availability. In this prayer, we receive the fruit of a 
community, which desires to be attentive and open to that Spirit, who calls us to service and 
sends us on mission. This personal prayer is shared with the group.ÃGÄ�Å5ß"!$#�%'&�ÿ)(+*-,/.10�
2��34
15�687~ö:97� ã ä È+F ����ø�í5ç° Þ=ß�Æ=Ç�ì�� � ° ÞX�Ef�; Ñ ;\Ç
	5öÅf�S5ìS ° Þ���<>==ì Ñ ß�ë+?CP× Ì7� F8@õÈ ;'��ôGì F � � @GìGß�ÃGÄ�Å�Ì�Ý Ö �'h�÷ -Gã ä ÈBA �R��Ò�Ñ�ÒF �Kß�ÃGÄ ÅC��ø"í p8C�BDGã ä

 
� the community that deliberates, sends and confirms our mission is able to make decisions, to 

make choices and assume apostolic tasks in which, one way or another, all the group 
members are engaged.E+F ½�8HG � »¦¼ ð¾û ¢�¤ ð>I�J�K�ðL5�ÃGÄ Å5ß¸& Ú öNM�O É <9;� ÔQP öÛ$É <÷Û���� >�@¨î�R"Í�S�S5ì÷$®�ß Ç�� Ñà"���ö�T*ö É < ã ä  

  
  
3. A WORLD COMMUNITY   ������������� � �� � �� � �� � ���������

  
  
3.1. THE UNIVERSALITY OF CLC UWVXUUWVXUUWVXUUWVXU$YYYY[ZB\^]ZB\^]ZB\^]ZB\^]

  
  
149. The communal nature of CLC reflects the tension that is to be found between what is individual 

and what is universal, between the local community and the world community. CLC is basically 
a sharing of life at the local level, but it also has a universal dimension.ù�úûù¨Ì ÃGÄ ÅKÑÔë�� Ù ��Ò�Ñ�ÒÐñC" ��Ó Ñ�ÒÐñ�� À´³ ÃGÄ Å � ¯�Â ÃGÄ Å
Ç È �*ç`_>=7®�ß`�5Î5ö Gba ì�;Ë< ã ä ù úûù=ß F ²2Ñ=ÛKÜ ÒB� ÃGÄ Å�¹�@��*ç
Ê�Ë�ö p8C ßéñ È Àbc+Ï��à��Ó Ñ�ÒZ¹�@5ö�À Î ;�< ã ä  

  
150. Following a communal discernment, which began at the Rome Assembly in '79 and ended at 

Providence in '82, the World Federation decided to become one world community governed by a 
General Assembly, whose meetings are privileged moments when the community discerns 
CLC's mission.dfehgji Ü�k�Ü�>���ç Ñ�Æ ® �Nlnm ä ipo Ü �Bq B�Ü�>��*çsr�t ÃGÄ�d�`5ö`u�ó=ç
¯�Â�v8w Ù Ü�>�� ÌKíðø�M�®�ß x�y�z|{B} u7w�6 Í ®$~"ßÖ& Ú ös� ã ä Ü�>GÌ
îõï Ù ÃGÄ ÅGÍ�ù�úûù=Ì Ç
	5ö?d�`GìGßÅ^�Ì�Ñ�Ò Õ  È*ã ä  

  
151. At the beginning a group, united with Fr. Jean Leunis SJ, founded the Marian Congregation. As 

the number of groups grew, they were attached to a main community in Rome (1574) called the 
"Prima Primaria". In 1953, the Marian Congregations were united in a World Federation.  

 � F �  Jean Leunis � É >  ��f �  &7��  ��Ç È  ëKî�> (Marian Congregation) �  ��� ìQ� ã . ��Ç"Ì  �8~ Í  ��ÍGì���ç , �  ��Ç Ù  Ü�k��  < q  “ Prima Primaria” ó�;  Ê Þ=ß  �5Ó  ÃGÄ Å �  v��5ìQ� ã (1574
i

). 1953
i �  ëKî�>�ß  ¯���v8w7"  &7Gì÷  

®>� ã .  
   
152. In 1967, the General Principles were approved and the renewal of the spirit was expressed by 

changing the name to World Federation of Christian Life Communities. In 1982, the World 
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Assembly at Providence approved being one unique World Community, living in local 
communities. Each member of CLC belongs, first of all, to the World Community through his or 
her specific community. "We each commit ourselves to the World Community through a freely 
chosen local community".  

       1967
i �  

Ú S È  Ò��®7; , 
Ú ��Ì  ��� È  � ÞCB��õÒ  ÃGÄ Å  ¯>��v8w È��  

È�� ÛGÜ  
å���ÛKÜ��  Ó"Õ�®�� ã . 19

m ä i o Ü �Bq B��*ç Ý��ËÜ�>�ß ÒB� ÃGÄ Å å��*ç�� Í�ß x�y�zs{B} u7w�6 ï÷ö Ò Ú ìQ� ã ä ù�úûù�Ì � >�@ Ù ~���Ì ^ Ú �
ÃGÄ ÅC� ø�í5ç �B� �B� ¯>�ÐÃGÄ Å�� (� ã ä�� E+F 5`�1����� ���8z x- u7w�6�î�¡+¢�£ {8} u7w�6�¤¦¥^§ z ¨-¨ª© i k¬«

  
153. Thus the universality of CLC is visible in our one world community. This universal dimension 

ought to be present in every member and in each local community because it is rooted in our 
theology and is an essential element of our Ignatian Spirituality.
u�ó=çðù�úûù5Ì���ÓGë Ù x�y�z ¯>���Ä ÅC�ðø�í5ç¯®�� ÐQA t ã äzÈKÉ ��Ó Ñ"Ò
¹�@ Ù î�= >�@7A�"Ôî�= ÒB� GÄ Å���ç Ð°A�p�Ú � ã ä²±^³ ìB� ÈKÉ ¹�@ È° Þ5Ì[�>´�|µ2ÞX��R�;�<÷Û���� ÈL³�Ñ$¶:a ë"ÌÅ²b·"Ñ ôKÿ�ÈCF �XÁ È*ã  

  
3.2. THE THEOLOGICAL ROOTS OF THE UNIVERSALITY OF CLC: THE TRINITY, JESUS AND 
              THE WORLD UWVXUUWVXUUWVXUUWVXU�ZB\$]�YZB\$]�YZB\$]�YZB\$]�Y¹¸�º�}¸�º�}¸�º�}¸�º�}¹»>¼»>¼»>¼»>¼ ½½½½h¾B¿bÀ�|¾B¿bÀ�|¾B¿bÀ�|¾B¿bÀ�|�ÁÁÁÁÃÂÅÄÂÅÄÂÅÄÂÅÄQÆÆÆÆ¹Ç>¼�ÈÇ>¼�ÈÇ>¼�ÈÇ>¼�È�É�yÉ�yÉ�yÉ�y  
  
154. The General Principles speak to us of the three Divine Persons who, contemplating divided 

humanity, decide to give themselves completely to all men and women to make them free from 
all that drive them.128 This redeeming initiative was expressed in the Incarnation of the Son and 
awakens - as a grace - in the members of CLC the desire to participate in the mission of Jesus 
Christ.Ú S Ù ëBÊ � P5çE��Ý - ÒC �¯C�Kö/S��"ì Ñ ��ç î�=\Ç¦öXA�ö�~ T�Ë ÷¨ì Ñ ;8~Ì �Kö Ä>�BÍ Ç¦öXA��÷ M �=×�Ñ�F Ü & Ú ì Ñ ß ñ*ö ° Þ���÷ Î�í$� ã ä ilk¬ÏÈBA �£Ï�@�Ñ�Ò × �"Í ��ÐbÐ ÌpÑ , Ü³ÓKÕ�®>�=Û��¯Ò Ù Ü�ÛKÜÔÓÁù�úûù7>�@7AGÜ
ìS$Õ:� É � ÞCB��"Ì¥Ç
	��ÅQ�S5ì�;B~�ì�ßæÝBÖ*ö Ê+A K÷ÛQ× ã ä

 
155. The more deeply we live our faith in Jesus, the deeper will be our desire for communion with 

all men and women going beyond the small community in order to reach "all persons of good 
will" 129 as the Trinity did in Christ. At the World Assembly in Rome 1979, it was said: ° Þ�Í�� ÉQÐ �E�7� ° Þ5Ì[�QØ=ö ¶E� È �� ÍB� Ù É�� �Eë8Ê � P5ç?� ÞCB��
å��*ç ìBÚ q ñ8ÛbÜ � à�Ý¹� ½�½Z8HÞàß ©âáäãæå ��÷ ã ÍKÍ F�� ì�S Æ�Ù GÄ ÅC�
��çKìS\î�=\Ç¦ö9A�"'KCMGì�;B~ ìGß ° Þ=ÌéÝBÖ È ¶R��� ·�ñ È*ã äéè gêehgji
Ü�k��*ç��8ë - ¯�� Ü�>�ß ã�õ " Ý È[ì� � ã°í  
�        We are called to the deepest meaning of community. Our community is called to reflect God's 

family. God is community. 

                                                 
127 GP 7. ���bî  
  
128 GP 1.  ïñð 1 
  
129 GP 7. ���bî  
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E+F 5/,2ò"ó�6 ½õô$¤�£½bu7w�6 �÷ö1ø � ¥ ûp
 ¨-¨ E+F u7w�6 5·ð�ùHú ½
,1ûB�ýüQþ�ð q2ÿ ö�ø � ¥ û�
 ¨-¨ ð�ù úñ6 u7w�6 ú è ¨-¨  

  
�        CLC members are to contemplate the world into which they are sent, in the manner of the 

Trinity, and accomplish in their lives the task, which the Eternal King wishes to realize in the 
history of each one.

�����
���	� ��
 ß 6¦� §°ß ú ¢�¤� {��>� 4��   ½�� q ��� �sð û��Åþ 
 z�á���� £
#�� ½ ��8 �8¤�£ � � ðòñ î 
 ðíèb5 À ! � � §�½ " #b¤�£ $ 3 ¢�%
z ¨-¨ á'&)(

  
3.3. A COMMUNITY AT THE SERVICE OF THE WORLD  ÉCy+*ÉCy+*ÉCy+*ÉCy+*-,���.0/,���.0/,���.0/,���.0/Rz7{�|z7{�|z7{�|z7{�|  
  
156. "We aim to extend these bonds of unity to the National and World CLC and to the Church 

communities of which we are part (parish, diocese), to the whole Church and to all people of 
good will” 131 

       “
E+F 5�ú�1Qz�y32 ½54 �76�,98�{B} ���	� � E+F , # z ��� u7w�6+ß0:<;>= � �@?3A �B�6 ��� 8 à�Ý|� ½�½Z8HÞàß�C �ýJBògð¾û8� z ¨-¨ª© 131 

  
157. During the World Assembly in Rome 1979, a communal discernment was made which led to the 

decision to transform the World Federation of Christian Life Communities into one World 
Community. The main reasons, which led to making this choice, were as follows  

       
è gêehg i Ü�k ¯>�XÜ�> F  ED å FD�d�` È ÈX���Ù ç ��ÞCB��õÒ Ê�Ë FD+G
¯>��v8w=ö ì p Ì Ò K�� ¯>� FD+G=Ü H ,�Ñ�I ß & Ú ö M+J ã ä�K�L &FM0N
M�O�÷QPSR+P KUTVXW�õ�Y[ZEW

  
� sensitivity and commitment to the needs and problems of all humanity132 
      \�]^`_EabSc9d�egf�hFiEj�k`l+mFeonFp+q .132  
� being open to people from other countries and other cultures 133 
      
WFr[st b WEr cu+e�v`w-xzy�{9eF|g}E~�� .133  

                                                 
130 GP 4. ��� 4 
  
131 GP 7.  ��� 7 
  
132 “ We must have great sensitivity to the needs of others. The universal dimension of CLC is a challenge and an 

ideal which invites us to commit ourselves even more in everyway, since we are all equally precious in the sight 
of God. A member of CLC and one small group, that has this universal vision, open themselves to Christ's 
mission which extends to all.”  (Rome 1979) �������X���`�3���X���F�o�����������X�����¡ £¢¤ ��¥�¦�§©¨[ª¬«�¯®±°©² ���o³µ´·¶¹¸�º�»��[¼�´�½¿¾�ÀXÁ�Â�½��`¾UÃ��©ÄÅ�¯Æ©ÇÉÈ�Ê3ËÌ�Í�Î�Ï�Ð ½µÑÒ��� ª¬Ó �5½�Ô+ÕÖ�5×µ�SØ©Ù��SÚ��ÒÛ�ÜU�µ��Ý¹Þ±ß��Í���©�áàá� ¥�¦ Ã¬âãÃFä�¶åæ�ç�è �` £¢¤ >�é�Òê�ëµ�©ìí�`î�ï3ðU� ª¬«Sñ9ò �á�±ó ²¹ô©õ�ö �X÷F�ÎøÍ¾·� ñúù �û  ½�óýü���þ ÿ �������	��
���

 
133 “ As members of a World Community we are called to establish close bonds with those from other cultures, 

overcoming all prejudice, and opening our eyes to the points of view of those from other countries and taking an 
interest in those who live beyond our own frontiers in order to discover the richness of life each has.”  (Rome 
'79) ����� î�ï3ð©� ê�ë °Í²�� ���3� ª�« ¦�� ¶����µ½ ç�� ����� ×Í¶ ���éì���� � �ñ9ò ��� � ��� û  ½ ç!�#" ß%$�& å('*) § �,+á¶.- � ½�Ý0/�� �����21�3.45/76�8��:9 ç
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� the need for unity of vision and action in the face of the world's problems.134;=< c9d?>A@CBED VGFIH?JLKNM0YPORQ ^TS?U�eLVXWg_0a(Y[Z]\
  
� being available for what is most urgent and most universal. As members of the CLC we are 

predestined for nothing, but available for everything. While other associations within the 
Church undertake specific apostolic tasks, CLC remains open to serve all the needs of the 
Church and the world, whatever they are135  

  ^E_  `EaEDFk bNc=d�\ m�e e=` f=gXh i HkjXl m(n ^ o JpHRq(rsut#sCvEwCxEy vPz({?|~}��C���k�P���������E�p���N���2�R���������������
�G �¡�¢�£¥¤¦£¨§�©ª£¬«�©®�¯±°¨²:¥¤�³²µ´·¶�¸¹§�º¼»¾½¼¿À� Á�Â ÃÅÄR^ ÆXÇ r�È v É e H | Ç rÊNË {GÌÎÍ=ÏEW x j d�\ SkÐ i s ^C| Q É e sut#s | Ñ�ÒCÌ o=ÓCÔ Õ�eCÖÈ v b ;Å× ^ga�ØEeÚÙ¬x�DX| FÜÛXÝAH kXÞAWCÇ r Y[Zàß

  
� the mutual enrichment of communities.136 
  á Q Ë ^  

×Nâ
 Þpã  ä × 136 

  
4.  AN ECCLESIAL COMMUNITY  � �� �� �� �  � �� �� �� � ���� 
  
4.1. THE BASIS OF THE CLC'S ECCLESIAL CHARACTER   
            CLC åå åå  æNçæNçæNçæNç  èXéXêèXéXêèXéXêèXéXê  ëÅìEíëÅìEíëÅìEíëÅìEí  î?ïî?ïî?ïî?ï  
  
                                                                                                                                                             è � ��� ñ9ò �·�¯óñðóòá¶*&Rô °©²öõ ���>ß%$E� è � ñ9ò �!÷�øNù�ú�û?üþý ÿ ���������
	�������������� �����

 
  
 “ The world has need of the witness of a community founded on a love which surpasses national frontiers”�! #"%$'&)(+*-,/.102$43652748:9;*�< 	'=1>@?BADC)EGFBH;I ý�JLK � 0 	 ������  (ibid).  
 
134  “ As part of the Church, CLC is called to assume a global responsibility in following the same objectives and 

having the same world vision, despite differences.”  (Rome '79) MON@P F ú4Q1RTS �+UBVXWYV $[Z]\)^+7 ��@_ 0 	`Cba údcfe?ýhgji 	`C�a ú  #"lk@*nmpo S �%q m _2rts#Elu�vxwby *{z�| S:} $Q~i%� * ��	 ������  ( �@�  ’ 79) 
 “ As a world community, united in front of common problems, we are able to provide a more adequate response.”� ADC)F��2��� 7 U a�� 0 	 � $�� a ú  G" ADC)E �+U���� $�� � u#� ú��/� *��������

 (ibid)  
  
135 “ The field of CLC mission knows no limits: it extends both to the Church and the world, in order to bring the 

gospel of salvation to all people.”  (GP 8)  “ CLC
F
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136 “ This universality invites us to enrich each other by a deep sharing of our spirituality, our formation 

programmes, spiritual perception and resources. It is in the level to which each member and each community 
lives in this universal dimension that we can see national problems objectively and open ourselves yet further to 
the needs of all the association.”  (Rome, '79)  “
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158. CLC was born and is growing within the Church, and draws from the Church its identity and its 
universality. This vital relationship with the Church is founded on union with Christ Himself. 
Union with Christ leads to union with the Church where Christ here and now continues His 
mission of salvation.137  

  CLC Ê  Ë]Ì  Í]Î�Ï  Ð�Ñ]Ò:Ó  Ô6Õ:Ò]Ö  Ë�Ì  Í]Î�Ï  ×ÙØ:Ú  Û�Ü  Ý]Þ:Ô:ß  àÊ]á .  
Ë]Ì:â�Ü  ã:äå  æ:ç6è]é  ê6ëbÊ  ÛÙì�í�î]â�Ü  ïbð6Î�Ï  ñ6ò/ó:á . Û6ìbí]â�Ü  ïbð/Ê  ôöõ

 ÷@øúù+û  üþýGÿ����bû  �����  	�
�����  �������  �����  �����  ��� � �  !#"%$
 ã'&�á .137 

 
159. The CLC is, at every level, at the service of the people of God. By its very existence within the 

Church, CLC contributes to the promotion of: 
 ( )  *6ë/Ü  CLC Ê  Ò�+�,Ü  -�ÔpÎ .  /10-å/á .  Ë]Ì  Í]Î  2�3/Ò:Ê  Û  4�5 $  CLC Ê  

á 6�Ü  718:ß  9�:Ò:Ê�;  < =6åá :    
 
� a Church where one finds communion within a diversity of charisms and ministries, and a 

shared responsibility for the fulfilment of Christ's mission; 
  á�>å  ?pìbí @�â  0BA�C  DpÎ�Ï  ïbðFE  ñ6ò/Ò:Ê  Ë]Ì , ÛÙì�í�î]Ü  0�Gbß  HJI Ò:Ê�;  K1LbÏ  MBNbÓ  K%Ê  <:Ñ  O�P ;  
  
� a Church which is not an end in itself, but "receives a mission to proclaim and to establish 

among all peoples the reign of Christ and of God. She becomes on earth the initial budding 
forth of that kingdom."138  

 Û  4�5�Q  Apè6ã  R N�S  “ üþýGÿ ���  �UTWVX�  Y#ÿ[Z\�  ]_^  `�a bÙù�c  dfeg��h  iBj �@ø  kl��÷  ����  mn�  ��� . �����  o  p�q-ù+û  ü  rBsf�  t�o  ulY .” 138  
 
4.2. THE RELATIONSHIP OF CLC WITH THE CHURCH   
            CLC vv vv  w�xw�xw�xw�x�yyyy   zF{zF{zF{zF{  |n}|n}|n}|n}  ~ �~ �~ �~ �  
  
160.  a. Fidelity to the message of Christ. �����F�B������F�B������F�B������F�B�  ���'�_����'�_����'�_����'�_�  �1����1����1����1���   
 The CLC seeks to deepen its understanding of the Gospel, by living the faith that has been 

passed on to us by the Apostles, interpreted and preserved by the Church and safeguarded by her 
magisterium.  

 CLC Ê  0pî 8 $  �B�  ���J�  ���'�]Ó  Ë]Ì]Î  Ü��  �J���Ó  ÝB�����1�6Ö  Ë:î��6Î  
Ü��  Í �ÒB.  ó  ×B��ß  �BR  �F� $ �   �66Î  ¡:å  ã1�FE  ¢�£�¤�¥/Ó�4  åá .  

  
161.  b. Participation in the life of the Church. ¦�§B¨F©��¦�§B¨F©��¦�§B¨F©��¦�§B¨F©��  ª�«ª�«ª�«ª�«  
 The CLC does not exist in isolation from the rest of the Christian community (parish, diocese, 

national and universal Church). It is, on the contrary, an integral part of this community and this 
finds its expression:  

                                                 
137 GP 6. ©#ª 6 
  
138 Lumen Gentium 5  ¬®\¯  ° 5 
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 CLC Ê  ÛÙìbí�î4é  <:ÑB5 ( ±B² , Ë�³ , ´�Q:Ë]Ì , µ6ë/Ë]Ì ) â  ¶�ìJ��L  2�3/Ò�M  ·bÊ]á .  
�B¸��  Û�â:Ê  ¹�¡ $   ËÙìbí�î4é  <:ÑB5Ü  º »Ùå  ��¼4ã  ��Ö , ãJ71½  á 6�Ú  ¾F½  
;%Ï  ¿�À �Ó  K�á :  

 
� in a liturgical and sacramental life, which, centred on the Eucharist, is "a concrete experience 

of unity in love and action".139 
   Á%0pÔBÂ�Q  º ¢4ãbó  ��Ã%â  Ô10lÄJÅß  Æ��  “ 0lÇÚ  È'ÉÙÎ  K1LbÏ  ³B5]è6é  
ïbð:Ü  Ê�Ë ” é  ��Ã%â  Ô10lÄJÅ  DpÎ�Ï . Û�7'½  Á%0pÔBÂ�Q  º ¢ ã�á .” 139 

 
� in the ordinary life of the Church, by participating in Church activities and identifying, 

effectively and lovingly, with her needs and problems, and supporting her progress. 
  Ë]Ì�Å:ÑpÎ  Ì�Í/Ò:Ó , Î�ÚÙè6ã�Ó  0lÇ]Î  Ï Ð/ß  Ñ  @�6�� $  Ë�Ì�Q  ÒJ» $  Ò:Ê  
7/Ú  Ó�Â�Ô�ß  Õ ¸Ó   Ë]Ì:Ü  ñ��bß  M6Ø ÖF� $ �  Ì�Í/ÒB.  �Ê  Ë]Ì:Ü  ïf×�ÄJÅ  
DpÎ�Ï . 

 
162.  c. Collaboration in the mission of the Church. ØFÙ1ÚØFÙ1ÚØFÙ1ÚØFÙ1Ú  ÛÝÜ�ÞÛÝÜ�ÞÛÝÜ�ÞÛÝÜ�Þ  ßß ßßFàà àà'áá áá  
 Having received its mission in the Church and from the Church, CLC, in accordance with its 

directives and its pastoral priorities, brings to the people of God and their pastors the gift of its 
apostolic service and its rich and original charism in a spirit of discernment and shared 
responsibility. 

  ���  âù+û  ���1ã�älå  0�G/ß  ��Í�æF½  CLC Ê  Û�Ü  M ç]Ú  0�AÙè6é  è�é  ê ÉÙÎ  ë S  Ò +�,Ü  -�Ô 8�Ú  Û�8]Ü  0�A�4�8pÎ .  0pîpè  /10 Ü  é�ì]Ú  í�î:Ú  O�P  ¼�ï:Ü  
ç/× Î  

ë�ð
 CLC Ü  ñ » ò�Ó  Ó�ópå  ?pì�í @JE  ÂJ¤6åá . 

 
163.  d. Solidarity. ôfõôfõôfõôfõ   
 CLC seeks especially to be open, with a spirit of communion, to the poor, the marginalized and 

the excluded, in short, to all those who, in the Church and in the world, have the greatest need of 
help and sustenance: CLC is ready to share what it has with them and to integrate this attitude 
into its way of life. 

 öø÷ùö ÊûúË�Ü ç/×�� $ Ë]Ì ÍÚüµF×6ÜýQ�þ6å ã%8�Úýÿ���������� Â:ó ãfE� Ö]åý( ) ã%8 ºÙÎ�Ï
	#Q�Õ î��4ã ÒJ»�Ò����ûÄ]ë�Î L���� ãûK%Ê ã%8pÎ . î ¸���� K%î������/åá��
 

                                                 
139 GP 7. ©#ª 7 
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III.  COMMITMENT IN CLC �������� 
  
COMMITMENT IN THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND NORMS. � ~��� ~��� ~��� ~��  ��������������������  ��������������������   "! "! "! "!  
  
164. "Membership of the Christian Life Community requires a personal vocation. For a period of 

time determined in the General Norms, the candidate is introduced to the CLC way of life. This 
time is allotted for the candidate and the wider community to discern the candidate's vocation. 
Once a decision has been made, and approved by the wider community, the member makes a 
Temporary Commitment, to allow time to test, with the help of the community, his or her ability 
to live according to the end and spirit of CLC. Then, after a suitable period of time, determined 
by the General Norms, a Permanent Commitment is made."140 # üþýGÿ �[�%$�&�'�(*)�� ��
�o,+/ø kl�:÷'�.-g�0/ �21*3"465�71ã981Y;:<�= ù6>@?�u ! ?nøBA
(�â ô 
\�_�.CEDFCF�G$�&IHKJ �L3�-Ýmn��Y;: o �/øl�ô 
\���M1*3N4OJQP1�Gø kl��÷ ô 
\���RCEDFCS'�(�)[ùUT�Vfu ��A�o Y;: !�WX ? oMY�Z ô �\[.]M'�(�)[ù �Q^`__�badcfe ü ��
�gOh�ø:ûjiU� �Uckal o�hmeXo �/ø"(�ân-Ý�Kg '�(�)�� �"o�� m*pW��� o2CEDFCJ�Gq�/�r�?F�[ùs�t.u p�vGwQxzy|{~}��z�d�"�;�����
�R���������I��{����N���O�����j��y
�z�d�"�;���������

 
  
165. "In whichever way admission takes place, the new members must be helped by the Community to 

decide whether a call, together with an ability and a willingness to live it, are present, and to 
become identified with the wider Christian Life Community. After a period of time, normally no 
longer than four years and no less than one, they assume a Temporary Commitment to this way 
of life. An experience of the Spiritual Exercises is strongly recommended as a means of arriving 
at this personal decision."141 �E��  �6¡b¢0£�¤�¥§¦@¨ª©�«z¬Q t;®�¯E°F¯²±�³�´ �.µM¦·¶¹¸ ¯E°F¯Iº�»I¼ ¢�y
¸�½��;¾�¿ ¯E°F¯Iº�»I¼ ¢�y u
À vÂÁnÃÅÄUwNxÆÄR�·Ç�È·¸�ÉN�0Ê·ËRÌ��"�;¾�¿Í`ÎÏ~Ð;Ñ ®jÒÂ±�³�´�ÓG³QÔ {Q� ®"ÕÂ® È�y×Ö ��Ø �@�;� Ô ����ÙI¸�ÊÛÚ��b¿
��Ü
�K£�¤GÝ�ÞR¸�ß@�àµM¦·¶�á�âã¸�ä�� º�»I¼ ¢�yUå t.u ¾�æãç*���j��yd½ Ø
�@�;�è¸�ä
�Ûé Ò �`Ì���ykß Ð �×ê²ëì£�¤·íïîÆ�
êIð�¸%ñòx�ó2ô�õ��"�Åö÷�ø�ù�ú�

 
 
166. "The temporary engagement continues as such until, after a process of discernment, the member 

expresses his or her Permanent Commitment to CLC, unless he or she freely withdraws from the 
community or is excluded by it. The length of time between temporary and Permanent 
Commitment should ordinarily be no more than eight years and no less than two."142 
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167. "An experience of the complete Spiritual Exercises, in one of their several forms (in daily life, a 

closed month, retreats over several years), precedes Permanent Commitment to the 
community."143 
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A. REASONS FOR COMMITMENT *�+-,*�+-,*�+-,*�+-,  .�/.�/.�/.�/  021021021021  
  
There are many reasons for commitment, the most important being: 35476

 8%9  :7;!9  <>=�?A@�?  B7@�C  ?%D  E>F�G  H�I  J>K>L  M�J : 
  
168. 1 - The fundamental Trinitarian Theology. The roots of commitment in CLC are found in God. 

The Principle and Foundation of our commitment is that God establishes an unbreakable 
covenant with His people. The Lord is the first to commit Himself in a permanent and visible 
way. God has been faithful to this covenant again and again throughout history as witnessed by 
His liberating deeds. But, it is in the Incarnation that He shows us "without a shadow of doubt" 
the greatest and irrevocable sign of this covenant.144 
1- NN NN�O>P�QO>P�QO>P�QO>P�Q  R%SUTWVR%SUTWVR%SUTWVR%SUTWVXPPPP  Y[ZY[ZY[ZY[Z . CLC 
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169. 2 - Anthropological basis: Human beings are not pure spirit and need to express their deepest 

experiences through the senses. Our relationship with the mystery of God is best expressed in 
visible, sacramental signs. We are, equally, part of the times in which we live, so our spiritual 
and apostolic experiences are lived in these times. Thus, Temporary or Permanent Commitment 
with the CLC is perceived through the senses. Permanent Commitment signifies that, within 
time, we pattern our response according to the faithful love of God and the fullness of the 
mystery of Christ who brings all things to Himself.145 
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170. 3 - Communal basis - the Church. We do not live our vocation and mission as isolated 

individuals. We live them in community and we proclaim before that community of friends and 
companions in the Lord that we are in and with the Church. The community has the right to see, 
hear, feel and appreciate our commitment. This helps us to live coherently the way of life to 
which we have committed ourselves.146 
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171. Thus our commitment is to present ourselves freely before the Lord and His people and to give a 

visible sign of that which we have lived and discerned in our hearts. It is a gesture somewhat 
similar to a marital engagement. In proclaiming before God and our companions that we have 
committed ourselves to a spirituality, a way of life and a mission, we are confirming before them 
our discernment and the gift of ourselves. We proclaim publicly, that the Christian Life 
Community is the body within which we live the charism that the Spirit of the Lord has given to 
us.  
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B. TEMPORARY COMMITMENT 1��f*�+1��f*�+1��f*�+1��f*�+  
  
1.  The process leading to Temporary Commitment 	�
�����	�
�����	�
�����	�
�����  ����������������������������  ������������  
  
172. A reading of the General Principles and General Norms shows that CLC life originates in a call 

from the Lord to each individual member and that such a vocation is apostolic and universal 
lived in the Church and within a local community.  

 �>³%L  
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173. This emphasis on vocation can inspire, better than anything else, the initial steps in CLC. The 

new members "must be helped by the community to assimilate the CLC way of life, and to decide 
whether a call, together with an ability and a willingness to live it, are present".147 
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174. Vocation - or calling - is perceived in the beginning as a vague and diffused longing that is, 

however, strong enough to encourage the person to make contact with CLC.  When a person 
first becomes a member of a community, he/she begins to become familiar with the CLC's way 
of life and growth.148  These ways are introduced gradually, as part of a formation process 
during which spiritual guidance149 plays an important role. 
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175.During this growth stage, the person has to make certain decisions: to join in days of recollection, 

to participate in a local community, to assist regularly at group meetings, to meet with a spiritual 
guide, to take part in an apostolic activity, to undertake the Spiritual Exercises or a short retreat 
of 4 to 8 days etc. In making these decisions, candidates commit themselves progressively to the 
CLC way of life. On their journey, they will experience different emotions, and these will help 
them to realise whether or not this is the way for them to enrich their relationship with God. The 
community, for its part150, sustains the person with an attitude of discernment and encourages 
them to take further steps towards growth and commitment.  
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176. At length the moment arrives when the person must ponder in prayer whether the path along 

which he or she has been taught and guided for some time (1-4 years according to GN 2), is 
truly a call and a grace from God. This moment of discernment can arise spontaneously, or it can 
be a response to a deliberate invitation.  
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2.  The purpose and meaning of Temporary Commitment  	2
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177. Temporary Commitment is the expression of a desire to live according to the CLC way of life.150 

This commitment implies a search for the vocation to which the Lord is calling the individual, 
and the discernment of this vocation. 
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178. In those individuals who already have the necessary disposition, this vocational discernment 

takes place on two levels: 
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� The choice of a state of life by those who have not yet done so (religious life, of course, 

excludes a Permanent Commitment to CLC); 
  §U�  � \  ñ�n7�  é��]8%@  
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� Amendment and reformation of lifestyle, for those who have already decided upon their 
state of life.151 
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179. This discernment of vocation does not take for granted a definitive CLC vocation, but tries to 

remain open to whatever state of life we are being called by the will of God. The process, lived 
in the CLC way, implies that the person already belongs to a community to which he/she has 
made a temporal commitment, even if the individual vocation has not yet been clearly defined.  
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180. An important aspect of such discernment is the question "do they want and desire" to seek and 

find the will of God in their lives and to follow His call? This presupposes an ever-deepening 
experience of God fostered by the Spiritual Exercises of St Ignatius, with the support of the 
community, for greater service. They discern whether or not the CLC way is what God wants for 
them and if they are "open, free and ready" to go on this journey with a "deliberate 
determination"152 toward an apostolic way of life. 
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181. This vocational stage as such is open to different options. For a married adult, for instance, the 

question will be whether he/she is called to live a CLC lifestyle in married life. Young people 
will ask themselves, what style of life (lay, religious or clerical) they are called to. A good 
number of adults and young people will feel called to live according to the CLC style of life. 
Others find that their motivation for joining was rather social or affective and, acknowledging 
that they have no desire to continue further, seek other ways of belonging to the Church. 
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182. For those young people or adults who come to the conclusion that the community answers their 

deepest aspirations, this stage brings a renewed commitment to the CLC way.  
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183. Thus, "Temporary Commitment", made within the community and accepted by it, is the 

expression of the individual's determination to seek God's will by employing Ignatian methods 
and the community's offer of its own Ignatian process of formation. 
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184. It is important that "Temporary Commitment" should not be reduced to a set of obligations but 

should be our loving answer, in the spirit of the Gospel and the interior law of love153, to God 
who loved us first. 
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185. The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius play a key role in the discernment of vocation. At this 

stage of formation, Temporary Commitment fosters in them the dispositions needed for making 
the Spiritual Exercises well, bearing in mind their apostolic vocation. 
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3.  Ways of approaching Temporary Commitment  j�kml'npoj�kml'npoj�kml'npoj�kml'npo  qSr;sqSr;sqSr;sqSr;s  t�umvt�umvt�umvt�umv  
  
186. It is important that those who make a commitment find a sacramental expression (a sign that does 

what it signifies) of their desire to seek and find God's will, through the use of Ignatian methods 
and in the company of the community. At the same time, the local community commits itself to 
accompany and encourage them, offering them the Ignatian methods. It is also important to 
make an explicit reference to their commitment to the World Community, an apostolic body in 
the Church. 
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187. Temporary Commitment can be implemented in different ways. One way is to have a yearly 

meeting for those who have been taking part in CLC for some years at which they could be 
invited to reflect on the significance of Temporary Commitment. Discernment is thus provoked 
and those who wish to make their Temporary Commitment can agree on the best way to express 
it (occasion, form and formula). Another way might be to have each year, as a National or 
Regional tradition, a procedure, a formula and a fixed date (e.g. World CLC Day, the Feast of 
the Immaculate Conception, Pentecost), when those, who wish, express their Temporary 
Commitment. 
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188. In a well-guided CLC process, this time of discernment of an explicit Temporary Commitments 

is inevitable. If this is not the case, it could be for one of the following three reasons: 
 CLC ��ç�»  °  ����±�£ ÷ , ë�í ´?> Ë  Ì2Í  á�ñU¸  ¿�í Ó  g�ÅUþ Ó ã�} £ . ×�²�Ý  
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� the process stops at some stage and becomes repetitive; 
 ��ç�¤  

� É  ä Ï Ë ´  
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� commitment is not properly understood, has the wrong meaning or connotation; 
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� difficulties arise from the way in which commitment is expressed and celebrated. 
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189. Our challenge today is to find visible ecclesial signs for what we are trying to live and believe 

that express a theological and spiritual point of view in keeping with our formation. 
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C. PERMANENT COMMITMENT  ¿�À¿�À¿�À¿�À  Á?ÂÁ?ÂÁ?ÂÁ?Â  
  
190. Permanent Commitment corresponds in the vocational process of the CLC member, to the stage 

of full apostolic life: when personal vocation is lived as apostolic mission. The unfolding and 
expression of all vocations is mission. Those who make their Permanent Commitment are those 
members who have completed their vocational discernment and have offered themselves to and 
embraced the CLC's lifestyle. This stage is necessarily linked to apostolic discernment, as an 
indispensable element for developing mission. 
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191. Temporary Commitment in CLC is linked to the formation process and corresponds to the call 

of the Eternal King and the "election". Permanent Commitment follows from the CLC way of 
life, and is in harmony with the trustful surrender of the Contemplation for attaining Love. 
Commitment is the "Take, Lord and receive..." as a response to the commitment of God who 1) 
has given me so much; 2) dwells in me, giving me existence and meaning; 3) labours and works 
for me; 4) seeing how all good things and gifts descend from above…  just as the rays come 
down from the sun, or the rains from their source, so too from God comes power, goodness, 
justice, mercy and the necessary desire to live out our commitment.154  
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192.Permanent Commitment is the culmination of our vocational discernment in which we express 

our desire to discover God's will and fulfil it in our apostolic life, in answer to our specific call 
and our readiness to be sent on mission.155 

                                                 
154 SpEx 235-237.  ®'¯�°�±  235-237 
  
155 GP 8c.  bdc  8c 
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1.  Permanent Commitment < =< =< =< =  l'nl'nl'nl'n  
  
193. Rather than seeing Permanent Commitment as a risky decision, which limits future freedom, it is 

important to realise that inner freedom is the foundation of this decision and one of its fruits. 
Real freedom exists when people are able to direct their lives according to their deepest desires. 
Thus, they are free inasmuch as they are able to live according to the deep desires the Spirit of 
the Lord has awakened in their hearts.  
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194. Our free acts are not simply based on will power, but are acts of faith and hope. The radical 

quality of our commitment is not so much based on our capabilities, but on "the freedom with 
which Christ freed us and means us to remain free". 156 
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195. For this reason when CLC members reach the conclusion that proclaiming Christ and His Good 

News to the world around them is what "I want and desire, and it is my deliberate 
determination"157 , they know that the Lord has guided their steps through a long journey. 
Freedom to commit themselves does not just mean being ready to choose. It really means giving 
themselves, surrendering to God, and trusting Him totally.  
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196. It is in this spirit that St Ignatius prays: "Take, Lord, and receive all my liberty, my memory, my 

understanding, and my entire will - all that I have and possess. You, Lord, have given it all to me. 
To you, Lord, I return it. Everything is yours. Do with it what you will. Give me only your love 

                                                 
  
156 Gal 5:1  k�l�m�n  5,1 
  
157 SpEx 98.  ®'¯�°�±  98 
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and your grace, for that is enough for me."158  Our freedom comes from God's love and is 
offered to Him. God loved us first; God committed Himself to us first.  
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2.  Public Commitment  �.����.����.����.���  l'nl'nl'nl'n  
  
197. By bearing witness before the CLC, those making a commitment ask the Lord for the grace that 

they may give their generous response to His fidelity. By doing so in front of the whole 
community, they are asking for its help: that the community may accompany them on their 
journey. The external expression of this internal offering somehow gives it a sacramental 
character. 
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198. For the rest of the community, the public celebration of commitment bears a certain sacramental 

dimension. It is a visible sign of the Spirit at work in each member leading, him or her, to a 
greater commitment to their mission. It is also a sign building and strengthening the community 
in the footsteps of Jesus Christ, sent by the Father. With a spirit of faith, the public commitment 
of a member of the community is an invitation to "rid ourselves of every burden and persevere" 
in the service to the one who has called us into community, "keeping our eyes fixed on Jesus, the 
leader and perfecter of faith".159 
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199. This is the time for confirmation of the Election, to ensure a strong commitment to mission and 

service.160  The Spiritual Exercises should play a key role in this life process of living mission 
helping us to follow, more perfectly, the poor and humble Christ.161 

                                                 
158 SpEx 234. £¥¤�¦�§  234 
  
159 Heb 12:1-4  ¨a©«ª  12,1-4 
  
160 GP 11.  bdc  11 
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200. At this stage, formation should be considered as "ongoing formation" so that we are always 

"in good apostolic shape", and thus able to give at any time the most adequate response to  
       the question: What shall I do for Christ? 
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